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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Shelach 5776 - Our Mission in This World 
Introduction 
In this week’s parasha the Torah records the incident of the Meraglim, the 
spies that Moshe sent to ascertain if the Jewish People would be capable of 
conquering Eretz Yisroel. The spies retuned from their forty-day journey 
with a slanderous report, and this report was the catalyst for the Jewish 
People to die out in the Wilderness. There are many aspects to this 
episode, but I wish to focus on one subtle point that is the underlying 
theme of this tragic incident. It is said (Bamidbar13:3) vayishlach osam 
Moshe al pi HaShem kulam anashim roshei vinei Yisroel heimah, Moshe 
sent them forth from the Wilderness of Paran at HaShem’s command; they 
were all distinguished men; heads of the Children of Israel were they. 
Rashi writes that from the fact that the Torah states that the spies were all 
distinguished men, we learn that at the time that they were sent on their 
mission they were righteous. This statement, however, is very difficult to 
understand, as we see that after a mere forty days they had become traitors 
to their people and they caused a tragedy for all future generations. This 
tragedy was manifest in the destruction of both the first and second Bais 
HaMikdash, which, like the return of the spies, occurred on Tisha Baav. 
One must wonder, then, how it is possible that the spies commenced their 
mission as righteous individuals and yet their mission culminated in such 
treachery. 
What is in a name? 
In order to understand this transformation in the character of the spies, we 
must first gain an insight into a number of statements that appear in the 
Gemara and Medrash. The first statement that requires explanation is that 
the Gemara (Sota 34b) states that Rabbi Yitzchak said that we have a 
tradition that the spies were called by their actions and we only have a 
tradition regarding one of the spies. This spy was Sisur ben Michael, as 
Sisur means that he demolished (so to speak) the actions of HaShem, and 
Michael means that he made (so to speak) HaShem weak. Rabbi Yochanan 
added that we also have a tradition regarding the name Nachbi ben Vafsi, 
as Nachbi means that he concealed, (so to speak) the words of HaShem, 
and Vafsi means that he skipped over, so to speak, the character traits of 
HaShem. The Medrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 16:10) goes even further and 
states that there are those whose names are nice and their actions are 
despicable. There are those whose names are despicable and their actions 
are nice. Then there are those whose names and actions are nice, and there 
are also those who both their names and their actions are despicable. 
Regarding the spies, both their names and their actions were despicable. 
What is the meaning of this Gemara and Medrash? How is it that the 
names of the spies were despicable and contained negative connotations? 
Name and soul are synonymous 
Let us understand the significance of a person’s name. It would seem that 
the word sheim, meaning name, is associated with the word neshama, soul. 
Not only are the words closely related because of the word sheim that is 
contained within the word neshamah, but they are intrinsically associated 
with each other as it is logical that the essence of the person is his 
neshama. Thus, when we refer to a person’s name, we are referring to his 
neshama, which is the unique imprint that HaShem gave him to fulfill his 
mission in life. The Medrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 16:1) states that there is 
no one more beloved to HaShem than shluchei mitzvah, those who are sent 
on a mission regarding a mitzvah and they sacrifice themselves to fulfill 

their mission. The Sfas Emes writes that in this sense every person is a 
shilach mitzvah, a messenger with a mission in this world. The spies had 
great neshamos, souls, and their mission was to maintain that high level of 
spirituality. One must wonder, then, where they went wrong? It would 
seem from the reading of this episode that the spies failed to see 
themselves as messengers of HaShem and of the Jewish People. Rather, 
they transformed their mission to a mission of selfishness, where they 
chose to see what they felt would be to their benefit and not for the benefit 
of the rest of the people.  
Seeing the land for the good 
It is worth noting that specifically regarding this mission Moshe conferred 
upon Hoshea ben Nun the name Yehoshua. By adding the letter yud to his 
name, Moshe was demonstrating that Hoshea was charged with a mission 
of maintaining the purity of his neshama, and furthermore, that he should 
elevate the mission, as the letter yud reflects righteousness (Likutei 
Moharan I 34:6). It is also noteworthy that Moshe charged the spies with 
the mission of seeing the land. It is for this reason that when Moshe 
repeats the incident of the spies, he said (Devarim 1:23) vayitav bieinay 
hadavar, the idea was good in my eyes and Rashi (Ibid) writes that we can 
infer from this that it was good in the eyes of Moshe but not in the eyes of 
HaShem. How is it possible that Moshe disagreed, Heaven forbid, with the 
wishes of HaShem? Perhaps the answer to this question is that the Gemara 
(Nedarim 38a) states that regarding Moshe it is said (Mishlei 22:9) tov 
ayin hu yivorach, one with a good eye will be blessed. Moshe desired that 
the spies should see the good in the land, and had they done so, it would 
have been a reflection of the exalted level of their souls. When they failed 
to see the good in the land, it became necessary for HaShem to show 
Moshe himself the land, as it is said (Devarim 34:1) vayareihu HaShem es 
kol haaretz, HaShem showed him the entire land. The Sforno (Bamidbar 
22:41) explains that whereas Balaam had an evil eye, Moshe had a good 
eye, and he used his good eye to see the good that is contained in Eretz 
Yisroel. Thus, we see that one has to look into his name and his soul, i.e. 
his essence, and determine what his mission is in this world. One who 
lives up to his mission will certainly be deemed a shilach mitzvah.  
The Shabbos Connection 
The Sfas Emes (Mishpatim 5631) writes that the six days of the week are 
referred to as sheishes yimei melacha, the six days of work, and the word 
melacha is similar to malach, an angel. Everything in this world has within 
it life from HaShem and one was sent to this world to perform the will of 
HaShem, as there are mitzvos contained within every action of man. 
Nonetheless, the life from HaShem and mitzvah are concealed and one 
must realize what is contained within every action that he performs. The 
Sfas Ems writes that on Shabbos everything is revealed, as Shabbos is a 
semblance of the World to Come. The Zohar states that all illnesses of the 
body and of the soul are due to excess eating and drinking, whereas on 
Shabbos one’s consumption is all considered to be a mitzvah. Hashem 
should allow us to fulfill our mission in this world and to merit the day that 
will be completely Shabbos and rest, for eternity.  
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Shimru Shabsosai 
The composer of this zemer is Shlomo, a name formed by the acrostic of 
the first four stanzas. Nothing definite is known about him, although some 
speculate that he was the famous Shlomo ben Yehudah ibn Gabriol. The 
zemer concentrates on the requirement to honor the Shabbos with culinary 
delights and closes with the assurance that the observance of the Shabbos 
will herald the final Redemption.  

ַּתֲעֹברּו ְוַאַחר ִלינּו, ְסֻגָּלה ִלי ִוְהִייֶתם , and you shall be My treasured one, endure 
your exile-night, afterward you shall cross. Although throughout history 
the Jewish People have been singled out for persecution and suffering, we 
must know that we are HaShem’s treasured nation. When we are cognizant 
that HaShem cayuses us to suffer for a reason, we will merit the imminent 
Redemption. 
Shabbos Stories 
All in a day’s work 
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In the city of Vienna about two-hundred years ago lived a wealthy and 
famous banker, R’ Shimshon Werthheimer z”l. In the secular world, he 
was known for his great wealth and uncanny business acumen. Among 
Jews, he was famous for his love and support of Torah foundations, 
yeshivos, and generosity towards those less fortunate than him. Everyone 
knew: Those who knocked on R’ Shimshon’s door would not be turned 
away empty handed.  
A short while after he passed away, the holy Rabbi Chaim of Sanz zt”l 
gathered his disciples. “Let me tell you,” he began, “what transpired in 
Heaven when the neshama (soul) of R’ Shimshon arrived, and the time 
came for him to give his ultimate reckoning:  
“‘Let me tell you how I spent my day,’ R’ Shimshon began his testimony 
before the Heavenly Tribunal. ‘More or less, my days were always the 
same. I got up early, and went to shul to pray shacharis (morning prayers). 
After praying, I returned home for breakfast. After breakfast, I had a 
coffee and cigar as I read the daily newspapers. A banker, after all, must 
always be well informed. I recited Birkas Ha-mazon (Grace), and went to 
the bank.  
“‘In the late afternoon, I returned home for lunch, and after eating a 
healthy meal and bentsching, I had a small rest. When I arose, there was 
invariably a line-up of collectors waiting for me. I gave each one of them 
my time, and tried to always give as generously as I could.  
“‘At this point, it was already time to daven mincha. Between mincha and 
ma’ariv, I attended a shiur (Torah lesson). After praying ma’ariv, I had yet 
another shiur before going home to eat supper with my family. After 
supper I usually relaxed by playing some chess; it helped me overcome 
some of the day’s stresses.  
“‘Before going to bed, of course, I recited the bedtime k’rias Shema, and 
that, give or take, was my schedule.’  
“R’ Shimshon, as we all know, was a righteous man of great integrity, and 
after bearing witness, he was immediately ushered into Gan Eden among 
the righteous of Israel.  
“It just so happens,” continued R’ Chaim, “that another banker, an 
associate of R’ Shimshon, also passed away that very day. After escorting 
R’ Shimshon to his exalted spot in Gan Eden, the Heavenly Tribunal once 
again adjourned.  
“Not having been much of a shomer Torah u’mitzvos (Torah-observant 
Jew), he was quite terrified of having to bear testimony. Hearing R’ 
Shimshon’s testimony, and the Tribunal’s reaction, though, seems to have 
calmed his nerves.  
“‘I was also a banker,’ he began. ‘In fact, my schedule was in many ways 
identical to that of my contemporary, R’ Shimshon. I too arose early. I ate 
breakfast, and read the dailies while savoring a hot coffee and smoking a 
cigar. I went to the bank, where I worked hard all morning, and returned 
home in the afternoon for a late lunch and a rest. I usually spent the rest of 
the afternoon keeping fit with some sports. After supper, I also liked to 
play a round or two of chess, and then I went to sleep. So you could say 
that, for perhaps four-fifths of our days, our schedules were identical.’  
“Of course,” said R’ Chaim, “it takes no genius to realize that the 
Heavenly Tribunal did not view the second man’s daily schedule as being 
worthy of the reward given R’ Shimshon.  
“‘Tell me something,’ the soul of the poor man protested, ‘my friend, R’ 
Shimshon, is he being rewarded for a lifetime of good deeds, or only for 
the few hours a day he spent studying Torah, praying, and giving charity?’  
“‘R’ Shimshon was a righteous man,’ they said, ‘of course he will be 
rewarded for a lifetime full of righteousness.’  
“‘Yet is it not true,’ he persisted, ‘that twenty out of the twenty-four hours 
of our days were identical? We slept, we ate, and we worked. If he’s being 
rewarded for all twenty-four, why shouldn’t I get my reward for at least 
twenty?’  
“An original argument, no doubt, yet a foolish one all the same. The Beis- 
din shel ma’alah had no problem answering him.  
“‘Suppose a farmer sells raw wheat at the marketplace,’ they told him. ‘To 
separate the straw and stones is too difficult, so he sells the wheat by the 
wagonload, ‘as is.’ Of course, all of this is taken into account when 
calculating his price, so his buyers know what to expect.’  
“‘One day, he is struck by a brilliant idea. He goes around gathering lots 
and lots of stones and straw, and puts them in big sacks. He takes them to 
the marketplace, placing them alongside his regular wagonloads of grain. 
To his shock, no one seems the least bit interested in buying them.  
“‘Tell me,’ he asks one of his regular buyers, ‘why is nobody buying any 
of these bags of straw and stones I prepared—I spent lots of time gathering 
them?’  

“‘But who on earth would pay money for straw and stones?’ he replied. 
‘And to boot, you’ve priced them identically to your grain! Who ever 
heard of such foolishness?’  
“‘Yet you do pay me for straw and stones all the time,’ he replied. ‘You 
know that; there’s not a single wagon load of grain that I sell that doesn’t 
contain tens of pounds of them. When you pay me by weight, don’t you 
realize you’re paying me for the straw and stones too?’  
“‘Of course I realize that. When I buy grain, I know there is invariably 
going to be some straw and stones too. I take that into account. I don’t 
need the chaff, but who ever heard of grain without it? When you buy 
grain, you’re always going to accept some straw and stones. But without 
the grain? It’s useless! Please don’t waste my time.’  
“’A G-d-fearing Jew,’ they told him, ‘who lived a life of Torah and 
mitzvos, and used his business not only for his personal well-being, but to 
support Torah study and aid the poor, is rewarded for his whole day—all 
twenty-four hours! His work, his leisure time—it’s all part-and-parcel of 
the life of a dedicated Jew and philanthropist. The chaff, so to speak, joins 
the grain on the scale of life.  
“‘But you lived a life void of Torah, of mitzvos, and of charity. Your days, 
so to speak, were all chaff and no substance. For what shall we reward 
you?’” [Ma’yan ha-shavua]  
The Chozeh’s clock 
as told by Rabbi Michel Twerski Shlita of Milwaukee 
When the holy Chozeh of Lublin passed away, all of his Chassidim found 
themselves in a time of extreme aveilus [mourning]. It seemed to them that 
there would be no one, nowhere, to whom they could turn, that would 
replace the giant who had served as their guide and inspiration for so many 
years. Most grief-stricken of all was his son, R. Yossele Tulchiner, who 
was in his own right a man of great righteousness, he was himself a 
tzaddik of great repute, and he could find no consolation. He remained 
behind in Lublin for many weeks, trying to find someplace where he might 
comfort himself. At long last, he realized that he needed to move on. 
Before he left, he went to see if he might collect some of his father’s 
belongings, so that when he returned home he would have some physical 
mementos with which to comfort himself. He threw a number of articles 
into a bag – amongst which was a wall clock. It was kind of a cumbersome 
thing, but it was something that reminded him of the room in which his 
father, the Chozeh, had learned, davened and received his Chassidim. 
So he set out along the way, to return home to Tulchin. We must 
remember that R. Yosef, not unlike other tzaddikim of his time, was 
essentially destitute and penniless. And so he was very much dependent 
upon the goodwill of whoever happened to be traveling – that they might 
give him a lift in their horse-drawn wagon. Finally, someone pitied him, 
and as it turned out – as the Gemara says, “poverty follows the poor.” This 
fellow who gave him a ride, had an open carriage. A number of hours into 
the trip, it began to pour – it was a deluge! They were soon soaked to the 
bone, and a cool breeze began to chill them. 
He knew that unless he found some haven, that he would catch the death 
of a cold. And so, he ran for the first shelter that he could find. He finally 
found an inn – the innkeeper was very hospitable and took him in, built a 
warm fire, offered him a warm drink, and something with which to cover 
himself in his discomfort. He spent the night there. The next day, the rain 
continued and he spent another day and night there. 
Finally, the weather cleared, and he was able to set out again. It came time 
to negotiate with the innkeeper for his shelter and food. When presented 
with the bill, of course, R. Yossele had no money. So he turned to him and 
said, “Look, I have nothing. But I do have some of the mementos, the 
things that belonged to my illustrious father. Perhaps there is something 
here that would be of value to you.” 
The innkeeper was no Chassid, and none of these things meant anything to 
him. So he searched through the bag. Finally, his eyes set on this clock. 
“This is really not worth it,” he said, “but it’s the only thing you have that 
even approaches in value, so I’ll take the clock.” Reluctantly but 
nonetheless gratefully, he surrendered the clock. R. Yossele left and 
continued on his way. 
Many, many years passed. One of the Chozeh’s esteemed Chassidim, who 
was now a leader of a Chassidic community in his own right, [known as] 
the Saba Kadisha of Radoshitz, Rebbe Yissachar Ber, was traveling with 
his Chassidim. As they were traveling, they sought a place to spend the 
night, and they found this particular inn. The innkeeper was again very 
hospitable and gave the Rebbe his finest room. 
The Chassidim did the best they could with the little bit of room that was 
left. Night fell, and everyone went to sleep. The proprietor of the inn went 
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to bed. He heard sounds coming from the Rebbe’s room. At first he 
ignored them, but they became increasingly disturbing. The Rebbe was 
clearly marching around his room. Soon the marching turned into a dance. 
He could hear the Rebbe singing to himself and dancing. 
At first, he thought it would soon end. Ten minutes. Half an hour. An hour. 
Throughout the night, the Rebbe danced. Finally, early in the morning, the 
innkeeper knocked on the door and said, “Rebbe, all night you’ve been 
awake dancing – I heard you! What’s happening?” 
The Rebbe said, “I, too, would like to know what’s happening. Please tell 
me – where did you get this clock – the one in my room?” 
The innkeeper replied, “There was once a traveler who couldn’t pay his 
bill. And he said that his father was a great Rabbi; I don’t remember the 
name. But some objects belong to him, and I claimed the clock in 
payment.” 
The Radoshitzer said, “What did this traveler look like?” 
The innkeeper described him. The Radoshitzer called his Chassidim. “It’s 
clear to me that R. Yossele must have traveled this way after his father’s 
petirah [passing]. And when he couldn’t pay his bill, he gave up the clock. 
I remember the clock well. When I used to go in to the Rebbe, the Chozeh, 
I would see that clock on the wall. I knew that this clock had to be the 
Rebbe’s!” 
“What gave it away?” asked the Chassidim. 
The Rebbe replied, “Every clock in the world, when it ticks, it’s 
depressing. Every tick signifies another second of life gone, spent, never 
again to be claimed. That’s how most of us deal with time. 
“But the Rebbe had a command and appreciation for time; that every 
moment to him was a moment closer to the Geulah Shileima, to bias 
Moshiach Tzidkienu [the complete Redemption and coming of the 
righteous Messiah]. His clock did not tick with sadness or sorrow; it was 
not a mournful tick. It was positive – full of hope, not a tick of despair. 
The tick-tock of the Rebbe’s clock was one that marched towards the 
Geulah Shileima. 
“When I came, I wanted to sleep – I was tired! But that clock – it kept me 
constantly moving towards the Geulah. How can you sleep when you have 
a clock that reminds you every moment that we are a moment closer to the 
Geulah Shileima? So I danced all night!” 
Rav Michel Twerski adds: This clock of the Holy Chozeh represents 
something that we learned about, something which has the capacity to do 
two opposite things: the Parah Adumah [the red heifer], which defiles the 
pure, and purifies the defiled. For all of us, life presents many 
opportunities. For some of us, they turn into problems. We look at them – 
another problem, another nail into our hide, another difficulty, barrier, 
obstacle; another cause for sorrow, sadness; another area to drain us of our 
energy. And because we take that attitude, it cripples us; it turns into a 
shackle which won’t release us. 
On the other hand, there are people who have very much the same kinds of 
challenges and tests. To them, they are opportunities, doors, gates – into 
bigger and better things – developing new strengths, insights; commanding 
new perspectives, and ways for us to be able to rise above the things that 
challenge our way in life. The same test – trial – tribulation; but attitude 
makes all the difference. 
For some of us, those tests are the “tick in the clock,” which is a tick of 
despair, a sound of life wasted. For others, it brings us closer to our own 
Geulah, to redeeming all of the potential and all of the resources in 
ourselves. Something else to bring out the kochos hanefesh [soul powers] 
that we have. It is one move closer to our own personal Geulah, and 
ultimately, through us, a contribution to the Geulah Shileima. 
Shabbos in Halacha  
Opening Food Packages 
D. מוחק - Erasing 
When opening any wrapper that has printed words or pictures, it is 
forbidden to tear through the words or pictures, as this violates the 
prohibition of מוחק, erasing.  

New Stories - Shelach 5776 
The Price of Seeking and Receiving Honor 
Parshas Shlach 
by Rabbi Yissocher Frand  
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand’s 
Commuter Chavrusah CDs on the weekly portion: CD #861 – Do We Knead Challah in 
America? Good Shabbos! 
One of the great difficulties of Parshas Sh’lach is how to understand the sin of 
the Spies. One must bear in mind that the individuals about whom we are 
speaking were not a bunch of rabble rousers. They were all – certainly at the 
time that they were sent – distinguished and righteous individuals. Chazal say 

that the connotation of the word “Anashim” in the pasuk “…They were all 
‘Anashim’; heads of the Children of Israel were they.” [Bamidbar 13:3] 
indicates that they were distinguished and honorable men. 
The Ramban points out that the sequence of the names of the Spies as 
presented in Chumash follows neither their strict chronological sequence based 
on tribe nor their strict geographic sequence based on travel formation. Rather, 
they are listed in descending sequence of importance. The most distinguished 
individual among them was Shamua ben Zakur, who is mentioned first. 
Yehoshua bin Nun, who later became the next leader of the Jewish people, was 
only number 5 on the list, indicating that the people ahead of him were on an 
even higher spiritual level than he was! 
The question then becomes, what happened to them? Why did they come back 
with such a negative report? We know from Chazal that it was not just a 
“negative” report. It was a report that bordered on heresy. The Rabbis interpret 
the statement “ki chazak hu mimenu” [“they are stronger than us”] to have the 
nuance that “they are stronger than Him”. They doubted the ability of the 
Almighty to successfully take them into Eretz Yisrael. After all they witnessed, 
this statement certainly borders on heresy if not being heresy itself! 
What happened to the Spies? The Zohar addresses this problem and states that 
the motivating factor that led the Spies to this debacle was a matter of ‘Kavod’ 
[honor seeking]. At this point in time, these people all occupied positions of 
prominence in the Wilderness. They were afraid that when the Jewish people 
came into the Land of Israel, there would be a new administration, a new world 
order, and as a result, they would lose their positions of prominence. 
Since prestige and honor plays such an important role in people’s lives, this 
skewed their entire view of the situation. They lost their objectivity. They had 
their own agenda. Their agenda was to NOT go into Eretz Yisrael and not to 
lose the prestige and importance that they had maintained in the society of the 
Wilderness. This agenda warped and perverted their whole view of Eretz 
Yisrael and of the Almighty’s ability, to the extent that they said things that 
bordered on heresy itself. 
We find the same idea in the eleventh chapter of Mesilas Yesharim. The 
Ramcha”l gives examples how a person’s penchant and desire for honor can 
literally destroy his life. When the Mishna says that “Jealousy, Lust, and Honor 
Seeking drive a person out of this world” [Avot 4:21], it is not hyperbole. It is 
not an overstatement. It is the unadulterated truth. 
It is part of the human condition that the older we get, the more important 
‘Kavod’ becomes to us. That is why when we often see people acting in a 
manner that seems appalling to us (How can mature people act like that? How 
can adults act like that?), it is because their ‘kavod’ has been affected. People 
can go on vendettas against others who they perceive have infringed on their 
honor. Unfortunately, these are every day occurrences that I am sure we have 
all witnessed. As we do get older, we must become more cognizant of this fact, 
more aware of this phenomenon, and more on guard against letting ourselves 
fall victim to this tendency. 
I recently read an incredible story involving Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz (1690-
1764). Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz was the Rav in a town in Europe called 
Altuna. Rav Eybeschutz was travelling to Altuna to take over the position in 
time for Yom Kippur, but was delayed on the road. He decided he would need 
to spend Yom Kippur in a smaller town not far from Altuna. 
Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz came into shul in the small town on Erev Yom 
Kippur to daven Mincha. He found a place to daven and was standing next to 
an old Jew. He could overhear the old Jew pouring out his heart over each of 
the “Al Chets” that are recited in the Erev Mincha Yom Kippur davening. The 
Jew would recite each line in German, which was the spoken language of the 
town and would cry bitterly with each utterance. When the Jew reached the 
final paragraph containing the words “My G-d, before I was created I was 
worthless and (even) now that I have been created it is as if I was never 
created; I am (like) dust in my life, all the more so after my death” the person 
broke out in such uncontrollable tears. 
When Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz finished Mincha, the Gabbai came up to him 
and asked him where he would like to sit during the Yom Kippur day services. 
Rav Eybeschutz responded that he would like to sit next to the Jew who he had 
been sitting next to during Mincha. His request was granted. 
During Kol Nidre, this Jew was crying throughout. During Ma’ariv, the Jew 
again recited the Al Chets in German and cried at every recitation of his sins. 
He broke down at the paragraph “My G-d, before I was created…” even more 
so than by Mincha. The same thing happened the next morning by Shachris. 
Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz, who himself was a spiritual giant, was in awe of this 
Jew. 
The time came for Krias HaTorah and the Aliyos were distributed. By the fifth 
Aliyah, the Gabbai approached this Jew and asked him “How do you call 
yourself when you are called up to the Torah?” The Jew said to the Gabbai 
“Chamishi? So and so you gave Shlishi and so and so you gave Revii, but me 
you only are giving Chamishi? What do you know? How dare you! I don’t 
want your Chamishi!” 
By Mussaf, the Jew was back to his protestation of worthlessness in his prayers 
of “My G-d, before I was created I was worthless, etc.” Between Mussaf and 
Mincha, there was a break. Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz could not hold himself 
back. He approached the gentlemen and asked the obvious question. “You say 
you are worthless in your life, certainly so after death. So how could you make 
the comments you made to the Gabbai? You claim you are like the dust of the 
earth and then you curse out the Gabbai for offering you Chamishi? How could 
that be? What kind of hypocrite are you? What kind of faker are you?” 
The Jew turned to Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz and said, “I can’t understand your 
problem. When I say ‘I am dust in my life, certainly in death’ I am speaking to 
the Master of the World. Compared to the Master of the World, I am like dust. 
But compared to that Gabbai, that’s another matter! I am a great person 
compared to this Gabbai.” 
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Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz, in his classic fashion, said that he then understood 
the interpretation of a passage in the Talmud “Greater is that which is taught by 
Moshe Rabbeinu than that which is taught by Avraham Avinu. Avraham Avinu 
said ‘We are dust and ashes’ [Bereshis 18:27] and Moshe said ‘What are we?’ 
[Shmos 16:7]” Rav Yonosan Eybeschutz explained why what Moshe said was 
greater. When Avraham said ‘We are dust and ashes,’ he was talking to the 
Master of the Universe but when Moshe said ‘What are we?’ he was talking to 
the rest of the Jewish people. This is in fact tremendous humility! 
This is a reality of human nature. People have done much worse things just 
because they ‘only’ got Chamishi! They have done terrible things because the 
Rav forget to mention “their great grandmother who is visiting from New 
Mexico” or other such iniquities. People can become vicious over such 
trivialities. 
Such is the Yetzer HaRah of Honor Seeking (‘Kavod’). It did in the Spies. It 
can do in any of us. We need to be on guard for this. We need to remember that 
which many ethical works teach: “For every bit of honor we get in this world, 
that much reward is deducted from our account in the World to Come.” Kavod 
comes at a terrible price. It is not free. The more honor we receive in this 
world, the less reward we receive in Olam HaBah. 
This leads me to one final story. 
The Gerer Rebbe and the Chofetz Chaim, both of blessed and righteous 
memory, once travelled together on a train in Europe. At every stop along the 
way, throngs of people gathered at the railroad station to greet the great 
Tzadikim. The Gerer Rebbe would go out at each stop to greet the crowds and 
to dispense ‘blessings’. When the Gerer Rebbe came back to his seat after the 
first train stop, the Chofetz Chaim told him, “You know that for kavod in this 
world, they deduct from your account in the Next World. So you go out at each 
stop, but you are going to have to pay for it!” The Gerrer Rebbe responded, 
“To do a favor for another Jew, one sometimes must give up a portion of his 
world to come.” In other words, to give chizuk [spiritual encouragement] to 
another Jew, it is worthwhile to even sacrifice a person’s own share in the 
world to come. “I know I will need to pay for it, but I want to honor these Jews 
who came to see me and I want to strengthen them.” 
At the next station stop, both the Chofetz Chaim and the Gerrer Rebbe went 
out to greet the assembled people. The Gerrer Rebbe had convinced the 
Chofetz Chaim that it was worth it to sacrifice one’s own Olam HaBah to do a 
favor for a fellow Jew. (www.Torah.org)  
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Meshech Chochmah 
All Wound Up In Holiness (1) 
So that you will remember and perform all My mitzvos, and be holy to 
your G-d. 
Meshech Chochmah: We know and appreciate that the universe that 
Hashem created testifies to His greatness and wisdom, as well as to His 
own existence which is eternal, and precedes all time. We also understand 
that the world that we immediately inhabit is dynamic and changing. It 
does not, from our point of view, bear the same stamp of His absoluteness. 
Because He gave Man bechirah, the ability to choose between good and 
evil, Man’s choices constantly move the world further away or closer to 
the goal of Creation: arriving at a completed and fulfilled state. In other 
words, Man was tasked with the job of bringing the world to its intended 
completion. (Commenting on the pasuk,(2) “These are the products of 
heaven and earth when the were created/ be-hibaram,” Chazal highlight 
the similarity of the last word to be-Avraham. They don’t mean that the 
world was created for or because of our forefather. Rather, they use 
Avraham Avinu as representative of the kind of person we need to be – 
dedicating ourselves as he did to elevating everything around him, 
bringing everything closer to its lofty purpose.) 
When we examine the laws of nature, we find much of Hashem’s wisdom 
– but we do not always find a mirror of His perfection, at least not from a 
human perspective. To the contrary, we find randomness and apparent 
arbitrariness. Should we conclude that these laws will be subverted in the 
perfect worldly existence to come? That they will be replaced by kinder, 
gentler laws of nature? 
Most definitely not! Part of the perfection of our world – despite 
allowance for human free-will, are laws of nature that themselves are fluid 
and dynamic. Specifically, when Man acts properly, Nature becomes less 
arbitrary, and more skewed in favor of those who fulfill His Will. In a 
more perfected existence, the present laws of nature are not replaced, but 
operate more responsively to Man’s needs – which then coincide with His 
plan and desires. These laws become tools of Divine Providence, which 

moves from general oversight of Creation to the supervision of the needs 
of individuals as individuals. Rather than serving as counter-examples to 
Hashem’s control of the world, they become the modalities through which 
He maintains a world that has grown closer to His goals. 
The days of Shimon ben Shetach exhibited this relationship between 
Nature and Hashem’s Will. The gemara(3) relates that the rain always fell 
on evenings in which people were indoors, and did not inconvenience 
human travelers. This rain nurtured crops bountiful in quantity and quality. 
No laws of nature were shunted to the side to accomplish this. Rather, the 
traditional laws were squeezed to produce results that reflected Divine 
pleasure in the actions of Man. 
Another example is the copious blessing bestowed upon Oveid ha-
Adomi(4) during the time that he provided sanctuary to the Aron. There 
was nothing “miraculous” in the sense of overriding the laws of nature. 
Rather, those laws were used to channel blessing to the right recipients. 
This is also what Chazal(5) meant when they explained the meaning of 
one of Hashem’s Names as the One who “said dai / enough to his world. 
We should not understand that as limiting His creative powers in the 
world. Rather, they mean that He invested enough preparation and wisdom 
within Creation for it to support His guiding of it towards its eventual 
perfection and completion – all without the need for miraculous 
“overrides” of natural laws and forces. 
Summing up so far, neither Man’s ability to choose (often resulting in 
moving the world more distant from Hashem than close to him), nor the 
apparent “blindness” of Nature to matters of moral right and wrong act to 
thwart the eventual perfection of this world. To the contrary. And this 
brings us, at long last, to tzitzis. 
“He covers Himself with light like a garment.”(6) A midrash(7) relates this 
to the process of Creation. Hashem wraps Himself in some light, which He 
then causes to shine from one end of the world to the other. With this, 
Chazal use inadequate human words and images to help us understand a 
bit of the incomprehensible – the first stages of Creation, in which some 
emanation from Hashem spreads out to create the backdrop of all 
existence. The image is powerful. It is appropriate, however, to speak of 
light as shining forth. Garments, though, don’t do that. How does light 
become a garment? 
The Torah wishes for us to understand that this supernal light acted indeed 
like a garment, whose function is to separate and divide what it covers 
from the gaze of the external observer. Any unmediated “light” of Hashem 
would both overwhelm us in its brilliance, as well as strip us of any room 
to exercise bechirah. Its clarity would leave us no room to make the wrong 
choices. Even though in fact nothing separates and divides us from 
Hashem Who animates and empowers everything without exception, 
experientially the “light” was designed to cover and obscure His presence 
and nature from us. The light was modified to act like a garment that hides 
what is beneath. 
Just as the Divine light paradoxically became an obscuring garment during 
the process of Creation, Creation itself remains an ongoing covering 
garment, shielding the Creator behind it, leaving Him hidden enough that 
we can find room to sin. This creation-as-garment is the backdrop of the 
drama of tzitzis. Through this mitzvah, HKBH reminds us that the garment 
of Creation remains incomplete. It calls to Man to complete it. 
The mitzvah of tzitzis tells us, quite literally, that there are loose ends to 
Creation. The strings that flow freely from the corners represent the 
unfinished business of existence, the parts of the garment that still have not 
been woven firmly into the rest of the fabric. 
These strings, however, do not simply jut out from the woven part of the 
garment. They sprout from the section of knots and windings, in which the 
loose tendrils begin to come together in a larger form, but always 
surrounded by a single strand of techeles. That strand, representing the 
Honor of Hashem, reminds us that even in the work that Man does, he is 
surrounded and supported by the assistance of Heaven. Even in the arena 
of Man’s freely-willed activity, in reality it is He Who is the Force 
responsible for all activity. 
Moreover, the work of Man is begun for him by HKBH, Who reads his 
heart, and helps him along the path he chooses for himself. The anaf, the 
section of windings, also reminds Man that he should not follow his eyes 
and heart, but must rein in his passions and desires, and ensure that at all 
times he binds and ties himself to Hashem. 
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Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Shelach – Vol. 11, Issue 38 

 לז"נ ר' יעקב בנציון ב"ר נחום ז"ל
 לז"נ הבחור חיים ישי ב"ר דוב בעריש ז"ל

)13:32הארץ אשר עברנו בה לתור אתה ארץ אכלת יושביה הוא (  
Parshas Shelach revolves around the sin of the spies who were sent by 
Moshe to scout the land of Israel. They returned with a negative report 
about their findings which discouraged the rest of the Jewish people from 
wanting to enter the land. One of the accusations made by the spies was 
that Eretz Yisroel is a land which consumes its inhabitants. Rashi explains 
that Hashem attempted to help the spies by causing the residents of the 
land to be preoccupied with the burial of their dead so that they wouldn’t 
notice the presence of the spies, but they cynically interpreted this to mean 
that the land of Israel is one that devours those who dwell there. 
In his work Darkei Mussar, Rav Yaakov Neiman suggests that although 
the spies were certainly guilty of many sins for their scurrilous report, the 
sin of lying was not among them, as they were correct in reporting that 
prior to the arrival of the Jewish people, the land of Israel did in fact 
consume its inhabitants. He compares this to two people who entered a 
house that had been completely locked up and closed off for many years, 
thereby preventing any fresh air from entering. The first person began to 
complain, "How is it possible to live in such a house?" His wise friend 
replied, "You fool, you see with your own eyes that the house is large and 
in excellent condition. The fact that the air is so stagnant is due to the fact 
that it has been boarded up for so long. If we simply open up the windows, 
it will air out in no time and you will see how wonderful it really is." 
Similarly, the land of Israel is described (Shemos 3:8) as an ארץ טובה - a 
good land - and the Gemora (Avodah Zara 19b) explains that  אין טוב אלא
 Torah is the only true good. In other words, Eretz Yisroel is a - תורה
wonderful land, but only if there is Torah learning occurring there. Torah 
study is the fresh air of the land of Israel, and without it nobody can 
survive there. Rav Yosef Chaim Zonnenfeld points out that the numerical 
value of the expression משמח ציון בבניה - (Hashem) gladdens Zion through 
her children - is 613, which alludes to the fact that Eretz Yisroel only 
rejoices when we observe the 613 commandments while living there. This 
explains why the spies experienced it as a land that strangled and 
consumed its inhabitants, but this reality would change when the Jewish 
people entered it and began to study the Torah and observe the mitzvos, 
which would imbue it with fresh air that would enable them to appreciate 
what a wonderful land it truly is. 
Rav Neiman adds that this explains why the punishment for abandoning 
the Torah was exile from Eretz Yisroel (Nedorim 81a). It is still possible to 
survive outside of the land of Israel, where the air is natural and does not 
require Torah study, and even though sinners are punished for their actions 
regardless of the country in which they live, Hashem can be merciful and 
give them time to repent their sins. However, if they would remain in Eretz 
Yisroel without keeping and studying the Torah, they would die not as 
punishment for their sins, but as a natural consequence of the fact that the 
air would stagnate and they would be unable to breathe. Parshas Shelach 
revolves around the tragic events which caused the 3-week mourning 
period that begins in the upcoming month of Tammuz. As we prepare to 
mourn the destruction of the Beis HaMikdash and our exile from the land, 
we should also appreciate the unique spiritual qualities which make Eretz 
Yisroel so special, and we should strengthen ourselves in our Torah study 
and mitzvah observance so that she will speedily welcome us back to 
enjoy her fresh air. 
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Parshas Shelach revolves around the sin of the spies who were sent by 
Moshe to scout the land of Israel. They returned with a negative report 
about their findings which discouraged the rest of the Jewish people from 
wanting to enter the land. Although their actual sin - speaking negatively 
about Eretz Yisroel - is explicitly spelled out in the Torah, the deeper 
underlying root of their actions is not so clear. What was it that caused 
them, and the rest of the nation who accepted their scurrilous report as 
fact, to stumble so badly? 
Rav Avrohom Yaakov Pam points out that there seems to be a 
contradiction regarding the fundamental nature of the spies' sin. At first 
glance, it appears that their actions were rooted in a lack of emunah and 
bitachon (faith and trust in Hashem), as Hashem said to Moshe, "How long 

will this nation provoke me, and how long will they not have faith in me?" 
Similarly, Moshe later rebuked the people regarding this episode (Devorim 
הזה אינכם מאמינים בד' אלקיכם ובדבר (1:32  - In this matter you do not believe 
in Hashem your G-d. 
On the other hand, Rashi writes (26:64) that the decree against those who 
accepted the negative report of the spies did not apply to the women, as 
they loved Eretz Yisroel and expressed their desire to live there. This 
implies that the sin of the spies was rooted not in a lack of trust in Hashem, 
but in a lack of appreciation for the land of Israel, and there are verses 
which clearly support Rashi's explanation. Hashem decreed (14:31), "They 
(your children) shall know the land that you despised," and Dovid writes 
in Tehillim (106:24), "They (the spies) despised the desirable land; they 
had no faith in His word," mentioning both sins, but listing their rejection 
of the land first, indicating that it was the primary sin. In what way did the 
spies despise the land, and how was that sin related to the very real 
concerns that they expressed about their ability to militarily defeat the 
oversized inhabitants of the land? 
The Gemora in Bava Basra (142b) rules that if a person attempts to 
transfer legal ownership of an object to an unborn fetus, his actions are 
legally meaningless, with one exception. If he is giving ownership to his 
own unborn child, his actions take effect. What is the reason for this 
distinction? Rav Pam explains that there are a number of concerns about a 
fetus - if it will be born alive, and even if it is born, whether it will be 
physically and mentally healthy. As a result, a person can never decide 
with absolute certainty that he is ready to transfer legal ownership to a 
fetus. If so, why is his own child any different? A person is so full of love 
for his child that he doesn't even contemplate the inherent risks and 
dangers. His love overwhelms his rational fears and causes him to view his 
child as innately complete and healthy, in which case there are no 
obstacles to his commitment to give an item to his own child. 
The lesson of this Gemora is that when a person's love for something is 
strong enough, he doesn't allow himself to see any potential pitfalls or 
dangers. Although the sin of the spies outwardly manifested itself as a lack 
of faith and trust in Hashem, the underlying root of their sin was an 
inadequate love of Eretz Yisroel. Had they possessed the love of the land 
that the Jewish women did, they wouldn't have been able to concern 
themselves with the risks involved in conquering a land full of giants. 
With this understanding, we can better appreciate why the response of 
Calev and Yehoshua to the spies' report was to tell the Jewish people 
(14:7) that טובה הארץ מאד מאד - the land of Israel is very, very good. In 
what way did that address the spies' concern that they wouldn't be able to 
defeat the inhabitants of the land? Rav Pam explains that Yehoshua and 
Calev understood that these fears were rooted in their opinion that the land 
of Israel was merely a good land, unremarkable in any way. Therefore, 
they responded that if the people changed their mindsets and internalized 
the belief that Eretz Yisroel is truly exceptional, their ensuing love of the 
land would overpower any feelings of anxiety and gloom. 
Rav Pam adds that there are often students in yeshiva who express a desire 
to grow and become great Torah scholars, yet they despair of ever doing 
so due to their acknowledgement that remaining in yeshiva for the period 
of time necessary to do so isn't financially viable. Because of concerns 
about being able to support a family and eventually find a satisfying 
teaching position, they conclude that they have no choice but to pursue 
other professional options. 
In reality, these concerns and fears are rooted not in a savvy understanding 
of economic pressures, but rather in an insufficient love of Torah study. 
Just like the father giving a gift to his unborn child, and just like the 
women in the wilderness who refused to accept the negative report of the 
spies, a yeshiva student who loves to learn Torah with every fiber of his 
being will be unable to concern himself with these issues, as his entire 
heart will be filled with such a love of Torah that it will become his sole 
focus. As the Beis HaMikdash was destroyed on Tisha B'Av as a result of 
the sin of the spies and because of a lack of proper appreciation of Torah 
study (Bava Metzia 85b), let us strengthen ourselves in our emotional 
connections to the tremendous gifts of Eretz Yisroel and our Holy Torah. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) Prior to sending the spies, Moshe changed Hoshea’s name to Yehoshua 
(13:16). The Gemora in Sotah (34b) interprets this as a blessing and prayer 
that Hashem should save him from the evil plan of the other spies. Why 
did he specifically bless Yehoshua more than Calev or any of the other 
spies? (Gur Aryeh, Kehillas Yitzchok, Chofetz Chaim) 
2) Moshe instructed the spies (13:20) to bring back fruits from the land of 
Israel. As the fruits didn’t belong to them, why wasn’t it considered 
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stealing from the non-Jewish inhabitants and forbidden to do so? (Ayeles 
HaShachar, K’Motzei Shalal Rav, M’rafsin Igri) 
3) Did the spies repent their actions before they died? (Beis Yosef Orach 
Chaim 580) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) The Maharal explains that Moshe was specifically concerned about the 
behavior of his close student Yehoshua, as if he sinned, people would 
associate it with Moshe and it would reflect badly on him. The Kehillas 
Yitzchok questions this explanation, as Moshe cared equally for every Jew 
and if he had the slightest concern that any of them might sin, he wouldn’t 
hesitate to bless all of them. Instead, he suggests that Moshe consulted 
with Hashem about the appointment of each of the spies and knew each of 
them to be great men, and he trusted that even if they were tempted to 
slander the land of Israel, they would overcome the temptation even 
without his blessing. However, Moshe was specifically concerned that 
Yehoshua may not pass the test because when Eldad and Meidad 
prophesied that Moshe would die and Yehoshua would lead the people 
into the land of Israel, Yehoshua became upset by this prospect and urged 
Moshe to destroy them (11:28). Moshe was therefore concerned that 
Yehoshua may be willing to slander the land of Israel in order to delay 
their entrance into it in an attempt to prevent Moshe from dying, so Moshe 
specifically blessed him that he should stay strong and be saved from 
doing so. 
2) Rav Aharon Leib Shteinman suggests that Hashem gave them 
permission to take the fruits on a one-time basis. However, he notes that 
the Medrash teaches that the wine-libations brought in the wilderness came 
from the grapes brought back by the spies, and he notes that even if they 
were given permission to bring back the fruits, it is unclear whether the 
fruits legally belonged to them so that they could be used as offerings in 
the Mishkan. The M’rafsin Igri quotes the Gemora (Avodah Zara 53b) 
which teaches that the land of Israel is legally considered an inheritance to 
us from the Avos, in which case the spies were entitled to take its fruits 
even before the Jews had entered and conquered the land. Alternatively, 
Rav Yehuda Assad suggests that when Moshe told the spies  ולקחתם מפרי
 he wasn’t telling them to take the fruits, but to purchase them from ,הארץ
their rightful owners. 
3) The Tur writes that some people have the custom to fast on 17 Elul to 
commemorate the deaths of the spies on that day. The Beis Yosef 
questions why it would be appropriate to fast on the day of their deaths as 
a way of mourning when Shlomo HaMelech writes (Mishlei 11:10) that 
the punishment and destruction of the wicked is a cause for joy. He 
answers that the spies presumably repented their sins prior to their deaths, 
but their תשובה was not accepted and they were still punished, and the fact 
that their repentance wasn’t accepted is indeed a legitimate reason to fast 
and mourn. 
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What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas Shelach  
This sedra tells of the serious sin of the Spies and its fateful consequence - 
that the nation would wander in the Wilderness for a whole generation, so 
that none of those who had left Egypt would be privileged to enter Eretz 
Yisrael. 
Understanding the comparison in 'S'michos parshios" give us an insight 
into the Spies' sin. 
Bamidbar 13:2 
Send for yourself men who will search out the Land of Canaan which I 
am giving to the Children of Israel; one man each from the tribe of his 
fathers, send each prince among them. 
Rashi 
Send forth for yourself: Rashi: Why was the section of the Spies placed in 
juxtaposition to the section about Miriam? Because she was stricken on 
account of slander, which she spoke against her brother and these sinners, 
witnessed [what happened to her] and yet did not take a lesson from it! 
[Note: For a discussion of the concept of S'michos Parshios, (two sections 
placed near each other in the Torah) see the Shemos volume of What's 
Bothering Rashi? Page 98.] 
What Is Rashi Saying? 
On the basis of the idea of S'michos Parshios, Rashi quotes a midrash that 
criticizes the Spies. They should have learned the evils of slander from the 
fact that Miriam spoke slander against Moses, her brother, and was 
punished by G-d. But as you think about the comparison between the 

Spies' behavior and Miriam's slander, you should have some questions. 
Are they comparable cases? 
Questioning Rashi 
A Question: Miriam spoke slander against Moses, the Spies gave an evil 
report about the Land. Since when is saying something bad about an inert 
object, like land, considered slander? Another point that could be made: 
Miriam spoke against the "man of G-d," Moses, the master of all prophets. 
How can the evil report of the Spies begin to be compared to Miriam's 
audacious act? Considering the differences between the two situations, one 
wonders why the Spies should have seen the connection and learned a 
lesson from Miriam's sin. 
Do you see any comparison between the two parashios? 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: If we look again at the section about Miriam and we look 
closely at Rashi's words, we can get a better understanding. 
Miriam and Aaron spoke about the Cushite woman whom Moses took for 
a wife. A Cushite is, according to simple p'shat, a woman from Cush, a 
country whose natives are black-skinned. This is the only aspect of this 
woman mentioned in the Torah. Rashi mentions that Miriam was stricken 
and her punishment for her slander was "and behold Miriam was afflicted 
with leprosy like snow (12:10). 
Perhaps by understanding Miriam's punishment we can understand the 
deeper meaning of her sin. The Torah tells us that Miriam's skin was white 
as snow when she had leprosy; the Chushite woman's skin was black. A 
paradoxical situation existed, as the Cushite woman was pure "on the 
inside" although she was black on the outside. While Miriam, on the other 
hand, was "pure" (white) on the outside even though she had sinned and 
was impure on the inside. 
The Lesson 
The lesson is: Don't judge by appearances. What looks "pure" on the 
outside may be problematic on a deeper level, and contrariwise, what 
looks "black" on the surface may be quite pure and beautiful on the inside. 
See that Rashi emphasizes Miriam's punishment, more so than her sin, 
when he says, "she (Miriam) was stricken on account of slander." Her 
punishment was the symbolic "white as snow" appearance of leprosy. 
Do you see how this ties in with the sin of the Spies? 
A Common Denominator Between Miriam and the Spies' Sins 
An Answer: The Spies also judged by outward appearances and drew 
incorrect conclusions from outward appearances. What evidence is there of 
this? 
The Spies' Misconception 
An Answer: Moses told them to "see the Land …and the cities they dwell 
in; if they are open (non-walled) or fortified" (13:19). On 13:19 Rashi says 
that Moses gave them a sign: "If they live in open cities, they are 
strong…but if they live in fortified cities, they are weak." This is the 
opposite of what we might have thought. We would have thought that 
based on appearances, a fortified city would be harder to conquer, but 
Moses told them otherwise. In effect, he said "Don't judge by outward 
appearances." 
What report did the Spies return with? They said, in their most damning 
sentence: "However, the nation is mighty, the people that dwell in the 
Land. And the cities are greatly fortified to the utmost (13:28)". They drew 
the exact opposite conclusion than Moses had instructed them. They are 
strong…because they dwell in greatly fortified cities! They fell into the 
perceptual trap of judging by outward appearances. 
Clearly, they had learned nothing from Miriam's, experience who was 
punished for judging by appearances. 
Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
We are planning to put out a second round of What's Bothering Rashi? G-d Willing with all new Rashi analyses. It will be a two volume set. Anyone 
interested in dedicating a volume to a loved one may contact Avigdor Bonchek at Drbonchek@gmail.com. This article is provided as part of Shema 
Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that this notice is included intact. For information on 
subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-
370-3344  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Parshas Shelach – The Real Atlas 
Rashi, citing the Gemara in Bava Basra (118b), comments that Yehoshua 
and Calev were given the portions in Eretz Yisrael that would have been 
given to the other spies. Rav Aharon Kotler maintains that this reward was 
in keeping with the Gemara in Chagiga (15a) which states that the Tzaddik 
receives his portion and the portion of the Rasha in Gan Eden. He goes on 
to explain why this concept is appropriate and just. The purpose of 
Creation and the only means by which the world continues to exist is the 
observance of Torah and Mitzvos. Those who are responsible for the very 
existence of the world earn their reward based on what they contributed to 
sustaining its existence.  
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The Gemara in Maseches Shabbos (88a) says that at the time of Creation 
Hashem stipulated with the world, “If Yisrael accepts the Torah you will 
continue to exist and if not, I will return you to nothingness.” It is only our 
acceptance of the Torah and our fidelity to it that keep the world going. 
This principle is manifest most poignantly in the study of Torah, as Rav 
Chaim Volozhin (Nefesh Hachaim 4,11) avers that if there would be one 
moment when no one on this planet would be learning Torah, the world 
would immediately cease to exist. 
The Mishna in Avos (5,1) states, “The world was created with ten 
utterances. What does this come to teach us? Could it not have been 
created with one utterance? This was to exact punishment from the wicked 
who destroy the world that was created with ten utterances and to bestow 
reward upon the righteous who sustain the world that was created with ten 
utterances.” This Mishna clearly demonstrates Rav Aharon’s point that the 
reward of the righteous is not merely for keeping the Mitzvos but for 
sustaining Creation. 
Rav Aharon offers a second reason why the reward of the righteous is so 
great. People are affected by their environment. Since there are people 
around who don’t keep the Mitzvos, it becomes more challenging for 
others to keep the Mitzvos in such a hostile environment. This additional 
struggle and effort deserves greater reward. 
Thus Rebbi Shimon Bar Yochai declared, “If you see that people have 
abandoned the Torah, arise and strengthen yourself in it and you will 
receive reward equivalent to all of them” (Yerushalmi Berachos). 
Rebbi Shimon Bar Yochai lived over eighteen hundred years ago. If it was 
true then, it is certainly true today. Today in the twenty first century, when 
a small percentage of Jews are Torah observant and intermarriage is 
rampant, the words of this illustrious sage resonate so emphatically. And 
when we take into account the fact that the moral fabric of the world at 
large is coming apart at the seams, this idea becomes even more relevant. 
The very existence of the world rests on the shoulders of those of us who 
are faithful to the observance of Torah and Mitzvos. The impact of every 
Mitzvah that we do and every word of Torah that we learn is magnified 
hundreds of times over. Indeed let us all ‘arise and strengthen ourselves’ in 
Torah study and Mitzvah observance for our reward is veritably 
unimaginable!  
To subscribe to this weekly D’var Torah email rabbi.caplan@gmail.com  
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Midei Shabbos 
Vol. 23 No. 38 
This issue is sponsored by Family Saperstein n"y l'iluinishmas Avraham 
ben Chaim and Yuta Mirtza bas Dovid z"l Yehuda Zev ben Yisrael and 
Shoshana bas Yitzcha zl t.n.tz.v.h. 
Parshas Sh'lach-L'cha - The Mitzvah of Tzitzis 
(Adapted from the Yalkut Yitzchak) 
Tzitzis = All the Mitzvos 
There are three Mitzvos that are compared to the entire Torah - Idolatry, 
Shabbos and Tzitzis. And this explains the sequence of the last three 
Parshiyos in the current Sedra - the Korbanos that someone guilty of 
idolatry be'Shogeg needs to bring (Pesukim 27-31); the punishment of 
someone who desecrates Shabbos (32-36); and the Mitzvah of Tzitzis. 
Interestingly, Idolatry is a Lo Sa'aseh, Tzitzis, a positive command, 
whereas Shabbos, is a combination of both. 
In addition, the juxtaposition of Tzitzis to Shabbos can also be explained 
by their shared focus on the number thirty-nine, made up of the four 
numbers seven, nine, eleven and thirteen - the four sets of ringlets in the 
case of the former, and the sets of Melachos (as presented in the Mishnah 
in Shabbos) in the case of the latter. And the significance of both Mitzvos 
is brought home by the fact that thirty-nine is the Gematriyah of 'Hashem 
Echod'. Indeed, both Mitzvos, each in its own way, point to the Oneness of 
G-d. 
The number thirty-nine is also equivalent to 'tal' (dew) and 'lat' (curse'), a 
hint that the person who keeps the Mitzvos of Shabbos and Tzitzis will 
merit the 'tal shel techiyah' (the dew of techiyas ha'meisim) whereas 
violating them will earn him a Divine curse. 
Gentile Servants 
Chazal teach us that whoever fulfils the Mitzvah of Tzitzis will merit no 
less than 2,800 gentiles when Mashi'ach comes who will offer their 
services to do his bidding. This is based on the Pasuk in Zecharyah (8:23) 
which states that 'Ten men from each of the seventy nations will hold on to 
each of the four corners of his garment' (10x70x4=2800). These gentiles 

will accompany him to Eretz Yisrael and will be prepared to do his 
bidding. 
A Kallah's Gift 
The Minhag that a Kallah sends her Chasan a Tallis Gadol on the day of 
the wedding is based on a story cited in Chazal of a certain man who was 
meticulous in his observance of the Mitzvah of Tzitzis. He once got to 
hear about a well-known prostitute who lived in a distant land, who 
charged a fee of four hundred Zuz for her services. He sent her the money 
and went to visit her. On the verge of sinning, his Tzitzis struck him across 
the face. He fled the scene, and returned to his home in Eretz Yisrael 
without having sinned. 
The prostitute, impressed with the man's integrity, traveled to Eretz Yisrael 
to search for him. She converted and did not rest until she found him. He 
married her and what he planned to do clandestinely he merited to do 
legally - thanks to the Mitzvah of Tzitzis. 
The connection between desisting from sin and Tzitzis is hinted in the 
Pasuk in Mishlei - "One who commits adultery with a woman is lacking 
heart" (6:32) - bearing in mind that the Gematriyah of "leiv" (heart) is 
thirty-two. And a garment contains a total of thirty-two Tzitzis. 
And it is based on the above story that the custom evolved for a Kallah to 
send her Choson a tallis with thirty-two Tzitzis on the day of the wedding 
(referred to in Koheles as 'the day of the rejoining of one's heart') - to 
remind him to be faithful to her - just as the man in the above story, who 
remained faithful to Hakadosh-Baruch-Hu - thanks to the Mitzvah of 
Tzitzis. 
The Third Paragraph 
Every morning and every evening, when we read the Sh'ma, we include 
the Parshah of Tzitzis. The Gemara in B'rachos (12b) explains that this is 
because the last Pasuk mentions Yetzi'as Mitzrayim, which in itself, is a 
Mitzvah to recall. In fact, the Gemara comments, there are a number of 
other Parshiyos that Chazal could have chosen that would be equally 
appropriate - The Parshah of Ribis (Vayikra 25), the Parshah of weights & 
measures (Ibid. 19) and that of Bil'am (Bamidbar 24). These may well 
have been more apt, particularly considering that night-time is not subject 
to Tzitzis. Yet they chose the Parshah of Tzitzis because of the five major 
issues that it incorporates … 
1. The Mitzvah of Tzitzis. 
2. Yetzi'as Mitzrayim. 
3. The yoke of Mitzvos. 
4. The sin of immoral thoughts. 
5. The sin of idolatrous thoughts.  
(See also following article). 
The Three Parshiyos of the Sh'ma & the Aseres ha'Dibros 
The Yerushalmi in B'rachos (1:1) points out that the reason we read the 
three Parshiyos of the Sh'ma every day is because the Aseres ha'Dibros are 
hinted in them. And this is another good reason why Chazal chose 
specifically the Parshah of Tzitzis to add to the Sh'ma. (See previous 
article) 
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Rabbi Yissocher Frand 

RavFrand 
Is it Really a Mitzva or is it a Disguised Aveyra?  
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand’s 
Commuter Chavrusah Tapes on the weekly portion: CD #949 – The Shul’s Talis: Bracha or No 
Bracha. Good Shabbos! 
Which Heart Is Speaking? 
Parshas Shlach contains one of the most famous incidents in the Torah, an 
incident that has repercussions until this very day. The parsha begins with: 
“Hashem spoke to Moshe saying, ‘Send forth for yourself men, and let 
them spy out the Land of Canaan (v’yasuru es Eretz Canaan)…'” 
[Bamidbar 13:1-2]. The parsha ends with the commandment to wear 
fringes (tzitzit) in which the Torah says “…and you shall not spy after 
your hearts (v’lo sasuru acharei levavchem) and after your eyes after 
which you stray.” [Bamidbar 15:39]. 
The irony of using the same word based on the root “tur” at the beginning 
and the end of the Sedra is not lost on Rashi. In fact, the word “tur” (as in 
v’yasuru es Eretz Canaan; va’yashuv m’tur ha’Aretz; and v’lo sasuru 
achrei levavchm) is not a very common Biblical expression. Rashi [15:39] 
notes the repetitious use of the word in our parsha and comments, “The 
heart and the eyes are ‘spies’ for the body, procuring sins for it. The eyes 
see, the heart desires, and the body commits the sin.” 
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However there are certain difficulties in the pasuk “And you shall not 
‘spy’ after your hearts and after your eyes.” The connection between the 
“spying” at the beginning of the parsha and the “spying” at the end of the 
parsha is more than mere semantics. Technically speaking, if we were to 
write this sentence in Modern Hebrew, we would not write v’lo sasuru 
acharei levavchem (plural); we would write v’lo sasuru acharei libchem 
(singular). We all know that we have two eyes. Therefore, it is proper to 
use the expression v’lo sasuru acharei eineichm (plural) regarding straying 
after our eyes. However, we only have one heart. Therefore, the more 
correct language should have been v’lo sasur acharei libchem – do not 
stray after your heart (singular). Why use plural when speaking of heart? 
Furthermore, if as Rashi says, “the eyes see and the heart desires” then the 
sequence of the pasuk is also incorrect. The pasuk should read “Do not 
stray after your eyes and after your heart” rather than “Do not stray after 
you heart and after your eyes.” All these issues raise the question of what 
the Torah means. 
The Shemen HaTov (from Rabbi Dov Weinberger) in part two of his 
Torah commentary suggests the following connection between the spies at 
the beginning of the parsha and the “spies” at the end of the parsha and 
also provides insight into what the expression “acharei levavchem” really 
means. 
Chazal say that when the Torah says (in Krias Shma [Devorim 6:5]) “with 
all your heart” (b’chol l’vovcha) it is teaching that a person must serve the 
Almighty with both his good inclination and his evil inclination. It is true 
that anatomically we have only one heart, but Rabbinic teaching views this 
anatomical organ as being “two hearts” – our yetzer haTov and our yetzer 
haRah – the good in us and the evil in us, the part of us that wants to do 
good and the part of us that wants to do bad.  
Normally, we know what is good and what is bad. However, many times 
the yetzer haRah can disguise himself and present himself in the guise of 
“I want to do a mitzvah, a good deed”. It is a person’s obligation to discern 
and to say that in spite of the fact that this looks like a mitzvah and may 
smell like a mitzvah in reality it is not a mitzvah. The classic example of 
that is the Spies. Chazal tell us that the 12 individuals sent on this Spy 
Mission were the elite of the Jewish people. Yet they stumbled into this 
terrible sin that caused Klal Yisrael to stay in the Midbar for another 40 
years and, as we mentioned before, they literally triggered “mourning for 
all future generations” (bechiya l’doros).  
How did this happen to such great people? The answer is that they thought 
they were doing a mitzvah by not going into Eretz Yisrael. How so? The 
Chiddushei HaRim (the Gerer Rebbe) explains that their desire to remain 
in the Wilderness is analogous to a “son-in-law who lives off the fat of his 
father in law” (in Yiddish — an eidem auf kest). In Europe, an eidem auf 
kest meant not that you would send your son-in-law a check every month 
so he could sit and learn in Kolel. Rather, your daughter got married and 
then the young couple came to live in your house. Those were the “good 
old days” before there was health insurance, before there was car 
insurance, and before “people needed their space”. After your daughter got 
married, you brought your son-in-law into your house and you promised 
him “You can live by me 3 years, 5 years, 10 years” – whatever the 
agreement was – and that is what happened. They moved in with the in-
laws and they stayed there. If one got along with his in-laws, he stayed 
there and it was great. His food was taken care of, his rent was taken care 
of, and his utility bills were taken care of. What could be better? It was 
great! 
The Chiddushei HaRim writes that many times it was difficult for the 
father-in-law to break the ties and tell his children “Fine. The 5 years are 
up. It is time for you to go out now and earn a living on your own, so that 
you can perpetuate the routine with the next generation.” This, the 
Chiddushei HaRim says was the situation with the Jewish people in the 
Wilderness. They were eidem auf kest – everything was taken care of. 
Their clothes were taken care of [Devorim 8:4]; their “utilities” were taken 
care of [the Well and the Clouds of Glory]; it was like the Garden of Eden 
in this world – everything was taken care of.  
So what did they do all day? If you do not need to worry about making a 
living and you do not need to drive carpool then what do you do all day? 
The answer is they sat, they learned, and they devoted their lives entirely 
to spirituality. When it came time to go into Eretz Yisrael, it was like 
“Fellows, recess is over!” No more mann from Heaven and water from the 
Well. They would need to plow and sow. They would need to worry about 
the crops and worry about the weather. They would need to make a living; 
they would need to work by the sweat of their brows. The Spies – feeling 
that they were acting on their ‘Yetzer HaTov’ – tried to sabotage the 

Divine Plan: “Who needs Eretz Yisrael? Let’s stay in the Wilderness 
where we can continue to grow spiritually!” 
This thought process warped their view of Eretz Yisrael. They came back 
with a very negative report – that it was a land that consumed its 
inhabitants [Bamidbar 13:32]. Who did that? It was their evil inclinations 
disguised as the argument “we want to live a life of spirituality; not one of 
materialism”. This is a classic example of the wolf in sheep’s clothing – 
the Yetzer HaRah is dressed up like the Yetzer Tov. That is how these 
great people made this mistake. 
This is what the Torah means when it says “And you shall not stray after 
your hearts“. One must always be careful to discern which heart is 
speaking to him. We have two hearts. Sometimes it is very difficult to 
discern whether we are hearing the Yetzer HaTov or the Yetzer HaRah. 
Therefore Lo Sasuru acharei levavchem comes first, because you first need 
to determine which heart is speaking – the “good heart” or the “bad heart”. 
This is one of the greatest challenges of life. 
We see from the Spies that this is one challenge that sometimes even great 
people fail to overcome — the challenge of trying to raise oneself above 
his own biases, his hidden agenda, and his personal advantage (negius) in 
choosing between various options. When the Torah says, “Bribes will 
blind the eyes of the wise” [Devorim 16:19] it does not only refer to 
monetary bribes. It could be something in our souls, something sub-
conscious, that is bribing us. We all have “agendas”. One of the hardest 
challenges in making proper decisions in life is discerning which of our 
two hearts is talking to us. There are things which appear like a mitzvah, 
walk like a mitzvah, and talk like a mitzvah, but they are not mitzvos. In 
the end, they are aveiros. 
May we all merit the wisdom and the fortitude of avoiding the trap of 
“straying after our hearts and after our eyes”. 
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“I will smite them with a plague and annihilate them, and I shall make 
you a greater and more powerful nation than they.”(Numbers 14:12) 
When the spies returned with a negative report about the land of Canaan, 
the people were inconsolable. They cried that they wished they had died in 
Egypt and lamented what would be their end. HaShem had had enough 
and told Moshe that He wished to wipe the Jews out and turn Moshe into a 
great nation, the “new Israel.” 
But what is the guarantee that a nation born from Moshe would fare any 
better? How do we know that they would not also succumb to the rigors of 
life and question their fate? The Ohr HaChaim asks this question and says 
it is answered by the phrase, “greater and more powerful than they.” 
What this means, he says, is that the souls of the new nation would be 
closer to holiness and thereby be able to stand firmly in the 
commandments of HaShem. Because of this advantage, they would not 
falter. But how could HaShem promise this? 
First of all, Chazal tell us that no new souls were made after the Creation 
of the world, so these “new” souls would simply reusing the same souls of 
those who were being wiped out. Secondly, the same Chazal tells us that 
though it is decreed in Heaven that a person will be smart or dumb, tall or 
short, rich or poor, or fat or thin, being good or bad is up to the person and 
the choices they make. 
There is a lesson from R’ Chaim Volozhoner which addresses this. He 
says that when a person works on himself, he creates a spiritual ‘DNA.’ 
Essentially it enables his children to have an easier time with the mitzvos. 
We say, for example, that our self-sacrifice comes from Avraham Avinu, 
and because of this Jews were able to put HaShem as a priority over 
themselves. We likewise find Jews engaged in chesed and kindness much 
as our grandfather Avraham did. 
With this understanding, we now see that Moshe, having worked to 
become a trusted servant of HaShem, would be able to imbue his children 
with this innate spirituality. Unlike Avraham, Yitzchak and Yaakov, 
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Moshe, because the Torah was given in his time, was also in the category 
of “metzuveh v’oseh,” those who are commanded to do a mitzvah which is 
greater than one doing the mitzvah though he is not obligated in it. 
The efforts Moshe put into working on himself would bear fruit in the new 
nation, and that’s why HaShem said he would grow the new nation from 
Moshe. 
However, Moshe argued that if HaShem did that, people would say that 
even those Jews who had seen G-d with their own eyes were unable to be 
brought into the land. In other words, despite coming into contact with 
HaShem, a person could not reach the proper levels unless they had 
parents and grandparents who were exemplary. 
This would be a Chillul HaShem, because it would seem that Torah was 
not for everyone. HaShem relented and forgave the Jews. 
Several Chasidim were discussing their ‘yichus,’ their regal Jewish lineage 
and ancestry. 
“I am a direct descendent of a great dynasty of Rebbes,” said one. 
“My grandfather was a tremendous tzaddik who studied hidden works of 
Torah, and whose prayers were known to yield results,” said another. 
“My ‘yichus,’” said the third, “is that I’m the first of my family to wear 
Tefillen every day.” 
Did You Know? 
HaShem declared that He wished to wipe out the Jewish People and 
replace them with a nation born of Moshe Rabbeinu. That nation would be 
able to serve HaShem properly. 
This means that Moshe is the paradigm for what we should strive to be, 
and his status of a teacher of Torah is only one part of his greatness. 
We know he was chosen to lead HaShem’s flock when he exhibited 
compassion upon a tired, thirsty lamb when he was herding Yisro’s flock. 
Moshe was also extremely humble, opting to accept personal affronts 
rather than get involved in fights. 
He was not a taker, and did not seek honor or wealth for his role. 
Further, as was seen from the matter of Eldad and Meidad, Moshe was 
pleased that others were able to receive messages from HaShem. 
He wished aloud that everyone could be a prophet, thus fulfilling the 
Ramban’s explanation of “V’ahavta L’rayacha Kamocha,” to love your 
fellow as you love yourself, in that you wish for him everything you wish 
for yourself. 
If these were the attributes HaShem admired and knew would enable Klal 
Yisrael to fulfill their role as His people, then we should try to emulate 
Moshe to the best of our ability, so we can please Him and ourselves as 
well. 
Thought Of The Week: 
Don’t settle for mediocrity when you were born to be great. 
A heartfelt Mazel Tov to Ezer Diena and Chaya Benmergui of Toronto, 
Canada on your upcoming marriage. May you build a Torah-true home and be 
a source of much nachas to yourselves, your families, and the Ribono Shel 
Olam. 
E-mail Subscribe to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com Set a really great example! Print, e-mail, and share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be glad you 
did. E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2016 – J. Gewirtz  
 

Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Shelach 5776- A Freudian Shift 
In this week’s parsha we learn about the awful episode involving the 
Meraglim. They were a group of ten men who, upon return from 
reconnoitering the land of Eretz Yisrael, gave a most biased and slanted 
report together with a personal analysis that the Yidden would be unable to 
capture the land from the ferocious tribes that were currently there. Upon 
hearing this report, the nation, despite the protestations of Yehoshua, 
Calaiv, Moshe & Aharon, believed the Meraglim and fell into a state of 
despair, voicing their desire to return to the land of Mitzrayim. Even 
though there is no mention of this, it is obvious that the nation believed 
what they had heard from the Meraglim because of a lack of faith in 
Hashem, even though He had assured them several times that He would 
bring them to the Promised Land (yes, that it why it is called the Promised 
Land). They either believed that they were undeserving of His miraculous 
intervention or that He would be unable to follow through on His promise. 
This lead them to believe that they were “on their own” in this battle and, 
as the Meraglim had offered, they had nary a chance against the superior 
Tribes of Cana’an.  
At the time of their despondency the nation said (amongst other things) 
“Ha'lo tov lanu shuv Mitzrayim” -” Is it not better for us to return to 
Mitzrayim?” (Bamidbar, 14:3). Rashi (ibid verse 40) tells us that when the 
Yidden finally realized their sin against Hashem and confessed by saying 
“Ki Chatanu”- “We have sinned”, they were referring to this specific 

statement of “Ha'lo tov lanu shuv Mitzrayim”. That this phrase was the 
focus of their apology tells us that it must contain. the root of their sin, a 
lack of faith in Hashem. Perhaps with a foray into the world of gematria 
we can find this offensive mindset in the three words ha’lo, tov & lanu. 
The numerical value of the word ha’lo is 42. This number is a reference to 
the 42 letter name of Hashem overtly hinted to in Rebbi Nechunya ben 
Hakoneh’s “Ana beko’ach. The Yidden by using Ha’lo as a question were 
in essence questioning Hashem in His 42 letter identity.  
Tov normally has the numerical value of 17. But not over here. Because 
the tropp of this word is an extremely rare Maircha Chefulah - A double 
maircha tune under the Tes of Tov. That allows us to double the numerical 
value of the Tes. This ups the gematria to a total of 26, which of course is 
the numerical value of the 4 letter name of the merciful Hashem, Yud-Hai-
Vav-Hai. What the Yidden were therefore saying was that Hashem's mercy 
(26) was not with them in this project, and they themselves must now 
replace that power of 26 into a plan which would be tov-good - despite 
Hashem.  
Lanu of course, has the numerical value of 86 which is Hashem’s name of 
din-judgement, El-o-him. Hashem had promised to dispose of the idol 
worshipping pagans of Cana’an meting out His judgement to them. But the 
Yidden did not believe that Hashem would do this. And they again 
replaced Hashem’s 86 with Lanu-us, we will from now on follow not El-o-
him but lanu- our own decisions and our own prowess. 
Ha’lo. Tov. Lanu. A most subtle trifecta of verbal doubting. This is where 
they exposed the root cause of their sin as a lack of faith in Hashem and 
they traded Him in for all sorts of human plans. 
We must be cautious in our lives as Torah-true Yidden not to replace 
Hashem’s leadership and promises for any of the worldlier modes of 
success. We cannot look ahead to a safe financial future solely using our 
portfolios and market trends as the calculator. Instead we must have the 
faith to hire Hashem as our portfolio Manager, remembering to 
continuously ask Him for bracha and success.  
An interesting thing happened to me a few weeks ago when I was texting 
someone using my Pentech cellphone, with its Qwerty keypad. I was 
attempting to type “iy"H” (Im yirtze Hashem - G-d willing) but instead of 
uppercasing the h (to get a H) I mistakenly shifted it (in the days of manual 
typewriters one had to press the shift key for uppercase letters). And 
instead of a capital “H” representing Hashem, it gave me a ”$” sign. Wow, 
what a scary parapraxis!! Just a subtle shift, that’s all it takes to replace the 
Creator with moolah. 
Let’s remember cash may be king but it is not The King. 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y. 
ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
P.S. If you would like to be part of “Project 16 in 16 in 16” where each week thru Yom Kippur 
you will receive a 5-10 minute audio on one of the Brachos of Birchas Hashachar, plus some 
other gems/stories regarding that bracha, please send your email address to 
Project16in16in16@gmail.com. If you received the first week’s audio there is no need to send 
us your email address as you are already on the list. 
 

Rabbi Sender Haber 

Out of the Loop 
Opposition 
The Jewish people could be pardoned for spying on the land of Israel. It 
was a regular military tactic and an example of good planning. Their 
problem was the way that they looked at the land. They forgot about 
Hashem’s promise and they forgot that the conquest was not completely in 
their hands. When Yehoshua and Kaleiv tried to remind them, they were 
stoned. Nobody wanted to look at things differently or to see things from 
another angle. 
It is interesting that both Yehoshua and Kaleiv stayed strong in their 
opposition to the Meraglim but they stayed strong in different ways. 
Yehoshua recieved a blessing from Moshe and a ‘yud’ added to his name. 
Kaleiv visited Chevron and prayed at the graves of our ancestors. 
The Chofetz Chaim explains that there are two different approaches that a 
person can take when going against the flow. Some people argue and 
debate and make a lot of noise voicing their opposition. This is good 
because it keeps them strong, but bad because they and others can get hurt. 
Other people stay quiet and try to keep themselves strong. This is a lot 
safer, but it is very risky. Attitudes of those around us eventually rub off 
on us and penetrate deep into our souls. 
Yehoshua belonged to the first group. From the beginning, he denounced 
the spies and their attitudes. He stayed strong, but Moshe was concerned 
for his physical well-being. He gave him a blessing that he would be saved 
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from harm at the hands of the spies. According to the Chasam Sofer, the 
‘yud’ itself connotes the self confidence and assertiveness that Yehoshua 
had in opposing the spies. The Aruch write that they knew that this was the 
result of a blessing and mocked him for it, calling him “Reish Ketiah”. 
Still, he held his ground and the spies were unable to affect him spiritually 
or physically. 
Kaleiv took a different approach. He went along with the spies and did not 
say a word. When he finally got up to defend Moshe people stopped to 
listen. They thought that he was on their side. 
Kaleiv realized early in the trip that he would need special help from G-d 
to stay strong. He went to Chevron and prayed to recharge and rejuvenate 
his soul. This worked as well. 
The Chafetz Chaim writes that both approaches are legitimate. Some of us 
make a lot of noise and some of us are more subtle, but both Yehoshua and 
Kaleiv could not have done what they did without the blessing from 
Moshe and the prayers in Chevron. We can’t do anything without G-d. 
The spies forgot that they had G-d and they died in the desert. Yehoshua 
and Kaleiv relied on G-d and they merited to usher the Jewish people into 
the land. 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Ari Kahn 

M'oray Ha'Aish 
Shlach - Seeing Through Wine-Colored Lenses  
It was not supposed to happen this way: A group of scouts was sent to see 
the Promised Land, presumably to bring back a glowing report that would 
set the Israelites on their way into the Land of Israel. Instead, the report 
was devastating, and the people took it in the worst possible way. Rather 
than preparing to enter the Land, they were now forced to prepare for a 
new reality: Life in the foreseeable future would be a nomadic existence, 
and their ultimate goal would remain beyond their grasp. 
And then, as the disappointing story of the spies comes to an end, the 
Torah moves on; new laws are imparted, in a seeming "return to business 
as usual." 
The interplay between narrative and law in the book of B'midbar is 
fascinating. Generally speaking, the book as a whole is comprised of 
narrative (as opposed to Vayikra, which is almost completely devoid of 
narrative and consists almost entirely of law). However, the laws that do 
appear in B'midbar are not randomly placed, inserted merely to break up 
the narrative; the laws in B'midbar actually seem to be part of the story, 
and in certain cases may provide commentary and insight. Thus, the law 
that immediately follows the episode of the spies: 
God spoke to Moshe, and said: Speak to the People of Israel and say to 
them: When you come to the homeland which I am giving to you... 
(B'midbar 15:1-2) 
The message is unmistakable: Despite the setback, all is not lost. God is 
moving forward, and He is speaking about the day the punishment will be 
over. Despite the sin of the spies and the people's collusion in that sin, the 
Land of Israel has not been forfeited; it is still our homeland. Even now, as 
they suffer through the consequences of their lapse of faith, as they wander 
the desert, the Land of Israel remains their birthright. The message 
continues: 
You will present fire offerings to God. They may be burnt offerings, or 
other sacrifices, either for a general or specific pledge, or for your 
festivals. Taken from the cattle or smaller animals, they shall create a 
fragrance that is pleasing to God. (B'midbar 15:3) 
Despite the bleakness of their present situation, God assures them that they 
will one day have a Temple in Israel in which they will celebrate, bring 
offerings, and behave in a manner that will be pleasing to Him. The Torah 
then provides some very specific information about these future offerings, 
which will include wheat meal, olive oil, and libations of wine. (15:4-5) 
This list of offerings does not come as a surprise to us; the Land of Israel is 
described as a land that flows with milk and honey, as well as "a land of 
wheat, barley, grapes, figs and pomegranates; a land of oil-olives and 
honey-[dates]." (D'varim 8:8) Indeed, when the spies arrived in Israel, 
"they cut a branch and a cluster of grapes, which two men carried on a 
frame, and they brought of the pomegranates, and of the figs." (B'midbar 
13:23) When they returned to report their findings, they carried the fruit of 
the land: "We came to the land where you sent us, and surely it flows with 
milk and honey; and this is its fruit." (B'midbar 13:27) 
The spies saw Israel's grapes, and they brought back large clusters - so 
large, in fact, that it took two people to carry each one. Should it have been 
a surprise that the local inhabitants, whose diet consisted of the oversized 
fruits of the land, were themselves oversized? Surely, their conclusion 

should have been that the Land of Israel is indeed a wonderful place. The 
people should have been thrilled by the knowledge that they, too, would 
soon be living off the almost magical bounty of the Promised Land, and 
that their own children would grow big and strong. Instead, the spies 
looked only at the physical realities their eyes had seen, and gave no 
consideration to the spiritual aspects of the land and their connection to it. 
They were guilty of seeing the future through the lens of the present or the 
past. 
Perhaps this is the underlying message of the laws that immediately follow 
the episode of the spies. The lesson God teaches with these laws is 
profound: The future that lies ahead is nothing like the reality of the 
present. It is a future infused with holiness, with spirituality, not bounded 
by the mundane, physical constructs that limit the present reality. Look 
toward the future, He tells them; look ahead to an existence of holiness. 
The offerings they will bring in the Holy Land are made from wine - and 
not grapes in their present form. The spies saw only the 'here and now', the 
familiar physical realities of the present. They lost sight of the power that 
holiness has to transform that mundane reality into something far greater. 
Like wine, that future reality requires a process; it requires time and 
patience, faith and trust. This is the message God imparts in these laws. He 
focuses them on a new perspective of the future. 
The spies saw grapes; they were alarmed by the oversized fruits and 
terrified by the oversized people. Instead, God teaches them to turn their 
gaze to the future and to see the wine and the holy service of the Beit 
HaMikdash. Had the spies seen the potential, and not merely the "reality," 
they never would have sinned. Had they seen the holiness and not only the 
mundane, the Israelites' stay in the desert would have been much shorter. 
Had they maintained their faith in God's ability to create a new reality, 
unlike anything they had experienced in the past, they would have 
immediately embarked upon the short path to realizing that new reality. 
Instead, they would have to endure a long and challenging process of 
maturation in the desert. 
The lesson of the juxtaposition of these laws with the episode of the spies 
is as relevant to us as it was to the generation of the desert: What do we 
see when we look? Do we see "reality" - which is no more than allowing 
our eyes to refract the future through visions of the past? Or do we see the 
future as potential? The lesson of these verses is just this: Seeing the future 
through lenses colored by holiness allows us to see a completely different 
reality. 
For a more in-depth analysis see: http://arikahn.blogspot.co.il/2016/06/lectures-and-essays-
shlach.html 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/i/moha/384114921.html 
Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join 
Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like you around the world. Make a secure donation at: 
https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 
Copyright © 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
 

Rabbi Avraham Kahn 

Torah Attitude 
Parashas Shelach: Some Are More Equal Than Others 
June 27, 2016 
Summary 
The Torah consists of 613 commandments. Just as the physical existence 
of a person depends on how the parts of the body function, so does the 
spiritual existence of a person depends on the fulfillment of the 
commandments. “And you shall observe My decrees and My laws that 
man shall do and live by.” G-d did not want to reveal the reward for 
fulfilling the commandments, so that we should not choose only to observe 
the more rewarding commandments. Every positive commandment is the 
source of life to its corresponding part in the body and will make a major 
difference in the World to Come. Certain commandments equal all other 
commandments combined. The Talmud teaches that the commandment of 
tzitzis equals all other commandments. If we would be rewarded with a 
medal or an award of distinction, we would proudly display it so others 
could see it. The Talmud relates how a certain person was tempted to visit 
a house of ill-repute, where a very beautiful harlot resided. The Torah 
teaches that when we look at the tzitzis it reminds us of all the mitzvos and 
helps us conduct ourselves as befitting for a member of the Jewish people. 
613 Commandments 
It is well known that the Torah consists of 613 commandments: 248 
instructions what to do and 365 prohibitions what not to do. The Talmud 
(Makkos 23b) teaches that this is hinted in the Torah itself. In the very last 
Parasha, Vezos Haberachah, it says (Devarim 33:4) “Moses commanded 
us the Torah.” The numerical value of the word “Torah” is 611. This, says 
the Talmud, corresponds to the commandments G-d taught the Jewish 
people through Moses. The first two of the Ten Commandments, “I am 
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HASHEM your G-d” and “you may not have any other gods”, our 
ancestors heard directly from G-d at Mount Sinai. This adds up to a total 
of 613 commandments. 
Essential Body Parts 
The Talmud further teaches that the 248 positive commandments 
correspond to the 248 parts in the human body, whereas the 365 
prohibitions correspond to the 365 days in the solar year. The Chofetz 
Chaim, in his introduction to the third volume of Mishnah Berurah, 
explains the significance of the similarity to the human body. Just as the 
physical existence of a person depends on the functions of every part of 
the body, so does the spiritual existence of a person depend on the 
fulfillment of every commandment that is applicable. In the body, every 
part is important, but some parts are more essential than others. For 
example, one can live without a hand or a foot. It may be difficult and 
inconvenient but it is not fatal if a person loses one of these parts of the 
body. On the other hand, there are parts of the body that are so vital that it 
is impossible to survive without them. It is obvious that one cannot live 
without a heart or brain, and if one of these parts ceases to function it is 
definitely fatal. Says the Chofetz Chaim, the same applies in regards to the 
positive commandments. Although every commandment is a source of 
spiritual life to a corresponding part in the body, some commandments are 
more essential than others. 
Observe The Commandments 
With this insight we gain a deeper understanding of why the Torah often 
connects our lives with the observance of the mitzvos (commandments). In 
Parashas Acharei Mos (Vayikra 18:5) it says: “And you shall observe My 
decrees and My laws that man shall do and live by.” Similarly, it says in 
Parashas Nitzavim (Devarim 30:15-20): “See, I place before you today the 
life and the good … that I command you today to love HASHEM your G-
d… and to observe His commandments … for this is your life and the 
length of your days.” We allude to this verse every night in our evening 
prayers before we say Shema, when we say, “For they are our life and the 
length of our days, and we will occupy ourselves with them day and 
night.” 
Not Reveal Reward 
When the Torah says that the mitzvot (commandments) are both “our life” 
and “the length of our days”, it refers to the two worlds. “Life” refers to 
our limited existence in this world, whereas “length of days” refers to our 
eternal life in the World to Come. Rashi (Vayikra 18:5) points out that 
“length of days” cannot refer to this world, for those who observe the 
commandments pass away like everyone else. It is interesting to note that 
we do not find any reference to the reward in the World to Come in the 
Torah. Rashi quotes from the Midrash that G-d did not want to reveal the 
reward for fulfilling the commandments, so that we should not choose only 
to observe the more rewarding commandments. As it says in Pirkei Avos 
(2:1): “Be scrupulous in your observance of the easy commandments as 
with the difficult commandments, for you do not know their reward.” 
Corresponding Part Of Body 
The Chofetz Chaim explains that the fact that every positive 
commandment is the source of life to its corresponding part in the body 
will make a major difference in the World to Come. If, G-d forbid, we 
neglect to observe a commandment, it will cause that we will eternally be 
missing the corresponding part of our body in the World to Come. This, 
says the Chofetz Chaim, will be most embarrassing since everyone will 
know which particular commandment we did not observe. How much 
more severe is it if we neglect to observe one of the commandments that 
corresponds to a vital part of our body. Our whole future in the World to 
Come is thus jeopardized. (Obviously, this only refers to someone who 
had the opportunity to learn and fulfill the commandments, and knows 
what G-d expects him to do.) With this we gain a better insight into the 
above statement of our sages in Pirkei Avos and the Midrash. G-d does not 
want anyone to enter the World to Come as an invalid or cripple. 
Therefore, He never revealed to us the rewards for any particular 
commandment, so that we should strive to observe every single 
commandment applicable to us. 
Torah Study And Shabbos Observance 
However, in the Oral Torah our sages teach that certain commandments 
equal all other commandments combined. Every morning after the 
blessings on Torah study, we quote from the Talmud (Shabbos 127a) that 
Torah study is equal to all other commandments. Similarly, the Midrash 
Rabbah (Beshalach 25:12) refers to the observance of Shabbos as being 
equal to all other commandments. This is very understandable. For if 
someone does not study Torah, it is impossible to observe any of the 

commandments correctly. Similarly, it is obvious that Shabbos observance 
is very essential and vital. For when we observe this day of rest we accept 
and testify that G-d created the world in six days and “rested” on the 
seventh day. Our belief in G-d as the Creator of the world is the foundation 
of our observance of the laws of the Torah, so we can well understand why 
Shabbos is equal to all other commandments. 
Tzitzis 
At the end of this week’s parasha, G-d tells Moses to instruct the Jewish 
people about another commandment that is equal to all other 
commandments. It says (Bamidbar 15:38-39): “And they shall make 
themselves tzitzis on the corners of their garments … and they shall see it 
and remember all commandments of G-d and perform them.” The Talmud 
(Menachos 33b) teaches that since the commandment of tzitzis helps us 
somehow to remember all the mitzvos, therefore it equals all other 
commandments. This is a classic example of the above quote from Pirkei 
Avos, that instructs us to be as scrupulous with an easy commandment as 
with a difficult one, since we do not know the reward for the 
commandments. We would never have thought that such an easy 
commandment as putting on tzitzis is considered in the same category as 
Torah study and Shabbos observance. No wonder that we observe this 
commandment beyond the call of duty. The Torah only obligates that if we 
wear a four cornered garment, we must place tzitzis on each corner. 
However, the Jewish people have accepted upon themselves to fulfill this 
commandment in an extended form. Not only do we wear our tallis during 
the morning prayers, but throughout the day we wear a small four-
cornered garment to merit to fulfill this commandment constantly and 
receive its great reward. 
Proudly Display Tzitzis 
The Chofetz Chaim (Mishnah Berurah 826) exhorts those who hide their 
tzitzis in an inappropriate way. The Torah commands us to wear them in 
such a fashion that we can look at the tzitzis. If that is not practical, such 
as in case one works amongst non-Jews, one can put them into the corners 
of the garment in a respectful way. The Chofetz Chaim states that if we 
were rewarded with a medal or an award of distinction, we would proudly 
display it so others could see it. How much more should we proudly 
display this sign of distinction as members of G-d’s chosen nation. 
Hit In The Face With Tzitzis 
We find an additional benefit from wearing tzitzis all day. The Talmud 
(Menachos 44a) relates how a certain person was tempted to visit a house 
of ill-repute, where a very beautiful harlot resided. She demanded that he 
send her exorbitant fee of four hundred gold coins in advance, and then he 
travelled overseas to visit her. He finally arrived and was about to commit 
his sinful act. Suddenly, he saw the four corners of his tzitzis. They 
seemed to hit him in his face and he sat down on the floor, unable to sin. 
The woman could not understand what had happened to him and would 
not let him go until he explained what had transpired. She was so 
impressed with what she heard, that she decided to convert to Judaism 
herself, and at a later stage she married this man. 
Reminder 
The Torah teaches that when we look at the tzitzis it reminds us of all the 
mitzvos and helps us conduct ourselves as befitting for a member of the 
Jewish people. But, says the Chofetz Chaim in his commentary on this 
week’s parasha, it is impossible to remember the laws of the Torah if we 
do not study them. The benefit of the tzitzis is great but it must go hand in 
hand with Torah study. Only then can we live up to G-d’s expectations. As 
it says (ibid 14): “So that you will remember and perform all My 
commandments and be holy to your G-d.” 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael 
Deverett P.S. If you have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be 
interested in receiving e-mails similar to this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/a/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
 

Rabbi Yosef Kalatzky 

Beyond Pshat 
L’Zeicher nishmas avi mori Reb Moshe Ben Yosef Kalatsky z’l u l’zeicher nishmas emee morasi 
Shaindel Bas Reb Chaim Tzvi z’l L’Zeicher nishmas ishtee Yehudis Chanah Kalatsky Bas Reb 
Kehas Z’l 
Portion of Shelach 
1. Yisro’s Departure from the Jewish People 
The Torah tells us in the portion of Beha’aloscha that after remaining 
for one year with the Jewish people in the desert, Yisro (the father in 
law of Moshe) wanted to return to his homeland and his family. The 
Torah states, “Moshe said (to Yisro), ‘Please do not forsake us, 
inasmuch as you know our encampments in the Wilderness (you have 
witnessed all of the revealed miracles that G-d had performed on 
our behalf), and you have been as eyes for us…’” Sforno explains, 
“Yisro had witnessed all of the miracles that G-d had performed for the 
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Jewish people in the desert. If he were to leave them at this time, even 
his children will desecrate G-d’s Name before the nations of the world. 
The nations of the world will say, ‘If Yisro had truly witnessed G-d’s 
Presence when he was among the Jewish people, he and his sons would 
not have left them.” Thus, Moshe wanted Yisro to remain with the 
Jewish people not because he needed his counsel or his assistance, but 
rather, so that his departure should not cause a desecration of G-d’s Name. 
The Torah tells us that Yisro initially had abandoned all of his glory in 
Midian to join the Jewish people in the desert, because he had heard 
about the miracles that G-d had performed on their behalf. He was so 
moved and impressed by what he had heard that he went out into a 
wilderness to become part of the Jewish people, leaving behind all of 
his life’s accomplishments and renown in Midian. Moshe understood 
that if Yisro remained with the Jewish people, it would be a continued 
sanctification of G-d’s Name. 
The Torah tells us that there is a negative commandment not to aggrieve a 
convert. Therefore, one is not permitted to remind the convert of his 
original state as a non-Jew or that at one time he was an idolater or did 
not observe dietary laws. 
It is interesting to note that after Yisro decided to abandon his glory in 
Midian and to become part of the Jewish people in the desert (convert), 
the Torah continuously refers to him as “the Sheik of Midian (Kohen 
Midian).” If there is a negative commandment to not aggrieve a convert 
by mentioning his past, why does the Torah continuously refer to Yisro 
as “Kohen Midian?” Seemingly, one would think that this is a pejorative 
reference, since the title “Kohen Midian” is a title of the one who is 
the leader of the pagan religion in Midian. He is one who had the 
greatest proficiency in idolatry. If so, how can the Torah refer to Yisro in 
this manner? 
The Torah refers to Yisro as “Kohen Midian” to accentuate his 
uniqueness in a positive manner. Although he was the leader of the 
pagan religion in Midian and an expert in every form of idolatry, he 
abandoned all of this for the sake of joining the Jewish people in the 
desert because he came to the realization that there is only One True G-
d. Referring to Yisro as “Kohen Midian” is in fact a sanctification of G-
d’s Name and a glorification of Yisro in this particular context. 
After remaining a year with the Jewish people, Yisro made a decision 
that he had advanced sufficiently on a personal level, and it was time for 
him to return to his family and his possessions. Not that he was going to 
return to being a pagan, but rather he would continue to adhere to the 
Torah in Midian. Moshe, on the other hand explained to Yisro that he 
should not leave the Jewish people at this time because his departure 
would be perceived wrongly by the nations of the world, that he was no 
longer interested in remaining with G-d’s people. It would thus be a 
desecration of G-d’s Name. Therefore, Moshe implored him to remain 
with them. 
2. The Power of a Mitzvah 
The Torah states regarding the Pascal lamb that was brought in the 
desert, “Hashem spoke to Moshe, in the Wilderness of Sinai, in the 
second year from their exodus… ‘The Children of Israel shall make 
the pesach-offering in its appointed time. On the fourteenth day of 
this month…There were men who had been contaminated by a 
human corpse and could not make the pesach-offering on that day; so 
they approached Moshe and Aaron on that day saying, ‘We are 
contaminated through a human corpse; why should we be diminished 
by not offering Hashem’s offering in its appointed time?” These 
individuals had been taught the laws pertaining to the bringing of the 
Pascal offering by Moshe. They understood that it was forbidden for one 
who is contaminated to bring the Pascal offering. Factually, they were 
disqualified. If so, what is the basis of their claim, “Why should we be 
diminished?” 
The Torah states after the death of the sons of Aaron, Nadav and 
Avihu, “Moshe summoned Mishael and Elizafan, sons of Aaron’s 
uncle Uziel, and said to them, ‘Approach, carry your brothers out of 
the Sanctuary to the outside of the camp..’” Why did they need to 
remove the corpses of Nadav and Avihu from the Sanctuary? Rashi cites 
Chazal who explain, “It is as a man says to his fellow, ‘Remove the 
corpse from before the bride so that it should not interfere with the 
joy.’” In order not to detract from the great joy of the inauguration of the 
Mishkan, the remains of Nadav and Avihu needed to be removed from 
the Sanctuary. Those who were instructed to remove the remains of 
Aaron’s sons became contaminated as a result of fulfilling a mitzvah. 
It was considered something of special value because it was compared to 
removing a corpse from before the bride. 
Sforno writes regarding the claim of those who felt they were denied the 
mitzvah of the Pascal sacrifice. There is a principle that is mentioned in 
the Mishna in Ethics of Our Fathers “One mitzvah brings about 
another mitzvah (mitzvah goreris mitzvah).” If this is so, they claimed, 
“If we performed such an important mitzvah of removing the remains of 

Nadav and Avihu, why should that cause us to be denied of the mitzvah 
of bringing the Pascal sacrifice? To the contrary, it should have brought 
about an enhancement and not a diminishment. ” Moshe believed that 
their point was well founded because of the principles that he had taught 
them. G-d said to Moshe that their position is correct. G-d thus said, that 
if one were denied the opportunity to bring the Pascal lamb in the 
month of Nissan one can bring it in the month of Iyar. 
There are times when one performs a mitzvah, yet one is not given the 
opportunity to perform another one afterwards. Seemingly, the 
principle of “mitzvah goreris mitzvah” does not always manifest itself. 
Reb Chaim of Volozhin z’tl explains in his work Nefesh HaChaim that 
when one performs a mitzvah it brings about a spiritual energy that 
engulfs the individual and influences him to perform another mitzvah. 
If however, the energy that was generated by the initial mitzvah was 
deficient in some way, it will not be sufficient to bring about another 
mitzvah. For example, if one performs a mitzvah with an ulterior motive 
(shelo lishma), it will not bring about another mitzvah. 
When the two individuals in the desert came to Moshe with the claim 
that they should not be denied to bring the Pascal sacrifice, they were 
in essence asking him if they had performed the initial mitzvah of 
removing the corpses of Nadav and Avihu with the proper intent. If so, 
then they should not be denied bringing the Pascal sacrifice based on the 
principle of mitzvah goreris mitzvah. If however, their initial mitzvah was 
performed at a deficient level, then there is no basis for their claim. 
The Torah tells us that Moshe presented their claim to G-d, which 
indicates that he believed that they had a true claim. The Torah tells us 
that Nadav and Avihu, the two elder and most special sons of Aaron 
were struck down by G-d on the day that they were installed as Priests, 
the eighth day of the inauguration after the Divine Presence had entered 
into the Mishkan. The Midrash tells us that Moshe said to Aaron, 
“Aaron, my brother, I knew that He would be sanctified through those 
who are closest to Him. Initially I had thought it would be either me or 
you to bring about this sanctification through our death. However, after the 
death of Nadav and Avihu I understand that they are greater than we.” 
Thus, the death of Nadav and Avihu was an exceptional sanctification of 
G-d’s Name. Regardless of this, their corpses needed to be removed from 
the sanctuary so that the Mishkan should not be contaminated. 
Therefore, when Mishael and Elizafan became contaminated by 
removing the corpses, they not only performed a mitzvah at an 
advanced level, they were associated with those who brought about 
the greatest sanctification of G-d’s Name. Just as it was a 
sanctification of G-d’s Name for the sons of Aaron to be taken, so too 
was the reinstatement of the purity of the Mishkan by removing their 
remains. 
3. Perceiving Truth Due to One’s Faith 
The Torah tells us that Moshe sent the twelve princes of the tribes of 
Israel to scout out the Land on behalf of the Jewish people. They 
scouted the length and breadth of the Land over a forty-day period. Upon 
returning, ten of the princes returned with ominous reports about what 
they had seen in the Land. They said, “It is a land that devours its 
inhabitants…” They concluded that it was a land that was not 
conquerable, because of the giants that they had seen and not survivable 
because of the degree of death that they had witnessed. They thus 
concluded that G-d had taken the Jewish people out of Egypt to 
destroy them. In contrast, although Yehoshuah and Caleiv had seen 
the same events that the other ten princes had seen, they returned with 
positive reports. They said that the Land was conquerable and its 
inhabitants no longer had Divine Protection. The Jewish people would be 
able to dwell and thrive in the Promised Land that was flowing with 
milk and honey, as G-d had promised them. When Yehoshuah and Caleiv 
witnessed people burying their dead throughout the Land, they rejoiced 
saying that G-d had brought a plague upon the inhabitants so that they 
should be preoccupied with their grief and burying their dead so that 
they should not be noticed. The other ten princes after seeing the 
same events, concluded that the Land was not survivable, because it is 
a “Land devours its inhabitants…” If all the spies had witnessed the 
same events, then why did Yehoshuah and Caleiv see them in the 
most positive and encouraging light, while the other ten see them in the 
most negative light? 
Rashi cites Chazal who ask, “Why is the portion of the spies juxtaposed to 
the portion of Miriam? The juxtaposition teaches us that although these 
evil people saw what had happened to Miriam, they did not take heed to 
draw a lesson from it.” What was the lesson that the spies needed to 
draw from the incident of Miriam? Miriam had seen something relating 
to Moshe’s behavior, which she considered questionable. She chose to 
conclude that it was not correct. Consequently, she spoke critically of 
her brother, Moshe. 
Miriam spoke critically of Moshe to Aaron, because she did not 
understand why he had separated himself from his wife, after receiving 
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the Torah at Sinai. She had believed that despite Moshe’s level of 
prophecy, he should not have separated from his wife because she and 
Aaron did not separated from their spouses. G-d reprimanded her by 
saying, “Mouth to mouth do I speak to him (Moshe), in a clear vision 
and not in riddles, at the image of Hashem does he gaze. Why did 
you not fear to speak against My servant Moshe?” Miriam should 
not have passed judgment upon Moshe since his level of prophecy was 
“mount to mouth” with G-d. Meaning, it was not communicated in a 
sleep state as her level of prophecy. In addition, he is also referred to by 
G-d as “My servant Moshe.” Although she had seen that Moshe had 
separated himself from his wife, which was something she did not 
understand, she should not have spoken critically about him, because 
it was evident and clear that he was G-d’s chosen servant. That being 
so, G-d would not have maintained His relationship with Moshe, if the 
separation from his wife was considered to be a spiritual failing. Similarly, 
although the spies had witnessed events in the Land that as they saw as 
ominous and indicated imminent annihilation, they should not have 
passed judgment based on their own perception, because G-d had 
promised the Jewish people that He was taking them to a land that was 
flowing with milk and honey. This was the lesson that they should have 
drawn from the incident of Miriam, which they did not. 
The Torah tells us that after the spies returned from the Land, ten of them 
presented negative reports about the Land. When the Jewish people 
heard what they had said, they were overwhelmed with worry and pain 
and began to wail. They cried out saying, “If only we had died in the 
land of Egypt, or if only we had died in this Wilderness! Why is G-d 
bringing us to this Land to die by the sword? Our wives and young 
children will be taken captive!” Sforno explains that the Jewish 
people had said, “How have we sinned, for G-d to bring us to die in this 
manner? G-d must have led us into this tragic setting, because He 
despises us! It is because we were idolaters in Egypt or for some other 
reason.” It is true that G-d had redeemed them from Egypt, yet despite 
this fact the Jewish people continuously faced challenges that caused them 
question G-d’s true intent. Immediately after leaving Egypt, they were 
pursued by the Egyptian armies to be caught between them and the 
Sea. Ultimately, the Sea was split and the Egyptian armies were 
destroyed. Soon afterwards, they came upon a bitter oasis and did not 
have water to drink. They understood that if G-d truly wanted to 
redeem them because they were worthy, why did He continuously 
present them with life-threatening challenges? It must be that there was 
continuous prosecution upon them due to the idolatry that they had 
done in Egypt. 
Although they received the Torah at Sinai and had become G-d’s people, 
by the fortieth day after receiving the Torah, they failed with the 
golden calf and reverted back to idolatry. The Jewish people believed 
that because of their association with idolatry, it was deemed that they 
should be destroyed. They did not believe that G-d truly forgave them 
for their past pagan behavior. They once again reverted back to their 
idolatrous ways with the sin of the golden calf. The Jewish people 
believed that in fact G-d wanted to destroy them because of their 
continuous spiritual failures. They never believed that G-d truly forgave 
them for their past behavior. The negative perception of the ten princes 
was based upon their own lack of trust in G-d. It was because they truly 
believed that they were not worthy of not entering into the Land to merit 
the miracles necessary for its conquest. 
Yehoshuah did not succumb to this point of view that G-d wanted to 
destroy the Jewish people because of his level of attachment to Moshe. 
In addition, Moshe added the letter “yud” to his name to indicate that he 
had prayed on his behalf to be protected from the influences of the other 
princes. It is evident that if Moshe did not add the letter “yud” to his 
name, he would have been drawn into the plot of the other spies and 
convinced that entering into the Land was G-d’s ploy to destroy the 
Jewish people. Caleiv prostrated himself on the graves of the holy 
Patriarchs because he felt he was wavering on this point. He supplicated 
G-d for Divine Assistance so that he should not be negatively influenced 
by the other princes. Factually, if Yehoshuah and Caleiv did not present 
what they had seen in the most positive manner, the Jewish people 
would not have had a basis to choose between the negative 
interpretation of the other spies and their positive interpretation. However, 
since they presented an encouraging interpretation based on the Divine 
Assistance that they had, the Jewish people had a setting to choose 
between the two positions. Since they did not correctly, G-d decreed 
that they should die in the desert over a forty- year period. 
4. Surpassing One’s Limitation 
The Torah tells us that the Jewish people requested that Moshe send spies 
to scout out the Land of Canaan. The Torah states regarding the 
spies, “…they were all distinguished men (anashim).” The Torah 
identifies the scouts that were chosen by G-d to be men of acclaim. 
Rashi cites Chazal who explain, “All the men that were chosen were 

upright and proper Jews (kesheirim).” The Midrash states, “All the men 
that were chosen to scout out the Land were devoutly righteous before 
they set out on their mission.” Initially when the spies had been chosen, 
although they were righteous they later became corrupted and evil. 
Rashi cites Chazal, “Just as they had returned with an evil intent so 
too did they initially go with an evil intent.” Seemingly, the two 
statements of Chazal are contradictory. If they were initially considered to 
be righteous and devout Jews, how could they have been simultaneously 
people with an evil intent? 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains the incident of the spies with the 
principle of agency. The Gemara draws from many sources in the 
Torah, that if one appoints an agent to represent him in any context, 
the agent is the equivalent of the one who had commissioned him. 
The agent is only effective and can function in his capacity because 
of his linkage to the one who he represents. Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh 
explains that based on this principle, since the princes of the tribes 
represented the people of each of their tribes, who lacked faith and trust 
in G-d, as is evident since they requested scouts to spy out the land that 
was promised to them by G-d, that linkage between the princes and the 
people they represented affected them negatively. Although the spies were 
initially devoutly righteous and men of special spiritual acclaim, 
because they were the agents of the Jewish people who lacked faith, 
they were affected by them negatively. The clarity that they initially 
had before becoming the agents of the Jewish people was no longer the 
same. This linkage caused them to see what they had witnessed in a 
negative context rather than in a positive context. Although they still 
had the ability to make the proper choice (otherwise they would not have 
been faulted for their negative evaluation); however, they did not choose 
to make the proper choice because they were spiritually impaired 
because of those who they represented. 
Although Yehoshuah and Caleiv were also agents of their tribes, because 
of their unique dimension of spirituality were able to evaluate and 
perceive what they had seen correctly. In addition, Moshe added the 
letter “yud” to Yehoshuah’s name (which represents one of the names 
of G-d) to indicate that G-d should come to his assistance. Moshe 
supplicated that he should not succumb to the machinations of the spies. 
Caleiv, the prince of the tribe of Yehudah, when he felt that he was being 
influenced and affected by the perspective of the other spies, went to 
Chevron to prostrate himself on the graves of the Patriarchs to pray so 
that he should not be drawn in to their plot. 
Just as the linkage between the agent and the one who appointed him 
can have a negative affect on the agent, as demonstrated by the incident of 
the spies, identically if one is linked to a positive source, then that 
agent will draw ability that is beyond his own capacity as a result of that 
linkage. He will be able to overcome and surpass situations that would 
not have been possible on his own. He will be able to go beyond his own 
limitations. 
The Torah tells us regarding the building of the Mishkan that G-d 
commanded Moshe to build all aspects of the Mishkan and subsequently 
delegated all the tasks of its building to the Jewish people. If in fact the 
building of the Mishkan was done by the Jewish people, why did G-d 
command Moshe himself to build it? Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains, 
that G-d wanted Moshe to be the beneficiary of every aspect of the 
building of the Mishkan. By delegating the building of the Mishkan to 
the Jewish people, they were his agents representing him. Thus, 
everything that they had done, accrued to Moshe based on the laws of 
agency. 
However based on the words of the Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh regarding 
the spies, we can understand the value of building the Mishkan through 
Moshe’s agents. G-d wanted the Jewish people to be the agents of Moshe 
to create a linkage between the Jewish people and Moshe. 
Consequently, Moshe’s spiritual dimension would affect the dimension 
of the agents to surpass their limitations. As Moshe’s agents, their capacity 
in the physical and spiritual realm would become advanced. Thus, the 
location for the Divine Presence would have a greater spiritual 
capacity. The artisans and the craftsmen who built the Mishkan would thus 
be able to infuse it with a greater degree of intent. This was only 
possible if they were the agents of Moshe. Chazal refer to the Mishkan 
as “the Mishkan of Moshe” because the dimension of holiness of the 
Mishkan was an expression of Moshe’s own holiness. Had they not been 
linked to Moshe as his agents, the Mishkan would have had a limited 
capacity. 
Chazal tell us that every aspect of the Mishkan needed to infused 
with a specific intent. The Torah tells us that Bezalel who was chosen 
by G-d to be the one to oversee the building of the Mishkan was 
endowed with a special “wisdom and knowledge” that allowed him to 
infuse every aspect of the Mishkan with the intent that G-d had wanted. 
The Gemara in Tractate Berachos tells us that Betzalel understood the 
conjugation of the Hebrew letters that G-d had used to bring about 
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existence. Chazal tell us that the Mishkan is a microcosm of all 
existence. Thus, it needed to be infused with the same level of intent 
that brought about Creation. Regardless of Betzalel’s level of spiritual 
endowment, his dimension of spirituality was not the same as Moshe’s. 
By making Betzalel and the other artisans, agents of Moshe, they all 
assumed an advanced spiritual dimension to further the capacity of the 
Mishkan. Chazal tell us, Moshe was the spiritual equivalent of the 
entire Jewish people. By linking all those involved with the building 
of the Mishkan to Moshe, they were able to fulfill their objective in 
the most advanced manner. The purpose of the agency of Moshe, 
regarding the building of the Mishkan, is not for him to receive the 
credit for the actions of his agents, but rather so that those involved with 
the Mishkan would benefit from the linkage to Moshe’s unique 
spirituality. 
The Gemara in a number of locations poses a question, are the 
Kohanim who performed the service in the Holy Temple considered to 
be agents of the one who brought the sacrifice (sheluchei didan) or 
were they the agents of G-d (sheluchei d’Rachmana)? What is the 
Halachic difference? If one had made a vow not to benefit from the 
Kohen, would it be permitted for the Kohen to bring an offering on his 
behalf? If the Kohen is considered to be the individual’s agent then he 
would not be permitted. However, if he were considered to be the agent 
of G-d then the individual is only a side beneficiary resulting from the 
action of the Kohen who represents G-d. If this would be so, it would be 
permitted for the Kohen to officiate although the individual is a 
beneficiary of that service. 
If one performs a mitzvah for the sake of G-d, for His Glory, he is acting 
as His agent (sheluchei d’Rachmana) to bring about a sanctification of 
His Name. Consequently, he is thus linked to G-d Who is the infinite 
source of all existence. This individual would thus assume a capacity that 
is beyond his limitation. His level of accomplishment cannot be 
fathomed, since he is rooted and linked to the Omnipotent One, which 
will allow him to transcend his limitation as a finite being. 
5. Total Submission to G-d 
The Torah tells us that the spies returned with their ominous reports and 
said, “They are stronger than Him.” Rashi cites the Gemara in Tractate 
Sotah that explains when the spies had said, “stronger than Him” they 
were referring to G-d Himself. Meaning, the thirty one nations of 
Canaan were more powerful than G-d and thus could not be conquered. 
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos tells us that at the time of the giving of 
the Torah at Sinai G-d opened all the heavens and exposed the depths of 
the earth on behalf of the Jewish people to demonstrate to them that 
nothing existed outside of Him. There was no other power that wills 
existence continuously, other than G-d Himself. There is nothing 
beyond G-d’s ability since He is the One who Wills everything. If so, 
how is it possible that the same individuals who were present at the time 
of the giving of the Torah at Sinai could believe that G-d could not 
defeat the nations of Canaan? 
Chofetz Chaim explains that the Jewish people understood that since 
existence functions within the context of reward and punishment, which 
is the basis for G-d’s Justice, even G-d Himself, is bound to the system 
of reward and punishment. Thus, G-d will not override or interfere 
with this system of justice. For example, He was able to take the Jewish 
people out of Egypt and destroy Pharaoh and his armies because the 
Jewish people were worthy of redemption and merited to be victorious. 
However, regarding the defeat of the thirty-one nations of Canaan, in 
order to bring about that level of victory, the Jewish people were not 
sufficiently worthy. Thus, based on this perspective, it was beyond G-
d’s ability to destroy the nations of Canaan. If He were to allow the 
Jewish people to defeat the nations of Canaan, it would be a corruption of 
justice. 
The Torah states, “G-d said to Moshe, ‘…How long will they (the 
Jewish people) not have faith in Me, despite all the signs that I have 
performed in their midst?’” G-d’s Wrath flared against the Jewish 
people because, after witnessing all that He had done for them, 
although they were not worthy, they should have understood that G-d’s 
intervention on their behalf was not based on their understanding of 
worthiness. Thus, they should have had implicit faith and trust in G-d 
based on His past record with them. The Torah tell us that the Jewish 
people tested G-d ten times through their lack of faith in Him (until 
the sin of the spies). This was due to their lack of faith in Him. Despite 
this level of disrespect to G-d, He continued to perform miracles on 
their behalf, which was a clear demonstration that He is not bound by 
any system, but rather He can override it whenever He chooses to do 
so. G-d made a promise to the Patriarchs that He would bring their 
descendants into the Land of Canaan, which was a Land flowing with 
milk and honey. Despite their lack of worthiness at the moment, 
ultimately G-d will fulfill His promise. The Jewish people did not 
however have this perspective and thus questioned whether G-d would 

destroy the nations of Canaan on their behalf. The degree of 
supernatural intervention that was necessary to conquer Canaan required 
a level of worthiness that had no relevance to them. 
The Torah tells us that if one adheres to the mitzvah of honoring one’s 
parent, he will merit longevity. In addition, the Torah tells us that if 
one sends away the mother bird before taking her eggs/chicks he will also 
merit long life. The Gemara tells us that Elisha Ben Avuya /Acheir (the 
teacher of Rebbe Meir) witnessed a child following his father’s 
instruction to climb a ladder and send away the mother bird in order to 
take its chicks. When the boy climbed the ladder, he stumbled and fell 
to his death. Although he was engaged in performing two mitzvos 
that provide long life, the boy died. Acheir could not reconcile this 
within himself and consequently became a heretic. He declared, “There is 
no judgment and there is no Judge.” How could Acheir, who was the 
teacher/mentor of Rebbe Meir and one of the most advanced Torah Sages 
of his time become a heretic because of what he had witnessed? The 
Gemara explains that “There was an impurity in his heart.” Because 
Acheir did not negate himself to G-d because of the impurity that he had 
within him, he was able to see beyond the irreconcilable differences that 
faced him. He thus saw it as a refutation of the Torah and G-d’s justice. 
In contrast, when G-d told Avraham to take his beloved son Yitzchak 
and bring him as a burnt offering, he did so despite the fact that it was a 
contradiction to what G-d had initially told him, that a great nation would 
descend from Yitzchak. It was only because Avraham negated himself 
to G-d that he did not question what he needed to do. His absolute 
faith and trust in G-d allowed Avraham to succeed in his objective. If 
one has sufficient faith and trust in G-d, he will be able to succeed 
despite the seeming contradictions and difficulties with which one is 
confronted on a continuous basis. 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Dedicated  l'iluy nishmas Chayim Boruch Yehuda ben Dovid Tzvi, z'l by 
Mr. & Mrs. Berel Daskal 
Parsha Parables- Shelach 5776  
Spies. The word invokes images of self-assured people who are willing to 
risk their lives on behalf of their country. Before the B'nei Yisrael entered 
into Canaan, Moshe sent spies who were supposed to be of that 
distinguished level. The Torah labels them as "men of character, quality, 
and anshei shaim, of good name"  (Bamidbar 13:3). 
But they were not the confident men they were thought to be. They failed 
in their mission. Not only did they report what they saw, they 
editorialized. They instilled in the nation a profound fear of the future, 
claiming that the Almighty who redeemed them from Egypt, split the sea, 
and miraculously sustained them in an empty desert, would be humbled by 
the giants that they would encounter in their conquest of Canaan. 
They informed the people: (Bamidbar 13:33) "We saw the sons of giants, 
we felt in our own eyes like grasshoppers next to them, and that is how we 
were considered in their eyes." 
The Gemarah (Sotah 35a) discusses whether the spies actually overheard 
them say that they saw man-like grasshoppers in their presence or only 
imagined it. 
What relevance is there to relate what the giants may have said or how the 
spies were perceived by them? The main thrust of the story is to show lack 
of faith in the Almighty and their spiritless self-evaluation, not the 
perception of others. 
Perhaps the Torah, in repeating the words of the giants and the perceptions 
of the spies, is teaching us a lesson in human behavior and emotion. Since 
our story deals with the Cannanite Giants, this week, I would like to relate 
a tale regarding a Brooklyn Dodger. 
The Story 
Some of you may have heard of Jackie Robinson.  Before he became a 
Parkway that links Queens to Crown Heights, he was a baseball player.  
What made him different was that he was hired in 1947 as the first (and at 
the time only) black Major League Baseball player. Despite malicious 
racist harassment and appalling physical and verbal attacks, he played 
fearlessly and professionally.  Throughout his career, he never cursed back 
or even responded to all repulsive provocations from racists and bigot who 
threatened him and cursed him.  With his skill as an athlete, he got his 
notoriety as one of the greatest baseball players of his era. 
What kept him going was his attitude. He felt equal to any white player. 
On the day of his professional debut, his wife was excited to attend his 
first major league performance.  Since she was black. Even though she was 
a player's wife, the team put her up in the bleachers.  But her husband was 
not fazed, and told her,   
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"You'll have no trouble spotting me out there on the ball field," he said 
with a smile. Then he paused.  "I'll be wearing numb er 42." 
The Message 
I think the story is a lesson is in Torah is relating the story of the spies, yet 
it leaves us with a message of self-esteem. The moment one views himself 
as a grasshopper in the eyes of others, that is how he is viewed by them.  
The spies claimed that they felt like grasshoppers;  then they added, "and 
that is exactly how they viewed us." Their addendum may have had no 
relevance to their mission, but it relevant to ours. Perhaps if the spies 
would have had the confidence of victory and strong faith in the Almighty, 
they would have viewed themselves as able bodied soldiers who had the 
capacity to defeat any giant. Only when they drew back in fear and 
trepidation were they viewed as little bugs.  When we  view ourselves with 
pride and ability, then we are giants, too! But when we look at ourselves 
with unreasonable insecurity and lack of faith, then we hear our 
adversaries calling us insects. In order to feel like a giant you must have 
the vision of one. You can't have the vision of a giant when you have the 
eyes of an insect. 
Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 
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Our parashah contains four main sections: First, the story of the Spies who 
were sent to Eretz Yisrael and returned with a bad report, Bnei Yisrael’s 
reaction to that report, and Hashem’s anger at Bnei Yisrael; second, the 
laws of the korban chatat / sin offering, which is brought, in particular, for 
the sin of avodah zarah / idolatry; third, the story of the man who gathered 
wood on Shabbat; and fourth, the mitzvah of tzitzit. R’ Aryeh Finkel shlita 
(rosh yeshiva of the Mir Yeshiva in Modi’in Illit, Israel) explains the 
connection between these sections as follows: 
The essence of Bnei Yisrael’s sin in accepting the Spies’ report was not 
merely that they listened to lashon hara about Eretz Yisrael and about G-d. 
Rather, it demonstrated a lack of emunah / faith that Hashem keeps his 
promises. Specifically, since Hashem had promised to take Bnei Yisrael to 
a good land, there should have been no question in Bnei Yisrael’s minds 
that the land is, in fact, good. 
In this light, the connection to avodah zarah is apparent. Avodah zarah is 
the denial of G-d. Bnei Yisrael, too, suffered a breakdown in their emunah 
and effectively denied G-d. 
The connection to transgressing Shabbat is apparent as well, for Shabbat is 
the ultimate expression of emunah. In Lechah Dodi we recite, “Enter in 
peace, crown of her husband, in happiness and exultation . . .” Why is 
Shabbat a time of happiness? Because our Sages say that Shabbat is a 
microcosm of Olam Ha’ba. In other words, it is an expression of our faith 
that Hashem keeps His promise to reward man for his good deeds. 
Our parashah ends with the mitzvah of tzitzit and the declaration, “I am 
Hashem, your Elokim.” Our Sages teach that this expression always 
means, “I am Hashem who has the power, and can be trusted, to reward 
man for his good deeds.” Thus, the parashah comes full circle to the idea 
that Hashem keeps His promises. (Yavo Shiloh p.481) 
“Send forth men ‘lecha’ / for you, and let them spy out the Land of 
Canaan.” (13:2) 
The Midrash Tanchuma quotes this verse and then asks: May a person set 
out to sea within three days before Shabbat? The midrash answers, citing 
the Gemara (Shabbat 19a): One may not set out to sea within three days 
before Shabbat if he is going to a distant place. However, if one wants to 
sail from Tyre to Sidon [two cities in Eretz Yisrael, in present-day 
Lebanon], he may do so even on Friday because it is well-known that this 
trip can be completed in one day. 
The midrash continues: This applies only to voluntary travel. However, if 
one is a shaliach / agent to perform a mitzvah, he may set sail on any day 
he wishes. Why? Because being a shliach mitzvah takes precedence over 
[certain aspects of] Shabbat. . . 
The midrash continues: There were no people who were sent to do a 
mitzvah and put their lives on the line for their mission like the two men 
that Yehoshua sent to spy on Yericho [in this week’s haftarah]. In contrast, 
the messengers [i.e., spies] that Moshe sent were wicked. How do we 
know this? Because we read (Bemidbar 14:36), “And the men whom 
Moshe sent to spy out the Land, and who returned and provoked the entire 
assembly against him by spreading a report against the Land . . .” This is 

why the verse says, “Send forth men for you.” [Until here from the 
midrash] 
How is this related to our parashah? Also, why in fact did Moshe dispatch 
the Spies when Hashem indicated His displeasure by saying “for you”? 
R’ Yoel Teitelbaum z”l (1887-1979; the Satmar Rav) explains: At the end 
of last week’s parashah, we read that Miriam spoke lashon hara about 
Moshe regarding the fact that he separated from his wife. Why did Moshe 
do that? Because Hashem could speak to Moshe at any time, and Moshe 
understood that one cannot “leap” into a state of kedushah / holiness. 
Rather, one must prepare himself to achieve higher levels of kedushah. 
[However, only a person on the level of Moshe Rabbeinu has a reason to 
separate himself from everyday life to such an extent.] 
Here, Moshe did not send the Spies to confirm that the Land could be 
conquered, for Hashem had promised that. Rather, he sent representatives 
to Eretz Yisrael to prepare the Land for the arrival of Bnei Yisrael by 
infusing it with their holiness in much the same way that one sanctifies a 
piece of parchment before writing the Torah on it. This was “for you,” i.e., 
it was consistent with the lesson that is learned from Moshe’s separating 
from his wife. 
The Satmar Rav continues: Why should one not travel within three days 
before Shabbat? Poskim explain that it is because unforeseen 
circumstances might force him to transgress the Shabbat. (Nevertheless, 
travel is permitted in the first half of the week because only the 3 days 
before Shabbat are the time to prepare for Shabbat.) This idea, that one 
must prepare for the kedushah of Shabbat, comes from our parashah, i.e., 
from Moshe’s attempt to prepare Eretz Yisrael for the holiness that Bnei 
Yisrael would bring to it. 
However, the midrash concludes, “The messengers that Moshe sent were 
wicked.” They did not go to the Land with the intention that Moshe had in 
mind, i.e., to sanctify it. (Divrei Yoel p.351) 
“Vayishlach otam / Moshe sent them forth from the Wilderness of Paran 
at Hashem’s command . . .” (13:3) 
R’ Yeshayah Reiniger z”l (19th century; rabbi of Hranice, Moravia) notes 
that the verse could have used a contraction, “Vayishlachaim.” [The 
meaning would have been the same, but our Sages teach that the Torah 
generally prefers the most concise phrasing, so we must search for a 
reason when a longer form is used.] He explains: 
There seem to be conflicting indications in the Torah whether Hashem 
approved of sending the Spies. Our verse, for example, seems to say that 
they were dispatched “at Hashem’s command.” The answer, writes R’ 
Reiniger, is that perhaps once Moshe decided to send spies, Hashem chose 
the specific individuals. This would explain the extra word in our verse: 
“Moshe sent otam / them . . . at Hashem’s command.” 
This would answer another question as well. We read (verse 8), “For the 
tribe of Ephraim, Hoshea son of Nun.” Then we read (verse 16), “Moshe 
called Hoshea son of Nun–‘Yehoshua’.” Why aren’t these pieces of 
information combined into one verse? Based on the above, the answer may 
be that verses 4-15, which list the names of the spies, are Hashem’s words; 
thus, the fact that Moshe changed Hoshea’s name could not be included 
there. (Chiddushei Rabbi Yeshayah) 
“These are the names of the men whom Moshe sent to spy out the Land, 
and Moshe called Hoshea son of Nun–‘Yehoshua’.” (13:16) 
R’ Eliezer Ashkenazi z”l (1512-1585; rabbi in Egypt, Cyprus and Poland) 
notes that the name “Yehoshua” is used several times in the book of 
Shmot. Thus, our verse cannot be taken to mean that Moshe changed 
Hoshea’s name to Yehoshua. 
Rather, R’ Ashkenazi writes, his name was always Yehoshua, but, being a 
relatively young man, he was often called by the diminutive, “Hoshea.” 
Yehoshua was a youngster among the Spies. Here we read, “These are the 
names of the men whom Moshe sent,” whereas, regarding Yehoshua we 
read (Shmot 33:11), “His servant, Yehoshua bin Nun, a lad, would not 
depart from within the tent.” Thus, in our verse, Moshe said that, from 
now on, he should be called Yehoshua, as a man among men. 
R’ Ashkenazi writes further: We read (Bereishit 17:5), “Your name shall 
no longer be called Avram; but your name shall be Avraham.” In contrast, 
we read (Bereishit 17:15), “Hashem said to Avraham, ‘As for Sarai your 
wife–do not call her name Sarai, for Sarah is her name.” This implies that 
our Matriarch’s name was always Sarah, but everyone called her by the 
diminutive “Sarai.” Now, to inspire Avraham to pray harder for her to bear 
children, Hashem wanted to increase Sarah’s stature in her husband’s eyes, 
so He commanded that she no longer be called “Sarai.” (Ma’asei Hashem) 
Letters from Our Sages 
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This letter was written in 5739 [1979] by R’ Pinchas Menachem Alter z”l 
(1926-1996), rosh yeshiva of Yeshivat Sfas Emes in Yerushalayim, to his 
mechutan, R’ Menashe Klein z”l (1924-2011). R’ Klein lived in Brooklyn, 
N.Y. and was a prominent posek and author of numerous sefarim. He also 
established the Yerushalayim neighborhood Ramot Ungvar. For the last 
four years of his life, R’ Alter served as the Gerrer Rebbe. 
To the honorable one, my beloved friend and mechutan, the famous gaon 
and tzaddik, etc., wise and knowledgeable, R’ Menashe Klein shlita, rabbi 
of Ungvar and head of Yeshivat Bet She’arim. 
After inquiring of the well-being of his honor with true friendship and 
proper respect . . . 
In order not to have, G-d forbid, two [consecutive] letters that do not 
contain divrei Torah, I will write something. Although I have many 
observations regarding your precious sefarim, Mishneh Halachot, I will 
write a small comment regarding a question asked by my brother, the 
[Gerrer] Rebbe, shlita. In the blessing known as Me’ain Shalosh [also 
known as Berachah Acharonah or Al Ha’michyah] we say, “B’kedushah 
u’v’taharah” / “with holiness and purity.” [This blessing is supposed to be 
an abridgement of Birkat Hamazon.] Where is there any reference in 
Birkat Hamazon to kedushah and taharah? Now, you have written that the 
fruits of Eretz Yisrael are holy and must be guarded in purity. [Thus, since 
this blessing is recited over the Seven Species with which Eretz Yisrael is 
blessed, it makes sense to say, “B’kedushah u’v’taharah.”] 
I would like to add support for your answer. The mishnah at the end of 
Sotah (48a) states: “When the Temple was destroyed, fruits lost their taste. 
Rabbi Shimon ben Elazar says, ‘[The absence of] purity removed the 
taste’.” Thus, when we pray [in this blessing] for the rebuilding of the Bet 
Hamikdash, we pray as well for the restoration of the good taste of the 
fruit, which requires the restoration of ritual purity. Thus we say, 
“B’kedushah u’v’taharah.” May we merit this soon in our day. 
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Rabbi Dov Kramer 

Taking A Closer Look 
“And if you err, and don’t do all of these commandments that G-d spoke to 
Moshe” (Bamidbar 15:22). Rashi tells us that only one commandment is 
being referred to here, worshipping other deities; it is described as “all of 
these commandments” because worshipping a deity other than the Creator 
is the equivalent of transgressing every commandment. He then explains 
the words “that G-d spoke to Moshe” by quoting the Talmud (Horiyos 8a), 
which says the first two of the Ten Commandments were heard by the 
entire nation directly from G-d (as opposed to the other eight of the Ten 
Commandments, which we couldn't undrstand so needed Moshe to 
decipher for us, as well as the other 603 biblical commandments, which G-
d told to Moshe, who relayed them to us. But how could the words “that 
G-d spoke to Moshe” refer specifically to something that G-d spoke to all 
of us, not just Moshe? Shouldn’t this commandment be described as 
having been “spoken” or “commanded” to “you” rather than to Moshe? 
How can commandments “spoken to Moshe” refer exclusively (and it is 
exclusively, since the offerings differ if other commandments are violated) 
to commandments that weren’t spoken only to Moshe? 
Several commentators address this issue, with mixed results. Bartenura 
understands Rashi’s comment to mean that the expression “that G-d spoke 
to Moshe” specifically excludes worshipping idols, since the first two of 
the Ten Commandments were heard by the entire nation (and were not 
spoken just to Moshe). Aside from the implication of Rashi’s wording 
being that these words refer specifically to idol worship (and not to 
everything but idol worship), and aside from the context of the Talmud 
(and how Rashi explains it, which we will get to shortly) contradicting 
this, many of the details of idol worship did come through Moshe. It is also 
a bit awkward for a verse that is referring specifically to idol worship to 
use an expression that purposely excludes it. 
The L’vush presents a similar explanation, with the comparison being 
between idol worship (which is not referred to by any terms in the verse) 
and the other 611 commandments, which G-d spoke only to Moshe (and 
what the verse is referring to; the trangression this process is applied to is 
idol worship based on it being the equivalent of all the other 
commandments). Rebbe Yaakov K’nizel takes it a step further, saying that 
idol worship cannot be said to be equal to all the commandments of the 
Torah, since it is one of them, and putting idol worship on one side of the 
scale and all 613 commandments on the other side cannot balance (i.e. 

cannot be called equivalent) unless none of the other commandments carry 
any weight (which is obviously not true). Therefore, in order to compare 
idol worship with “all the commandments of the Torah,” the 
commandment not to worship idols must be excluded from that side of the 
scale. In order to indicate that idol worship is not part of “all these 
commandments,” they are described as “commandments that G-d spoke to 
Moshe,” which would exclude idol worship (since we heard that directly 
from G-d). Besides the issues raised above, we can add that it is obvious 
that comparing any one commandment to “all the commandments” must 
mean “besides counting this one on both sides of the ledger,” and there 
should be no need to point it out. Additionally, there are several 
commandments said to be “equal to all the commandments,” such as 
Shabbos, Tzitzis and circumcision, making the statement a literal 
impossibility. [How can Shabbos plus everything else weigh the same as 
idol worship if idol worship plus everything else weighs the same as 
Shabbos? Add others that are “equal to all the commandments” to the mix 
and this impossibility becomes, um, more impossible (which itself is 
impossible!).] Rather, the expression is meant figuratively, showing how 
important each of these commandments are, and there is therefore no need 
to exclude the commandment under discussion from being included in “all 
the commandments.” 
Rebbe Sh’muel El-Moshnenu suggests that the expression “that G-d spoke 
to Moshe” means “only to Moshe, without being intended to be repeated to 
us” (especially when contrasted with the next verse, which mentions “all 
that G-d commanded you through Moshe”). Since every commandment 
taught to Moshe was supposed to be repeated to us, the only thing this 
expression could possibly refer to is something that Moshe didn’t need to 
repeat to us because we heard it from G-d ourselves, i.e. the first two of 
the Ten Commandments. However, Moshe did repeat those to us as well 
(when he repeated the Ten Commandments in Sefer D’varim), besides 
constantly warning us against idol worship. This would also mean that the 
“commandments” referred to in 15:22 are not the same as those referred to 
in 15:23, even though both are the “commandments” whose transgression 
triggers the offerings subsequently described. 
The Talmud contrasts the commandments “that G-d spoke” (15:22) which 
implies our hearing it directly from G-d, with the opening words of the 
next verse, “all that G-d commanded you through Moshe,” with the only 
commandments given through G-d’s direct speech (the first two of the Ten 
Commandments) and also by Moshe relaying it to us (i.e. Sh’mos 34:14 ) 
being about idol worship. It is clear that the point of the Talmud, which 
Rashi is using in his commentary on Chumash to explain what "that G-d 
spoke to Moshe" refers to, is that we heard the commandment not to 
worship idols directly from G-d (as opposed to referring to every 
commandment but those). As far as why it is described as G-d having 
“spoken with Moshe” if we all heard it, Rashi (on the Talmud) says that G-
d was speaking to Moshe, but we were able to hear what G-d was saying to 
him. 
Although this explains how the commandments we heard directly from G-
d can be described as being “spoken to Moshe,” it doesn’t explain why G-
d directed His speech to Moshe if the intended audience was much wider. 
Maharal (Gur Aryeh) and Maskil L’Dovid (on Rashi’s commentary on 
Chumash) reference the Midrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 19:33, see Rashi on 
Sh’mos 20:2) that says the reason the Ten Commandments were said in 
singular form is to enable Moshe to defend the nation after the sin of the 
golden calf by pointing out that only he was told not to worship idols. 
Which means that these commandments were, in a sense, only said to 
Moshe, even if they were said loudly and clearly enough for the entire 
nation to (over)hear. Nevertheless, despite it being technically accurate 
that they were “spoken to Moshe,” it still seems a bit out of place to 
highlight this technicality if the point is that we heard them directly from 
G-d rather than being relayed to us by Moshe. 
The Talmud brings a couple of ways we know the transgression being 
discussed here is idol worship, with the contrast between “spoken by G-d 
to Moshe” (Bamidbar 15:22) and “G-d commanded us through Moshe” 
(15:23) being the second. Rashi paraphrases the first in his previous 
comment (actually, he is quoting Sifre 111, but the “proof” is similar, 
while being dissimilar enough to make us aware that he is using multiple 
sources), so his point regarding which commandments were “spoken to 
Moshe” cannot be to prove that the transgression under discussion is idol 
worship. [This is borne out by Rashi ignoring the contrast between 15:22 
and 15:23.] Instead, Rashi is highlighting the fact that we heard the 
prohibition against idol worship directly from G-d. But why does this 
make a difference? Is the transgression (which, in this case, was not done 
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purposely) more severe because we heard it directly from G-d, or less 
severe, because G-d purposely didn’t say it to us, but to Moshe? 
Being that Moshe reiterated the severity of the sin of idol worship 
numerous times, there is no doubt that it fully applies to everyone, not just 
to Moshe. Nevertheless, in the situations under discussion, where the sin 
was not committed purposely, since there was already a precedent set (by 
directing the Ten Commandments to Moshe) that G-d will, to some extent, 
try to lessen the impact of idol worship so that we can more easily return 
to Him, it might cross our minds that exculpation is not really important. 
Therefore, the Torah highlights the fact that even though the Ten 
Commandment were “spoken to Moshe” so that he can present a defense 
for the nation’s sin, these offerings must be brought in order to achieve 
forgiveness. “And if you err, and don’t keep the commandments that you 
heard G-d Himself say, that were purposely spoken to Moshe and not 
directed towards you” (15:22), “commandments that Moshe clearly and 
continually told you apply to you now and forever” (15:23), here is the 
process to achieve forgiveness (15:24-28). 
 

Rabbi Moshe Krieger 

Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
Viewing Life Correctly 
The sin of the spies is recalled as one of the greatest tragedies of our 
nation. For these ten tribe leaders, it was a personal ruination, and it 
caused the generation that left Egypt to remain as wanderers in the desert 
for 40 years, where they died. 
What was their sin? The spies were sent to give an assessment of Eretz 
Yisrael so that the nation could prepare its conquest of the land. They 
went, observed and reported back what they saw. Why was that wrong? 
Furthermore, the sages (Erchin 15a) compare the spies’ deed to the sin of 
“motzi shem ra,” meaning they lied. Whatever they reported were things 
that they actually saw. How can the spies be accused as liars? 
Rav Dessler explains that while they indeed reported what they saw, had 
they seen with a more spiritual perspective, their conclusions would have 
been different. They are not faulted for what they saw but rather how they 
saw it. 
For example, they saw giant fruits, far greater than what grow naturally. 
Rashi (13:23) relates that they concluded that the Canaanite peoples as 
well possessed super-natural strength. 
This was not the only possible conclusion. Seeing giant fruits didn’t have 
to spell disaster. The spies could have seen in the fruit that this was indeed 
a holy land bursting forth with Hashem’s bounty. They could have seen 
Hashem’s awesome chessed and looked forward to the time that they 
could inhabit such a blessed land. 
Also, throughout their journey the spies saw people mourning. They 
concluded that Eretz Yisrael was “a land that devours its inhabitants.” 
Why? Perhaps they could have concluded the way Rashi (ibid., 32) 
explains, that Hashem had arranged this so that the Canaanites would be 
distracted and not pay attention to them as they made a thorough 
exploration of the land. The message also could have been that Hashem 
will wipe out the Canaanites without their lifting a finger, irrespective of 
their size and power. 
By contrast, when Yehoshua sent spies to Yericho, they were unable to 
roam the land freely. They kept out of sight and had to be smuggled out of 
the city. Nevertheless, they returned to Yehoshua with the report that the 
inhabitants were full of fear and that the land would soon be theirs. The 
spies sent by Moshe witnessed miracles and saw how Hashem was 
overseeing their affairs. Instead of looking at Eretz Yisrael in strictly 
military terms, imagining how hard it would be to conquer, they should 
have realized that Hashem was showing them that victory would be 
supernatural. 
This is a lesson for us — everything depends on how you look at it. Let’s 
say things don’t go our way. We find ourselves under financial pressure 
and unable to afford things we want. If we assess our situation with purely 
physical eyes, we will pity ourselves. If we develop a spiritual perspective 
on life, however, we will be able to find joy in our situation. Perhaps this 
is for our benefit. Perhaps wealth would bring us temptations we would 
not resist, and we would later regret our actions and the wealth that led to 
them. Instead, one can feel grateful to Hashem for what one has and rest 
assured that it is exactly what is best for him, and not one penny less. 
In addition, on a more subconscious level, the spies had a hidden 
motivation for seeing the land negatively. Rav Chaim Friedlander notes 
(based on the Zohar 158) that the spies feared that once in Eretz Yisrael, 
they would lose their positions as heads of tribes. While their report was 

not a deliberate trick to maintain their positions, on a sub-conscious level, 
their desire for power prejudiced the way they looked at Eretz Yisrael. 
Rav Yisrael Salanter notes that this is something of which we are all 
guilty. Our bad middos often impact on how we interpret reality. If one is 
jealous of another, he will tend to view him negatively in many matters, 
even those that have nothing to do with the cause of his jealousy. 
How can we make sure that we are viewing things correctly? 
Rav Friedlander advises that several times each week, we take time to 
analyze our deeds. We should ask: What was my motivation? Did I act 
leshem Shamayim? Were any bad middos involved in what I did? Also, 
am I pushing myself to reach my spiritual potential? By pushing myself in 
this direction, there is hope that my viewpoint on life will become more 
spiritual. 
Next, Rav Yitzchak Zilberstein (based on Rambam, Hilchos Dei’os 6:1) 
notes that our viewpoint on life is greatly affected by the people around us. 
If we choose to be in the company of tzaddikim and chachamim, they have 
an effect on us. Alternatively, if we are in the presence of irreligious Jews, 
this makes its mark as well. It is an error to counter: “I’m different from 
them, I don’t drive on Shabbos and being around them won’t make me 
start.” Even if this is true (but unfortunately, it isn’t always), nevertheless, 
when among irreligious Jews for a long time, little by little one begins to 
adopt their value system. What they admire, he begins to admire. What 
they scorn, he too will start to scorn. We have no idea the impact our 
society has in shaping our ideas. Therefore, it is so important to maximize 
the time we spend with talmidei chachamim. 
Once, when Rav Yerucham Levovitz was mashgiach of Yeshivas Mir in 
Poland, two fathers arrived at the same time to the yeshiva, both looking 
for a suitable son-in-law. One was a wealthy owner of a flour mill, and the 
other was the rav of a small town. Many people expected Rav Yerucham 
to direct the wealthy man to the yeshiva’s best bachur, as he had the means 
to keep him in learning as long as possible. Instead, Rav Yerucham 
matched the best bachur to the daughter of the rav, who was quite poor. 
Rav Yerucham explained: “Today, it’s not enough just to choose to be 
good and not bad. Our choice is with whom we associate. This bachur will 
be part of this rav’s family, who are bnei Torah, and his kehilla, who are 
simple, pious Jews. Perhaps one day he will serve there as rav. 
“Yes, the mill owner could keep this bachur in learning, but he has no 
connection to Torah, nor do the people where he lives. How can I send this 
bachur there? I must connect him to a place of Torah.” 
May we be zoche to view life with spiritual eyes! 
Exciting news! Rabbi Krieger will soon be publishing a sefer featuring the 
“best” of the weekly Parsha sheet. If you would like to share in this 
celebration, please go to www.bircas.org for further details. 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Volumes in Volume  
Moshe sent them to scout the Land of Canaan, and he said to them, “Go 
up this way in the south and climb up the mountain. You shall see what 
[kind of] land it is, and the people who inhabit it; are they strong or 
weak? Are there few or many? And what of the land they inhabit? Is it 
good or bad? And what of the cities in which they reside are they in camps 
or in fortresses? What is the soil like? Is it fat or lean? Are there any trees 
in it or not? You shall be courageous and take from the fruit of the land.” 
It was the season when the first grapes begin to ripen. (Bamidbar 13:17-
20) 
Are they strong or weak? : He gave them a sign. If they live in open cities 
[it is a sign that] they are strong, since they rely on their might. And if 
they live in fortified cities [it is a sign that] they are weak. – Rashi 
This Rashi is rather counter intuitive! We would think things should be 
just the other way around. If they are in walled cities they are secure and if 
they are in open encampments they are vulnerable and weak! What’s 
origin of this notion? What’s the relevance? 
When peaking back at the earliest moments of human history we find a 
curious phenomenon. What was the first recorded human invention? Take 
a few moments to think before answering. Some will guess fire but that’s 
not explicitly related. Well surprisingly it’s clothing, albeit primitive and 
minimal. Adam and Chava felt the need to cover-up with a fig leaf after 
they ingested the forbidden fruit because their innocence was now lost. 
Prior to that moment they were naked and without any shameful or selfish 
tendencies. Now, however, afterwards, because of an inner weakness, a 
moral failing they needed to shield themselves from themselves. 
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The stronger a person is the less they are reliant on external devices. The 
weaker a person is the more they need stuff on the outside. We are never 
envious of a person who requires a wheelchair or someone who is hooked 
up to wires and tubes in the hospital. The outer equipment betrays a 
weakness in limb or bodily function. The same is true in the spiritual 
realm. 
Armed with this information the conversation can move in many 
directions. Let us focus on this point for now. I wonder how our ancestors 
understood the Mishne in Pirke’ Avos, “Know what is above from you, an 
eye that sees, an ear that hears, and all your deeds are recorded in a book!” 
This Mishne is thousands of years old and it predates the video, and the 
tape recorder. How did they conceive that what we do now is recorded 
forever?! The Chofetz Chaim had observed that the invention of the phone 
is an “object lesson” meant to reinforce the notion that what we say here 
and now can be heard and create an impact elsewhere. There is no such 
thing as a perfectly private conversation in the spiritual universe. Now the 
world of technology that envelopes us crying out for inspection to figure 
what deeper lessons these objects and devices come to teach us. 
This list is long and the page is short. The ubiquitous GPS is a classic. I 
can remember taking a long ride to New Hampshire with a bunch of 
fellows. The driver of the luxury suburban had a GPS fixed in his car. 
Another guy sat in the front and attached his own GPS to the window. 
Both inputted the destination. One had a woman’s voice and the other a 
man’s voice, because his wife didn’t want another woman telling him what 
to do. Like an old married couple the GPS’s dueled and disagreed until the 
last half mile. 
I was thinking the machine is teaching, “Harbe Drachim l’ Makom”. There 
are many ways to get to the place. Elu v’ Elu Divre’ Elochim Chaim! 
These and these are the word of the living G-d. Disputes in Hallachah 
allow for differing approaches. If you’re driving a truck it’s one way, and a 
regular car another. I drove back from Baltimore once with no money in 
my pocket and no EZEE Pass so the GPS directed me on a circuitous and 
toll-free way home. 
Also we learn how to educate and correct. The GPS is never impatient. It 
recalibrates and then tells us calmly how to get to our destination. It 
reminds us we need a goal or it’s entirely useless. It affirms for us the 
value of having a Rebbe who knows us, and where we are at. It is just one 
machine, but it speaks volumes in volume. 
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Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Shelah: Objectivity and Prejudice 
The story is told of a king who, upon reaching old age, decided to step 
down and hand over the reins of leadership to his talented son. The king 
had a group of seven advisors who served as the exclusive liaisons 
between the royal court and the people. These advisors wielded 
considerable power and earned great respect, as they represented the 
people’s only chance of communicating with the king. The advisors were, 
naturally, eager to ensure that they would retain their distinguished 
positions under the new king’s administration. Therefore, soon after the 
son ascended to the throne, the advisors approached him and began 
flattering him with effusive praise. Among the compliments they showered 
upon him was that he was especially handsome. 
The king thanked the advisors for their warm words of praise, and assured 
them that they could retain their posts. 
Sometime later, the advisors came to the king with a box, explaining that 
one of the kingdom’s provinces wanted to give the king a gift. The king 
opened the box, and saw a magnificent mirror. He had never before seen a 
mirror, and so this gift gave him his first opportunity to see his own image. 
When he looked into the mirror, he noticed how ugly he was. After his 
initial shock, he recalled how his advisors had complimented him for his 
looks. The king immediately called back the advisors and reprimanded 
them.  
“You were lying when you called me handsome! You were trying to flatter 
me so you can keep your jobs!” 
“Your majesty,” they replied, “we are seven people, and the mirror is just 
one. Who are you going to believe – one mirror, or seven wise advisors?” 
The king thought for a minute and agreed. The advisors then 
recommended to the king that he break the mirror, as it was worthless. The 

king accepted their advice, and they shattered the mirror and left the 
palace. 
The king began going through the pieces, one by one, and when he looked 
at each piece, he saw his reflection. There was now no denying that 
according to the “majority view,” he was ugly. Dozens of pieces of glass 
said so, and only seven advisors said otherwise. 
He called back his advisors and angrily threatened to fire them for falsely 
flattering him. 
“Your majesty,” they said, “how can you listen to pieces of glass? They 
are inanimate objects who cannot think or analyze. We are intelligent, wise 
and experienced advisors. Our view is infinitely more valuable than that of 
these pieces of glass!” 
This time, however, the king was not fooled. “No,” he said. “The pieces of 
glass are perfectly objective. They show me the hard, untainted truth. You 
people are biased and prejudiced. You have reason to lie. And so I trust the 
glass, and I don’t trust you.” 
This humorous story has been told to explain why Beneh Yisrael were 
punished for believing the report brought to them by ten of the twelve 
spies who had gone to scout the Land of Israel. Even though they were the 
majority, these ten spies were biased. The Zohar comments that the spies, 
who were the leaders of their respective tribes, knew that they would not 
retain their positions after the nation crossed into the Land of Israel. It was 
therefore in their best interest to discourage the people by frightening them 
about the military power of the nations they would have to face. Yehoshua 
and Kalev, the two dissenters, viewed the situation with pure objectivity, 
and so their voices should have been heeded. 
What lesson might we learn from this story? 
In order to assess anything accurately, we need a “mirror,” which shows us 
the situation precisely as it is, without the tainting caused by prejudice and 
bias. This is why self-evaluation is so difficult. As our Sages teach us, “En 
Adam Ro’eh Nig’eh Asmo” – people do not generally see their own faults. 
We all have an interest in judging ourselves favorably, and so we often fail 
to acknowledge mistakes and wrongdoing. Therefore, it is vitally 
important that we have people in our lives who can see things about us that 
we cannot see. The Torah in Parashat Bereshit calls a person’s wife “Ezer 
Ke’negdo” – “a helper opposite him.” A wife helps her husband by 
opposing him, by showing him things about himself that he would 
otherwise not see. Abraham Abinu could not see the threat posed by 
Yishmael because he was his son. Sara, however, viewed the situation with 
objectivity and realized that Yishmael had to be sent away, and G-d 
instructed Abraham to heed Sara’s advice. Objectivity gives us a clear 
picture, whereas bias distorts our perception, and so Sara’s unbiased 
conclusion was the correct one. One of the many reasons why marriage is 
so important is because we all need somebody who objectively sees our 
faults and draws our attention to them in a loving, sincere manner so we 
can grow and improve. 
Likewise, the Mishna famously exhorts in Pirkeh Abot, “Aseh Lecha Rab” 
– “Make for yourself a Rabbi.” It has been suggested that the Mishna 
refers to “making” somebody who is not really a Rabbi into one’s personal 
mentor. Even if a person is not a Rabbi and scholar, he can serve as a 
mentor and guide by serving as a mirror, as a source of objective 
assessment for us. As it is so difficult to judge ourselves objectively, we 
must ensure to have people whom we can trust to point out to us our 
mistakes and with whom we can consult when we need an unbiased 
decision. By guaranteeing objectivity, we guarantee ourselves the 
possibility of growth and progress, that we will always be working to 
improve, rather than carryimg our faults with us throughout our lives. 
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Mevorchim HaChodesh Tammuz 

Yehoshua and Kalev 
By Rabbi Yitzchok Hecht 

Graduate, NCYI Rabbinic Training Program 
There has never been a greater deception than the tragic fraud wrought by 
the Miraglim (spies). They convinced the Jewish people they were unable 
to conquer Eretz Yisrael. Let us contemplate how difficult that must have 
been. The Land of Israel, which they sought to disparage, is among the 
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greatest G-d-given gifts in the world. The nation they sought to deceive 
was the true “Greatest Generation” − the people who earned the title 
Generation of Knowledge. It was the same group that personally witnessed 
HaShem’s unbridled might and wrath toward Egypt, and was led by no 
less than Moshe Rabbeinu – the unparalleled leader who had secured their 
loyalty (See Ramban 16:1). In the face of these seemingly impossible 
odds, they desperately tried to turn the Jews away from HaShem in order 
to maintain their now-endangered positions as the leaders of their tribes. 
And, shockingly, they were successful. Their slander moved the nation to 
attempt murder against Moshe and Aharon (Midrash Raba) and even an 
astonishing effort to stone G-d Himself (Sotah 35). Only direct Divine 
Intervention was able to defeat them. 
It follows that the methodology the Miraglim used must have been of 
extraordinary power. And if it was effective under those circumstances, it 
can likely entrap us. It is therefore crucial that we identify it, so that we 
may steel ourselves against its threat to our physical and spiritual welfare. 
An analysis of the Parsha reveals their weapon was fear. Only fear can 
shut off the reasoning of typically intellectual people. 
The Miraglim were shrewd. They knew that if they spoke candidly they 
would not be believed. Instead, they started with the truth. As they 
established their credibility and planted trepidation in the hearts of the 
listeners, they steadily increased the dishonesty of their speech (Rashi). 
For this reason, they craftily began with an acknowledgment of the Land’s 
fine qualities. They didn’t challenge the reality that the land was rich in 
milk and honey and bore spectacular fruit. But they relayed how the cities 
they had to attack were heavily fortified. And if that wasn’t difficult 
enough, the population consisted of enormous giants. This was frightening 
since the Jews had never fought giants. Who could know the strength they 
were capable of? The spies capitalized on fear of the unknown. 
Once the Miraglim established themselves by telling the truth, they moved 
on to the irrelevant. They announced that Amalek lived to the south. This 
is puzzling. It is true that Amalek had attacked them while they were 
leaving Egypt. But there was no reason for them to fight Amalek on their 
way to Israel. They could simply have gone around them (Maskil 
L’dovid). Rashi explains that since they were previously scorched by the 
flame of Amalek, the Miraglim mentioned them for the sole purpose of 
scaring the Jews. 
But let us recall the result of that previous battle. As Rashi reveals, they 
had completely dominated Amalek. The Jews wiped out every enemy 
warrior, It was only the weakest among Amalek that survived because 
HaShem commanded that they be spared (Sifsei Chachomim). If they had 
so easily defeated them when they were at full strength, was there any 
basis for concern about them in their now weakened state? 
This teaches us the awesome power of fear. From an objective standpoint, 
there was absolutely no reason for them to worry about a nation that was 
much weaker than they were, so that they didn’t have to wage war against 
them. But fear arrests all reason. They believed their lives were in danger. 
This empty argument successfully swayed an entire nation. The Miraglim 
then concluded with the absurd claim that these nations were stronger than 
G-d (Rashi). This was the unbelievable punch-line toward which they had 
been advancing. Here was a nation that saw first-hand how HaShem fights 
on a supernatural level. Could there be any physical force in the world that 
was beyond His abilities? Yet in their frightened state the people 
swallowed it whole. 
We, too, battle fear in our daily lives. At times it is maliciously hurled at 
us by others who seek their own self-interest. More often, it is fashioned 
internally from an anxiety that we know is unfounded. How do we quell 
this destructive influence? 
The solution is to emulate Yehoshua and Kalev. The enormous warriors of 
Canaan were reputed to be invincible (Devarim 9:2). The Miraglim stood 
face-to-face with them and they were terrified. The rest of the nation 
hadn’t even seen them and they, too, were terrified. But because of their 
complete faith in G-d, Yehoshua and Kalev felt no fear in their presence 
(Medrash Hagadol). “The King is not saved by a great army, nor is the 
warrior saved with great strength… The eye of HaShem is upon those who 
fear Him, those who anticipate His kindness to save their souls from death 
and to nourish them in famine” (Tehillim 33). 
The remedy for fear is bitachon − trust in G-d − which eases the soul of all 
worries. “When one realizes that no creation can help or harm him without 
the consent of the Blessed Creator, his heart is restored from fear or hope 
of anyone else. He relies only on the Creator” (Chovos Halvovos Bitachon 
3). When we increase our bitachon, we diminish our susceptibility to fear’s 
manipulations. That is our defense against this controlling force and our 

key to a reasoned analysis of personal events and the world that surrounds 
us. As Yehoshua and Kalev proclaimed: “HaShem itanu. Al tiraum” − 
HaShem is with us. There is no room for fear. Shabbat Shalom 

The Weekly Sidra- "The Mizrach Vant" 
By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
In the text Sh’muos Tovos (Rav Chayim Avraham Deutschmann 1760- 
1837 of blessed memory), we find a most interesting little anecdote of a 
group of ‘Parnasim’ (literally ‘supporters’ which refers to those in charge 
of communal money) who managed to raise sufficient funds to enlarge the 
town’s synagogue. 
Now, while this endeavor of enlarging the synagogue should have made 
everyone in the community happy, there was a very dissatisfied small 
group of ‘Ba’alei Batim’ (householders) whose families had the 
entitlement and privilege of sitting directly at the ‘Mizrach Vant’ (eastern 
wall) for many years. Now, they complained that the Mizrach Vant was 
being taken away from them through the enlarging of the synagogue. The 
Parnasim however, were reluctant to change the seats of these complaining 
Ba’alei Batim, and the matter had to go before Bais Din (Torah court). 
“For years our families traditionally sat and prayed directly at the Mizrach 
Vant,” protested one of the Ba’alei Batim in Bais Din. “Now, with the 
enlarging of the synagogue, several new rows are being added in front of 
us. We have lost the Mizrach Vant at which our fathers and their fathers 
would sit.” 
The Bais Din now turned to the Parnasim, who argued by saying, “We are 
not causing anyone in the synagogue to lose his seat or have it changed. 
All that is being done is enlarging the walls so that more benches can be 
brought into our growing community.” 
After the Bais Din’s deliberations in private, the Av (head of) Bais Din 
announced that the Din (judgment) was with the Parnasim, and the seats of 
the objecting Ba’alei Batim would not have to be altered so that they could 
once again sit directly at the Mizrach Vant. 
As can be expected, after the proceedings in Bais Din were concluded, the 
disappointed group of Ba’alei Batim approached the Av Bais Din, and 
asked him to explain to them this decision. 
Now, this particular Av Bais Din was an inordinately wise gentleman, who 
knew that the group who confronted him at the moment was not likely to 
be appeased by any explanation he could give them. Therefore, reports the 
Sh’muos Tovos, this is how the Av Bais Din responded from this week’s 
Sidra in which it is stated: 
“These are the names of the men which Moshe sent to spy out the land. 
And Moshe called Hoshaiya the son of Nun Y’hoshua.” (Bamidbar 13:16) 
Very simply then, the letter ‘Yud’ was added at the beginning of 
Hoshaiya’s name (making it Y’hoshua), as was the same letter Yud 
originally taken away from the name of Sarai (making it Sarah): 
“And G-d said to Avraham, ‘As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her 
name Sarai, but Sarah shall her name be.’” (B’raishis 17:15) 
According to the Gemarah in Sanhedrin 107a, which speaks in the name of 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu, that Yud was originally taken from the name Sarai 
and held in waiting for Y’hoshua: 
“….. If the (single) Yud which I removed from Sarai continuously cried 
out (in protest) for many years until Y’hoshua came and I added it to his 
name, as it is written, ‘….. And Moshe called Hoshaiya the son of Nun 
Y’hoshua…..’” 
Now then, explained the Av Bais Din, while the letter Yud was appeased 
by finally being added to make the name Y’hoshua, one problem remains. 
Due to the enlarging of his name the letter ‘Hay,’ which used to be the first 
letter of his name, has now been reduced in stature to the second letter of 
his name. Yet, nowhere in all the literature of our Rabbanim of blessed 
memory, do we ever find the letter Hay complaining about losing first 
position. 
This must mean, concluded the Av Bais Din, that as long as the Hay was 
not removed from the name, even though there had been an addition 
placed in front of it, the Hay had no grounds to complain about this 
enlargement. The same applies to the plaintiff Ba’alei Batim whose seats 
were not removed or altered in any way from their previous positions. So 
concludes this account in the Sh’muos Tovos, without revealing to us the 
ultimate reaction of the particular Ba’alei Batim to the Av Bais Din’s 
response. 
There are those inescapable times in life when we find our own egos 
somewhat sullied by others, which causes us the simultaneous feelings of 
shame and resentment. It is at instances such as these that we must 
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seriously take in hand the words of our Rabbanim of blessed memory from 
the Gemarah of Gittin 36b: 
“….. Concerning those who are insulted but do not insult others (in 
revenge), who hear themselves reproached without replying, who perform 
(good deeds) out of love, and rejoice in their sufferings, Scripture says, 
‘….. But they that love Him be as the Sun when it goes forth in its 
might.’” (Shoftim 5:31) 
While it is after all, extremely difficult at times to ignore being slighted by 
others, especially unjustifiably so, the Torah HaK’dosha does make the 
demand upon us to restrain from reacting in a negative manner. Let us 
always keep in mind what was instructed by Shlomo HaMelech: 
“Her (the Torah) ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are 
peace.” (Mishlei 3:17) 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos.  
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Torah Insights - Dark Clouds and Silver Linings 
By Rabbi Dov Shapiro 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
Rebbi Akiva once traveled to a distant town, and was unable to obtain 
lodging in the community he was visiting. Left with no choice, he spent 
the night in the surrounding fields along with his donkey, his rooster (the 
ancient version of the alarm clock,) and a candle for light. During the 
night, a wild cat ate his rooster, a loin consumed his donkey, and a wind 
extinguished his candle. To all these setbacks, Rebbi Akiva reaction was 
“Gam zu l’tovah – whatever Hashem does, is for the best”. When Rebbi 
Akiva awoke the next morning he discovered that a band of marauding 
robbers had attacked the city during the night. Had he been inside the city, 
or had the bandits discovered his presence via the rooster crowing, donkey 
braying, or torch glowing, he would have been killed as well. Rebbi Akiva 
excelled at believing that there was a silver lining in every situation – in 
this case he actually got to witness it. (Brachos 60b) 
Parsash Shlach begins with Hashem telling Moshe “Shlach lecha anashim 
– send messengers for yourself to explore Eretz Yisroel”. The words “for 
yourself” are a bit mystifying. Rashi explains that Hashem was dissatisfied 
with the Jews’ request to send spies, and was thus putting the onus on 
Moshe Rabbeinu. 
Rabbeinu B’chayei associates the term “lecha” with a similar usage in 
Parshas Lech Lecha when Hashem tells Avrohom “Lech Lecha – Go for 
your own benefit, so that you will merit children, wealth, and fame.” 
Similarly, says Rabbeinu Bachyai, Hashem was telling Moshe that the 
saga of the mraglim would ultimately serve as a personal benefit to him. 
Moshe was not permitted to enter into Eretz Yisroel, hence his life would 
end as the Jews approached Eretz Yisroel. As a result of the m’raglim’s 
sin, the Jews remained in the midbar an additional 40 years, and Moshe’s 
life was extended for that duration. He eventually passed away when the 
Jews actually approached Eretz Yisroel 40 years later. 
This analysis of the tragic events that are about to follow, and ascribing a 
benefit to Moshe, is difficult to understand. How can the Jews’ protracted 
sojourn in the desert and death of an entire generation be seen as a benefit 
to Moshe? Only a cold blooded, heartless, narcissist would view the deaths 
of six hundred thousand Jews as a blessing because his own life was 
thereby extended. 
Let us take try to project how Moshe Rabbeinu, the kindest, most devoted 
leader Klal Yisroel ever had must have felt about this trade off. 
In last week’s parsha, (11:15) Moshe suggested that Hashem appoint 
zkainin (seventy elders) to assist him in caring for the needs of the Jewish 
people. When Moshe realized that Hashem was reluctant to do so because 
it would be an affront to Moshe’s kavod (dignity) to have others share his 
mantle of leadership, his immediate response was: “Im kocka at oseh li, 
hargeini - If this is how it will be [to protect my dignity], please allow me 
to die rather than allow for imperfect leadership of Klal Yisroel”. 
Moshe was prepared to gladly sacrifice his own life rather than to have the 
Jews suffer the slightest deficiency in theirs. There is no doubt that Moshe 
Rabbeinu, who viewed the suffering of a single Jew as a tragedy, was 
horrified at the catastrophe that befell the Jewish people as a result of the 
sin of the mraglim. How do we understand the Torah underscoring the 
“lecha – for your benefit” component in this tragedy? 
When a relative dies, we say the bracha of Dayan Ha’emes – the One who 
judges with truth, acknowledging that although we are saddened by what 
has happened, we accept Hashem’s judgement. If the mourner was 
bequeathed a significant inheritance, he is required to recite the additional 
bracha of shehecheyanu. Although these two brachos have opposite 

connotations and reflect conflicting emotions, we are expected to be able 
to feel both emotions simultaneously, without one obviating the other. We 
sometimes allow ourselves to be completely consumed by a single, 
powerful emotion and don’t find within ourselves the ability to regulate 
the extent of its impact. However, the Torah teaches us that a disciplined 
person can thoroughly experience multiple conflicting emotions 
simultaneously resonating through his psyche. He can be devastated at the 
loss of a loved one, and recite the appropriate bracha, while the inheritance 
that he received generates its own happiness and bracha without reducing 
the pain of the his loss, and is in not considered an affront to the deceased. 
Moshe was certainly devastated by the punishment that the Jews would 
face. Undoubtedly he would have preferred to pass away and for the Jews 
to enter straight into Eretz Yisroel, but that wasn’t his choice. The Torah is 
teaching us that we do not have to be happy with a situation in order to 
recognize, appreciate, and thank Hashem for the silver lining that is 
present. 
We are sometimes faced with events and circumstances that we might 
have preferred to have transpired differently. Although we can’t control 
the curveballs life sometimes throws at us, we can regulate our reactions to 
them. We can consciously strive to identify the silver linings in every 
situation, and be thankful for them. We sometimes get an insight into 
Hashem’s ways – like Rebbi Akvia did – and realize that there were no 
clouds at all. But even when the clouds remain, and the tragedy is not 
mitigated – such as by Moshe and the mraglim - there is still a silver ling 
to discover and appreciate. 
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Dvar Torah - Fleeing from Fame Brings Respite 
from Reproach 

By Rabbi Dovid Sochet 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
This week's parsha relates the mission of the twelve meraglim - spies or 
scouts - who were sent to scout the land of Cana'an before the Jewish 
nation entered it. When they returned from their reconnaissance, ten of the 
meraglim reported that the people would not be able to conquer the land. 
Only two of those sent - Yehoshua and Caleiv - insisted that Israel would 
prevail against the Cananites. 
How were those two able to withstand the pressure of the other meraglim 
and act independently? Rashi cites a medrash which says that when 
“Moshe called Hoshea bin Nun, Yehoshua" (Bamidbar 13:16) he was 
praying that Yehoshua should not be influenced by the evil plans of the 
other meraglim. The name change implies (as Rashi notes) this prayer. 
“May Hashem (Yud-Hay) save you from the plot of the Spies." The 
Targum Yonasan (See Tractate Megillah 3A where the Gemarah attributes 
its authorship to Reb Yonasan ben Uziel. Its overall style is very similar to 
that of Targum Onkelos, though at times it seems to be a looser 
paraphrase.) adds: "When Moshe saw his extreme humility, he called 
Hoshea bin Nun, Yehoshua." 
Caleiv, however, managed, on his own, that is without Moshe interceding 
on his behalf, to withstand the mergalim's scheme. How so? The rabbis tell 
us that during the mission, Caleiv went to Chevron and prostrated himself 
at the graves of the forefathers. We need to understand why Moshe felt a 
need to pray for Yehosuha, why not for the others, and, also, in what way 
did the proactive measure of Caleiv relate to the challenge which the 
meraglim posed to the success of the entire mission? 
Chazal (Tana D’Bei Eliyahu 25) teach that a person must say "מתי יגיע מעשי 
 When will my actions approach the level of - למעשי אבותי אברהם יצחק ויעקב
the actions of my forefathers Avraham, Yitzchak and Yaakov"? Did 
Chazal actually expect us to reach the spiritual levels of the forefathers? 
Reb Asher of Stolin (Reb Asher of Stolin (the 1st), 1760-1828. He was the 
son of Reb Aharon HaGadol of Karlin. He was the third Rebbe of the 
Karlin-Stolin dynasty, and the first to have his residence in Stolin) answers 
that the word "yagiu" - approach has the same root as "negiah", the 
Hebrew word for “connection” or “touch.” The Medrash is not teaching us 
that we could approach the spiritual level of our forefathers, but that we 
should aspire to do so. Each generation is different and we cannot compare 
the actions of one generation to the actions of another. Rather, we are 
taught that our actions should on some proportionate level connect with 
and relate to the actions of our forefathers. We are connected with the 
Avos when we strive to emulate them. It is by connecting to our 
forefathers through our actions, that we ultimately connect to the Source of 
life and draw Hashem’s light into the physical world. 
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Reb Yissocher Ber of Zolynia (Rabbi Yissachar Ber Leifer 1920-2008, as 
brought in his Sefer She’ires Yaakov (still in manuscript)) took this a step 
further and proposed that, included in Rabbi Asher's words is that we must 
go beyond striving to connect to our forefathers through our actions. If our 
goal is that our actions and deeds promote the connection to our ancestors 
it should go without saying that those actions should not cause a מסך 
 .a curtain, if you will, that separates us from our forefathers - המבדיל
This curtain that separates us from the previous generations is our ego. The 
Beis Aharon (Reb Ahron of Karlin 1802-1872) quotes the Ba’al Shem Tov 
Hakadosh (Rabbi Yisrael the son of Eliezer the Baal Shem Tov ["master of 
the good Name"], 1698-1760. He is the founder of the Chassidic 
movement. He authored no books, although his disciples disseminated his 
teachings in lectures and in published form.) saying that every one of us 
can reach and understand all that the Tanaaim (the authors of the Mishnah 
portion of the Talmud) and Amoraim (the authors of the elucidation of the 
Mishnah, which is the Gemarah or conclusion of the Talmud) reached. 
However, our haughtiness does not allow us to. It acts as a barrier that 
prevents us from reaching that goal. 
Had the meraglim been linked to our Forefathers they would have been 
able to stand strong and not fall to their temptation in slandering the Land. 
In order for them to be connected to the Avos – the forefathers- they 
needed to suppress their desire for personal fame and glory. As the Zohar 
Hakadosh (3:158A) explains, the meraglim were concerned lest they lose 
their honored status after Israel successfully settled the land. The meraglim 
were tribal leaders suitable for heading the people in the wilderness, but 
once settled in the new land the people would choose others more suitable 
to lead in civilized societal life. 
Being that their motives were ego-driven Moshe’s prayers on their behalf 
would have been to no avail. It was only Yehoshua of whom the pasuk 
quotes (Bamidbar 11:28) as saying, when referring to Moshe, “Adoni 
Moshe - My Lord Moses," with total deference to his master. We also see 
the humility of Yehoshua described at an earlier time: The pasuk (Shemos 
33:11) tells us Yehoshua was a “naar lo yamish mitoch ha'ohel," a lad 
(who) would not depart from within the tent of Torah study”. Thus we see 
Yehoshua’s great humility and therefore he was able to connect to the avos 
and be spared from this sin. It is now understood why Moshe prayed for 
him because only for Yehoshua was there a chance for the tefilah to be 
effective. 
In truth Caleiv too, was subject to the same craving for honor as were his 
colleagues, but unlike them he vigorously resisted that impulse. He went to 
the Me'aros Hamachpeila - graves of the patriarchs and prostrated himself 
by their resting place. When a person prostrates themselves their head, the 
highest spot in one’s body, and their feet the lowest spot in one’s body, are 
on the same level. The head has lowered itself to be horizontal to the feet. 
This is an act of self-negation, a recognition of one’s unworthiness. Caleiv 
went to the resting place of the avos to completely rid himself of any stain 
of ego and conceit. He “removed” the barrier that separates one from our 
Avos, our forefathers. Calaiv was then able to connect to the Avos without 
the interference of his ego and was able to repudiate the position of his 
associates and abjure the rejection of the Promised Land. 
We live in perilous times, and it is often difficult for us to withstand all of 
the persuasions that our world offers us. The first step to for us to save 
ourselves is to be cognizant of the greatness of the Avos, and then to want 
to connect to them by trying to emulate them. This however is only 
possible if we are self-effacing, for without personal humility our own 
egos will cause us to project our own inadequacies upon our forefathers 
(heaven forbid). Paradoxically, it is only when we recognize how 
spiritually inferior we are compared to our forefathers that we actually 
forge a connection to them. 
Caleiv, by realizing this and submitting totally to the reverence of the 
Avos, was able to succeed and proclaim “Tova HaAretz Meod Meod”- the 
Land is very, very great indeed (Bamidbar 14:7)! 
Rabbi Dovid Sochet is the son of the Stoliner Rebbe of Yerushalayim; he spent a considerable amount of his formative years in Los Angeles CA, and 
the 5 Towns in New York. He studied in the following Yeshivas: The Mesivtah of San Diego, Yeshiva Harbotzas Torah in Flatbush NY, and Yeshiva 
Gedola of Passaic. He currently is a Rabbi in Spring Valley New York where he resides with his wife and children. Rabbi Sochet is also certified 
Mohel. The National Council of Young Israel http://www.youngisrael.org  

The Majority is not Always Right” 
By Rabbi Aharon Ziegler 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
The twelve meraglim [scouts] return from their mission of scouting the 
Land of Israel and submit their report to Moshe Rabbeinu to Aharon and 
the people of Israel. They display the luscious fruits which they have 
brought back and concede that Israel is a land flowing with milk and 
honey. But, they continue to describe a land filled with aggressive giants, 
and well fortified cities, concluding that “we cannot go forward against 

those people…they are too strong for us” [13:28]. One individual, Calev, 
speaks out forcefully on behalf of the land, “We must go forth and occupy 
the land…We can do it.”[13:30]. A debate ensues between 10 of the 
meraglim against Calev, and Yehoshua, who sides with Calev. Calev and 
Yehoshua are outnumbered so they lose the argument. Their conclusion is 
to remain in the desert or return to Egypt. 
On reading the pesukim superficially, the debate seems to focus on a 
strategic military issue. However, looking at it on a deeper level, we can 
see that the issue of the day was to define and comprehend their purpose in 
leaving their life of slavery in MItzrayim. With their gift of freedom are 
they now going to be a Jewish religion or a Jewish nation? I am reminded 
of a comment made by the Kotzker Rebbe when he referred to Korach as 
“the holy grandfather”. Korach he said, was deeply religious and wanted 
more than anything else to be a Kohen and serve GD. He didn’t want to go 
to Israel, to get involved in a difficult war, or to soil his hands by the 
politics and arguments about nation building. He believed, as the majority 
of the meraglim apparently believed, that the Jewish people could remain 
in the desert, focusing on the Mishkan, praying to HaShem and living off 
the GD sent Mahn that came from Heaven. If we are first and foremost a 
religion, then he was right! After all life in the desert was an eternal 
Kollel, with GD taking care of us and we have no responsibilities to the 
outside world. 
Moshe Rabbeinu, two of the meraglim-and Hakadosh Baruch-Hu saw it 
differently. Yes, a very important and significant part of us is our religion, 
which was given to us at Har Sinai. But prior to that was Avraham’s 
covenant “HaBrit Bein HaBetarim” , the covenant “between the pieces” { 
12:2] which we are promised eternal life as the children of Avraham Avinu 
and a national homeland. The families of the earth will be blessed through 
you”. Even before we received the Torah on Har Sinai we were charged 
with being a “Mamlechet Kohanim veGoy Kadosh”-a “Kingdom of 
Kohanim [meaning –teachers to all of humanty] and a holy nation [Shemot 
19:6]. 
Gd determined that our mission is to influence the other nations on matters 
of monotheism, morality and righteousness . We could never fulfill this 
mission while living in the comforts of a desert and the Jewish religion, 
however, is meant to be expressed within a nation-state, subject to the 
same challenges as other countries and with responsibility to the entire 
world. 
Therefore, Calev and Yehoshua opted to enter Eretz Yisrael, to enable us 
to realize our mission, by creating and living in our own sovereign 
independent country. They lost the vote and debate but they were right on 
target all along. The majority is not always RIGHT, and minority not 
always WRONG! Shabbat Shalom. 
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Shabbat Shalom 
Shlach 5776  
GOOD MORNING! When I was 5 years old my father let me accompany 
him to Mr. Allan's Rexall Drug Store where Mr. Allan signed an 
application for life insurance. Either because Mr. Allan was so happy with 
the policy or he thought I was a cute little kid, he gave me a toy polar bear 
with a salmon in its mouth. I would wind it up and it would walk across 
the floor. Two days later the fish fell out of the bear's mouth. When my 
mother went to shop in the drug store, I took along the bear and the fish; I 
walked up to Mr. Allan and said, "You gave it to me and it broke. Would 
you please fix it?" He did. When I became more aware of the ways of the 
world and people's sensitivity, I realized that a gift does not come with a 
warranty -- and receiving a gift comes with obligations and responsibilities 
on how to respond. 
In this week's Torah portion the Almighty gives the land of Israel to the 
Jewish people. Instead of gratefully accepting it and trusting the Almighty 
to immediately enter the land, the Jewish people beseeched Moshe to send 
out spies. The result? After listening to the spies' reports we ended up 
spending 40 years wandering in the desert and fasting every Tisha B'Av 
(the 9th day of the Hebrew month of Av, the anniversary date of the spies' 
reports.) One needs to be careful how he responds to gifts! 
I know a young man who saved his money to buy an expensive gift for his 
father. He had great anticipation of the joy the gift would bring to his 
father and of the appreciation his father would have for his thoughtfulness 
and sacrifice. However, when he gave the gift, his father responded, "You 
shouldn't have spent so much money. I'll never use it. Take it back and get 
a refund. You'd want me to honest with you, wouldn't you?" 
How did the young man feel? Overjoyed at his father's honesty? Delighted 
to get his money back? No. He felt rejected, not respected -- frustrated, sad 
and a bit of anger. What he really wanted to answer his father -- but didn't 
-- was, "No. I really would have loved to see your face light up, for you to 
graciously accept the gift as the expression of love in which it was given 
and then give it away, take it back to the store or toss it in the garbage after 
I left." 
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A gift is not just about the person to whom you give it ... and it is not just 
about you. It is about the relationship. The giver has to be sensitive to the 
best of his ability to give a gift that the other person would appreciate (not 
like some people who look at what they want to get rid of and think of 
whom they can unload it). The recipient must accept the gift with 
appreciation and grace whether or not he likes the gift. 
I have a friend from college who always says, "Friends stay friends longer 
when they give gifts." (Of course, he always meant that I should give him 
gifts.) In the book of Mishley (Proverbs) 15:27 King Solomon writes, "He 
who hates gifts shall live." What does that mean? Certainly, it doesn't 
mean to reject gifts and make the giver feel like a murderer! It means not 
to depend on others for gifts, but rather to seek to be self-supporting and to 
depend upon the Almighty. 
When one receives a gift, along with a sense of gratitude, there is a 
perceived sense of obligation. One no longer has the same degree of 
independence in the relationship. In Jewish law, a judge must recuse 
himself from a case if he has received something with the value of a pruta, 
in our terms the value of a penny. Even a gift of minuscule value can 
compromise us. It is something to keep in mind. 
It has been said that the land of Israel is the only land where one can learn 
to improve his character from just looking at the geography of the land. In 
the north is the Kinneret, the Sea of Galilee. The Jordan river flows into it 
at the top and out of it at the bottom. The lake is filled with fish and there 
is life all around it. The Jordan flows south into the Dead Sea. It does not 
flow out. The name says it all. There are no fish in the Dead Sea and there 
is very little life around it. Likewise with us. If we take in and we give out 
then we are alive and we generate life around us. If we only take, but do 
not give ... there is not much life in us or around us. 
What is the greatest gift you can give someone? It is not just physical life, 
but the understanding that life is meaningful and that his life is 
meaningful! In Pirke Avot (Ethics of the Fathers) 3:18, Rabbi Akiva 
teaches "Beloved is man for he was created in the image of God; a greater 
love that the Almighty made known to him that he was created in the 
image of God." Life is meaningful. We have purpose. We have value. 
Torah Portion Of The Week: Shelach 
The Jewish people received the Torah on Mt. Sinai and were ready to enter 
the land of Israel. There was a consensus of opinion amongst the people 
that we should send spies to see if it was feasible to conquer the Land. 
Moshe knew that the Almighty's promise to give the Land included a 
guarantee to conquer it. However, one of the principles of life which we 
learn from this portion is: the Almighty allows each of us the free will to 
go in the direction we choose. Even though one man and the Almighty is a 
majority, Moshe -- by Divine decree -- sent out the princes of the tribes 
(men of the highest caliber) to spy out the land. 
Twelve spies were sent. Ten came back with a report of strong 
fortifications and giants; they rallied the people against going up to the 
Land. Joshua ben Nun and Calev ben Yefunah (Moshe's brother-in-law) 
tried to stem the rebellion, but did not succeed. The Almighty decreed 40 
years of wandering in the desert, one year for each day they spied in the 
land of Israel. This happened on the 9th of Av, a date noted throughout 
Jewish history for tragedy -- the destruction of both Temples in Jerusalem 
and the expulsion of the Jews from Spain amongst them. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The ten spies reported back to the Jewish people: 
"The people who dwell in the land are extremely fierce and the cities are 
fortified and very great. We also saw the children of Anak (giants) there. 
We cannot go up to the people because they are stronger than us." 
The spies were sent to reconnoiter the land and bring back the report. 
What was their mistake? 
The report of the spies was appropriate. They observed and they related 
what they saw. Their mistake was drawing a conclusion and rendering the 
decision that they we should not attempt to enter the Land. They did not 
take into account that the Almighty has the power to help against all odds. 
What is our lesson? We often see situations and come to erroneous 
conclusions. We must be very careful because often times there are factors 
that we are unaware of or don't take into consideration. It is incumbent 
upon us to judge people favorably ... unless we're very sure. 
Pirke Avot 3:22 
"Anyone whose wisdom exceeds his good deeds, to what is he compared? 
To a tree with many branches and few roots. A wind comes, uproots it and 
turns it over... 
Anyone whose good deeds exceeds his wisdom, to what is he compared? 
To a tree with many roots and few branches. Even if all the winds in the 
world blow against it, it won't move." 
-- Rebbi Elazar ben Azariah 
Quote of the Week 
Do unto others ... as though you were the others 
Mazal Tov on the marriage of David & Danit Halberstein, Alex & Monique 
Halberstein  

In Loving Memory of Aunt Lois Poplack. your ever-loving nephew, Kenny 
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Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 

Weekly Chizuk 
Parshas Shelach - Room For Error 
Adapted from "Ha'aros" by Moreinu v'Rabbeinu HaGaon HaTzaddik Rav 
Zeidel Epstein, zt"l. 
"Send out for yourself men who will scout the Land of Canaan, which I am 
giving to the children of Israel" (Bemidbar 13:2) 
"Send for yourself": Do whatever you understand. I am not commanding 
you. But if you wish, you may send. Since the Bnei Yisroel had come [to 
Moshe] and said, "Let us send men ahead of us," as it says, "All of you 
approached me…" (Devorim 1:22), Moshe went to ask the Shechinah. He 
[G-d] said, "I told them that the land is good, as it says, 'I will bring you up 
from the affliction of Egypt…' (Sh'mos 3:17). By their lives! Now I will 
give them room to err through the words of the spies, so that they will not 
inherit it." - [Rashi citing Midrash Tanchuma 5] 
This parshah is very difficult to understand. Whom are we talking about? 
The spies were the leaders. The Ramban states that they were listed in 
order of their importance. We find that Yehoshua was only listed 5th. That 
means that there were four others greater than Yehoshua. And these were 
the men who said, "We are not able to go up against the people; for they 
are stronger than we (åðîî)" (13:31). Chazal interpret the word åðîî to 
imply "than Him": the people of the land are stronger than G-d. Even the 
Lord Almighty can't get them out of there. These meraglim (spies), the 
greatest of their generation, said things that are unimaginable that a Jew 
could express. 
Moreover, we are talking about the generation that left Mitrzrayim who 
had seen all the miracles of the 10 plagues, the splitting of the sea, the 
giving of the Torah, etc. It is incomprehensible that they should utter such 
statements. And these were the leaders, the best of the people, greater than 
Yehoshua Bin Nun! And they're talking like this? What's going on here? 
Then Rashi informs us that the Ribono Shel Olam was giving them a 
chance to make a mistake. Why? Why cause the greatest leaders of the 
generation to make a mistake? It sounds a bit unfair. Reprimand them. But 
why cause them to make mistakes? 
In the end, we find that Yehoshua and Calev came out of this unscathed. 
What was their secret? Moshe davened for Yehoshua: "… and Moshe 
called Hoshea bin Nun, Yehoshua" (16) (Rashi: He prayed on his behalf, 
"May G-d save you from the counsel of the spies." [The name Yehoshua is 
a compounded form of May G d save you.]- [Sotah 34b]). And Calev went 
to Chevron to daven in Me'oras Hamachpela by the graves of Avraham, 
Yitzchak, and Yaakov (Rashi possuk 22). And what would have happened 
if Moshe had not davened for Yehoshua, and Calev had not davened in 
Chevron? It seems that they would have fallen prey to the same mistake as 
the spies and suffered the same punishment. 
Room to Err - A Principle of Creation 
This all indicates that these words, "room for mistake, room to err," are 
hinting at a very deep principle underlying the whole fabric of Creation. 
The Universe was created to announce the existence of the Ribono Shel 
Olam. If we look around us, we cannot help but recognize that there is a 
Creator. The Chovos Halevovos writes that Hakadosh Baruch Hu formed 
everything in such a spectacular manner, with such wisdom, that we can 
actually point at it and say "I see the Creator!" Everywhere you turn you 
see the chessed and love of Hashem in making such a wonderful and 
beautiful world. 
However, in conjunction with this He created a force, or power, the Yetzer 
Hora, whose job is to cover this all up. He doesn't want us to see G d in 
nature. Everything is blind chance. And he is the master cover-up artist. 
We are totally deceived by him. 
However, there's another rule: Hashem won't let you fall into his hand 
(Succah 52b, Kiddushin 30b). Man has the ability to pull apart the curtain, 
to look beyond the smoke screen and see the Hand of G d in everything. 
Nisyonos - Opportunity for Greatness 
The Mesillas Yesharim writes, "The entire creation is full of tests 
(nisyonos) for a person." We are used to understanding the word nisyayon 
as meaning a test. Hakadosh Baruch gives us tests to see how we will fare, 
if we will stand up to the challenge. Will we accept the difficulties 
lovingly without losing our faith? And so the entire Creation is full of 
nisyonos, trials for the person. This is definitely true. But there is another 
approach to understanding the Mesillas Yesharim. 
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The Ramban explains that the word nisayon stems from the root ñð, nes - a 
flag or a banner: "'And Hashem tested Avraham,' as it says (Tehillim 
60:6), 'You have given a banner to those who fear You, that it may be 
displayed because of the truth. Selah.' Nisayon after nisayon, growth after 
growth, in order to display them in the world…" (Bereishis Rabba 55:1). 
(See also the Ramban on Bereishis 22:1.) 
Hashem wants to draw the person closer to Him, to grant him the ability to 
connect to the Divine, become close to the Borei Olam. A nisayon is a way 
of elevating oneself to achieve a close connection to the Ribono Shel 
Olam. According to this, we translate the possuk: "Hashem lifted up 
Avraham (using the Hebrew term nisa, äñð, indicating raising a banner on 
high)." The Ramban explains that a nisayon is not to test the person to see 
if he will withstand the tests. Hashem knows already. He gives nisyonos 
only to those whom He knows can withstand the nisayon. He does not give 
nisyonos to someone who cannot handle them. So what is the purpose of 
this nisayon? To help him, to strengthen him so that he can become raised 
up and great. 
This new concept of the Ramban fits in very well with the Mesillas 
Yesharim. A person's life is a constant stream of nisyonos. If a nisayon is a 
test, a test can be given once a year, once a month; but not constantly, in 
an unending stream! That is not a trial! That's a condition, a form of 
existence. It appears more compatible to the concept of the Ramban: a 
nisayon's purpose is to lift the person up and make him greater so that the 
person can become closer and more attached to HaKadosh Baruch Hu. 
A person is given nisyonos to see if he will peek behind the curtain and see 
the chessed in everything that happens to him. Whether he is given health 
or not, the Borei Olam is always there supporting him, taking care of him. 
Our job is to see G-d's hand in every aspect of life. A nisyoyon is not 
given to see if one will fall or not (even though that's also true). Rather the 
purpose of nisyonos is to see through the fog and thus lift up one's spiritual 
stature to see Hashem everywhere and all the time - deveikus. That's the 
Ramban's definition of nisyonos. 
But a person has the free will not to see. He can look at everything with a 
critical eye. This is going wrong, I don't have what I need; all I see are 
problems. Everything should have been different, and everything is getting 
messed up. He sits there bitter, complaining, and unhappy with his lot. 
And he sees exactly the same things as the other person. The first person 
sees only the chessed of Hashem, while the other sees only problems. 
"… the way of the wicked He makes crooked" (Tehillim 146:8). Simply 
read it means that Hashem makes the ways of the wicked crooked; 
Hashem will arrange things to mislead him. However, the deeper meaning 
is that the Rosha looks at the ways of Hashem and he himself makes them 
crooked. He sees everything krum, distorted. 
This is a big pill to swallow. How is it possible to wage war with a 
malach? If the yetzer hora is an angel with supernatural powers, we don't 
stand a chance. But Chazal tell us, åãéá åðáæòé àì 'äå Hashem won't let you 
fall into his hand. In spite of the difficulties put in our way, Hashem is 
there with His loving-kindness to help us, to support us, to aid us to see the 
chessed in everything that happens. 
But it all depends upon the person, and this is the pshat in "room to make a 
mistake." Hakadosh Baruch Hu doesn't force us to make a mistake. He is 
pure loving-kindness. Rather He gives us room to make a mistake. He 
takes away His help and lets us fight our battles alone. The Ribono Shel 
Olam wants to help everyone. He is the source of love and mercy. But we 
have to want. 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu even loves the rosha and wants to help him. In a few 
weeks we will read the parsha of Bilaam. This rosha wanted to curse the 
Jewish people. Hashem warned him, Don't go! But he went anyway. 
Bilaam was a prophet and he knew exactly what he was doing. Hashem 
had said don't go, and he went. Hashem said, don't curse, and he went to 
curse them. He was one of the most corrupt and wicked people who ever 
lived. He could speak face to face with G d and at the same time think he 
could rebel against Him. What did Hashem do? Did He now tell him don't 
go? No. He told him, Go. But remember, you're going to have to say what 
I want you to say. Don't think this world is hefker. And he went, and 
continued looking for ways to circumvent Hashem's refusal to curse the 
Jewish people. Three times Hashem tried to stop him from continuing his 
journey, but Bilaam persisted in his evil schemes. He was determined to 
annihilate the Jews, to wipe them off the face of the earth. 
"G-d's wrath flared because he was going, and an angel of the Lord 
stationed himself on the road to thwart him (22:22). The word connoting G 
d in this possuk is not Elokim indicating Divine wrath; rather it is Hashem, 
denoting Divine Mercy. Thus, Rashi explains that it was an angel of 

mercy. If you would ask me, I would say that sure, it was an angel of 
Divine mercy. Hashem had mercy on Klal Yisroel and wanted to protect 
them from the evil curse of Bilaam. But Rashi tells us something else: 
"Hashem wanted to prevent him from sinning, for should he sin, he would 
perish" - [Midrash Tanchuma, Balak 8, Bamidbar Rabbah 20:13]. What! 
This wicked Bilaam, the king of all the reshoim, and Hashem wants to 
save him? Let him go and dig his own grave. Who cares about him? But 
no. Hashem cares. He sent an angel of mercy to try to stop him. Maybe 
he'll come to his senses and go home. 
This is the lesson. Hashem wants to help EVERYBODY! 
This is the help Hakadosh Baruch Hu sends everyone to save him from the 
yetzer hora. But if a person doesn't listen, then Hakadosh Baruch Hu says, 
OK. I'll take away My help. You fight the yetzer hora alone. And now, 
without Divine Help, a person is in the greatest danger possible. Because 
without Hashem's aid, he barely stands a chance. This is pshat in "room for 
error." Hashem takes away His Divine assistance and leaves the person to 
himself. 
A Krumeh Kook 
And the spies went. "The land we passed through to explore is a land that 
consumes its inhabitants, and all the people we saw in it are men of 
stature. There we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, descended from the 
giants. In our eyes, we seemed like grasshoppers, and so we were in their 
eyes." 
"…consumes its inhabitants": Wherever we passed, we found them 
burying dead. The Holy One, blessed is He, intended this for good, to keep 
them occupied with their mourning so they should not notice them [the 
spies]. - [Sotah 35a]. "…men of stature": Big and tall, those to whom 
measurements are attributed [because of their unusual size], such as 
Goliath. (Rashi) 
The spies came back and gave their report. The spies saw a terrifying land, 
with giants and huge cities, impossible to penetrate. And wherever they 
went were funerals. The land consumes its inhabitants! Even such strong 
and towering people can't live there, so how can we? "For they are 
stronger than we (åðîî)." True, they meant that the people are stronger 
than Klal Yisroel. But Hashem saw that deep in their hearts they really 
meant that the land is stronger "than Him." 
And what was the truth? What did Calev see? He saw the same scenario. 
He saw a fertile land which grows large, beautiful and luscious fruit. The 
people are great and mighty, because of the wonderful land that it was. Oh, 
the funerals. Hashem is protecting us. He's keeping them busy with 
funerals so they have no time to figure out that these little grasshoppers 
crawling around are spies who are going to kick them out of their country. 
Hashem gave them "room to make a mistake." He took away His Divine 
help and left them to fight the yetzer hora on their own. The meraglim 
saw, and Calev and Yehoshua saw. The spies saw with a crooked look, "a 
krumeh kook." Yehoshua and Calev, however, were able to peer behind 
the curtain and discern the chessed in Hashem's wonderful hashgacha. 
They didn't fall into "room to make mistakes." 
Wishing everyone a Gut Shabbos! 
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Rabbi Moshe Pogrow - Ani Maamin Foundation 

Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
Hafrashas Challah: Divine Providence in Every Home 
The challah dough represents the prosperity Hashem has bestowed on us. 
When we prepare the daily bread for ourselves and our families, we think 
about the particular care that Hashem extends to every household and 
every soul. The ears of corn ripen in the fields under the rays of the sun, 
which is a blessing to all people on earth. The bread given to us daily is a 
result of Hashem’s special hashgacha. 
Challah is analogous to terumas hagoren. Just as the threshing floor shows 
us how Hashem has blessed our fields, the dough represents the prosperity 
He has given our homes. Hence, what applies to the dough also applies to 
the wheat on the threshing floor: the owner may not use it until he 
separates terumah for the kohen. By taking terumah, he expresses 
awareness that it is Hashem Whom he must thank for the blessing of his 
fields, and gives it first to the kohen, who represents Him. 
Challah is also intimately connected with nesachim. Nesachim teach us 
that the wellbeing and happiness of the nation depend directly on Hashem, 
whereas hafrashas challah teaches us that the livelihood of every 
household and every individual is under Hashem’s hashgacha. Not only is 
the sunlight that ripens the wheat Hashem’s messenger, but so is the 
income of every family. Even an individual’s share in a nation’s prosperity 
is an act of Hashem. 
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This awareness is renewed every time we prepare bread for ourselves and 
our families. We consider the care Hashem extends to every home, and 
just as we separate terumah from a pile of produce, we separate a piece of 
dough and raise it to Hashem. 
Sometimes blessing is bestowed on the people’s harvest in general, yet a 
man and his family can hunger for bread. Sometimes the reverse is true: in 
times of widespread scarcity and high prices, one man and his family do 
not suffer and are sustained by G-d’s generosity, even without the blessing 
of the harvest. 
Taking challah signifies that Hashem not only watches over worlds and 
countries, but extends His care to the cities, to homes, to the people inside 
them. He watches over every soul, young or old, who calls out to Him. 
Challah represents the special hashgacha pratis of the individual. 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, Moshe Pogrow, 
Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
Please note: The “Gem of the Week,” is based on excerpts from Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch 
zt”l’s commentary on Chumash, with permission from the publisher. 
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A Changed Name - A New Mission 
“These are the names of the men whom Moshe sent to spy out the Land. 
And Moshe called Hoshea, son of Nun, Yehoshua.” BeMidbar 13:16 
Sefer Sha’ar bas Rabbim notes that it is common to call people by titles. 
When a person is not famous, he might be referred to by his profession, or 
by his family connections. Until now, Yehoshua was Hoshea bin Nun. The 
blessing of Moshe affected his name, and therefore it reflected upon the 
very essence of who he was. In one regard, Moshe added to his name by 
placing the letter "i" at the beginning. As Rashi explains, this indicated 
that God should save him from the evil counsel of the other spies. Yet, 
Moshe changed his student’s name in another way - he took away from it. 
Before, Hoshea bin Nun was always called “the son of Nun”. Now, Moshe 
declared that he would be known simply as “Yehoshua”, without his name 
being automatically associated with his father, Nun. This was a vote of 
tremendous confidence. This star student would not be looked upon simply 
as the product of a wonderful family, but he would now possess his own 
self-earned worth. Yehoshua could stand firm on his own, exhibiting 
strength and conviction to represent his ideals and values against all 
threats. 
Singling Them Out 
“And Moshe called Hoshea bin Nun Yehoshua.” BeMidbar 13:16 
Rashi cites the Gemara (Sotah 34b) which explains that Moshe prayed that 
Hashem should save Yehoshua from the counsel of the scouts. However, if 
that was truly Moshe’s intention, why did he only offer this prayer on 
behalf of Yehoshua and not for Calev or others in the group as well? 
Sefer Shabbas B’Shabbaso cites various approaches to deal with this 
issue. Targum Yonasan explains that Moshe offered his prayer on behalf 
of Yehoshua because he noticed that Yehoshua was exceedingly humble. 
This is when he said, “May God save you from the plot of the scouts.” The 
Zohar points out that the motivation of the scouts in slandering the land 
and in discouraging the people from leaving the desert was that they felt 
that their positions of leadership and power would be forfeited upon the 
nation’s entering into the land. They heard the prophecy of Eldad and 
Meidad (see Rashi, BeMidbar 11:28) who said, “Moshe will die and 
Yehoshua will bring the people into the land.” The princes of the tribes did 
not want to be subservient to Yehoshua, and they preferred to remain in 
the desert under the guidance of Moshe, where they served as heads of the 
tribes. 
Ksav Sofer points out that Moshe was afraid that Yehoshua had heard the 
prophecy as well, but that his reaction might also be to stay in the desert, 
although for a different reason. Yehoshua was very humble, and perhaps 
he would shy away from assuming the role of leader. This might cause 
Yehoshua to join the movement of the scouts to delay or prevent the 
ascension of the nation out of the desert into the land. Therefore, Moshe 
prayed that Yehoshua be saved from the plot to malign the land. 
Knesses Yechezkel points out that the reason Moshe did not pray on 
behalf of Calev as well can also be explained based upon the insight of the 
aforementioned Zohar. The princes were afraid that their leadership would 
be usurped. It would ultimately be replaced by one central figure, the king. 
This king would be from the tribe of Yehuda, as prescribed by Yaakov 
Avinu (see Bereshis 49:10). Calev, being the representative of the tribe of 

Yehuda, had nothing to lose by entering the land, for it would be either he 
or someone from his tribe who would continue to lead the people and 
maintain a position of power. Yehoshua, however, was destined to lead the 
people across the Jordan River and during the years of conquest, but his 
role as leader was not guaranteed to be forever. 
A Worthy Person - The Fruit Of The Land 
“And what is the land? Is it fat or lean; is there a tree therein or not? 
And you should be of good courage, and bring from the fruit of the 
land.” BeMidbar 13:20 
“Is there a tree therein or not?” - See if there is among them a decent man 
who can protect them through his merit. – Rashi 
The instructions of Moshe were not to be taken literally, for he was in fact 
asking the men to determine if there was a person in the land in whose 
merit the residents would be defended. This being the case, we must now 
understand what Moshe was looking for when he asked them to bring back 
specimens of fruit from the land. 
Furthermore, how were the scouts to determine whether there was anyone 
who was worthy? Generally, this is a matter which is a function of a 
person’s heart and innermost thoughts. Some people may appear to be 
sincere, but they may in fact be hypocritical. On the other hand, many 
people perform favors and kindnesses in a discreet manner, and an 
observer would not be able to discern the greatness that is before him. 
How were the scouts to make any conclusions about the merits of any 
individual? 
The Satmar Rebbe explains that Moshe gave the scouts a method by 
which to interpret human nature. The true makeup of a person can be 
revealed by looking at the “fruit” of his labor. How do his children and 
students act? If they conduct themselves with dignity and integrity, then 
we can be assured that these traits were incorporated through the example 
to which the children were exposed. In order to determine whether there 
was a “tree” in whose merit the land would be protected, Moshe told the 
scouts to look for “the fruit” which such a person would produce. If a 
country possessed a leader of stature, he would be one whose words and 
deeds commanded respect and whose lifestyle was emulated by the 
masses. If the population showed signs of decency and virtue, this would 
indicate that such a person lived among them. 
To Establish Rightful Ownership 
“And Calev quieted the people toward Moshe and said: ‘We should go 
up at once and possess it, for we will surely be able to overcome it.’ ” 
BeMidbar 13:30 
The end of Calev’s statement needs explanation. It would seem that he 
should have said: “We will surely be able to overcome them”, rather than 
“We will surely be able to overcome it.” Oznayim LaTorah explains that 
we can gain an insight into Calev’s words from a ruling made by the Rosh 
in the third Perek of Bava Basra. The Gemara discusses a Halacha referred 
to as "rcd ohkts kF", which means, “whoever is stronger overpowers the 
other” and gains possession. There are certain situations where a Beis Din 
has no way of determining the rightful owner of an object, and therefore 
declares that since they cannot make a decision as to who is right, they 
leave it to the litigants to work it out among themselves, and whoever 
takes possession may keep it. The Rosh explains the rationale behind this 
law. He writes that the rightful owner receives special spiritual strength to 
motivate himself to overcome his opponent and to establish the rightful 
ownership of his property, whether through physical means or due process 
of law. This gives him the power to triumph over the one who merely 
intends to steal that which is not rightfully his. 
Here, too, Calev was saying that the land rightfully belongs to the Jewish 
people and not to the Canaanites who presently dwelled on the land. The 
land had been originally given to the descendants of Shem and then 
promised to Avraham as an inheritance. Canaan, who descended from 
Cham, had conquered it from Shem’s descendants. Therefore, since the 
land belongs to the Jewish people, they have a special spiritual energy 
which will enable them to overpower the Canaanite usurpers and take 
possession. This takes the form of a special ¦ thnJs vTghhx - help from 
Above. So Calev phrased his exhortation that “we will overcome it”, to 
mean that we will be able to overcome any force, physical or legal, that the 
Canaanites put up against us . 
In The Eyes Of The Beholder 
“And the entire assembly raised up and issued its voice; and the people 
wept that night.” BeMidbar 14:1 
The Dubno Magid illustrates this with a parable. There was a very pious 
man who was removed and aloof from all worldly pleasures. Material 
possessions meant nothing to him, and he lived a very simple and holy life. 
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When the time came for him to marry off his only son, he was quite wary. 
He warned the shadchan, “I want you to know that this is my only son, and 
it will not be easy for me to choose the right girl for him. I will not 
consider any young lady for him until I personally meet her and her 
family. After I determine that their ways are worthy for my son, then I will 
allow them to meet.” A prospective young lady was found, and after 
meeting the family and the girl, the man was very satisfied and 
arrangements were set to have the two young people meet. 
The man went home and arranged a banquet for his entire family and his 
many friends to celebrate the upcoming developments. They all asked 
about the young lady’s family. He proudly told of their reputation and 
about the conduct which he had personally witnessed. Regarding the girl 
herself, the man was extremely pleased. He praised her by saying how he 
had never seen anyone so wonderful, and that she was more precious than 
pearls. As the son heard his father praise the bride, he began to moan and 
cry. He told his mother his concern. “My father is exceedingly pious and 
anything with physical beauty is abhorent to him. He values only the most 
simple and plain things in life. If he is describing this young lady as being 
beyond praise, I am afraid that he is using a measure which most people do 
not consider of value. To my father, aesthetic beauty is not important, and, 
in fact, it is repulsive to him. If he is nevertheless praising her, I am 
worried that she must be removed from this world. She probably abstains 
from food and sits and cries all day, and her physical appearance is 
frightful.” 
The Jewish nation had come to learn the ways of the Holy One, blessed be 
He. They were aware that the indulgences of this world were to be 
minimized. “Such is the way of Torah - Bread with salt you shall eat, and 
water with measure you shall drink.” (Perek Kinyan Torah, 4) Now, if the 
land of Israel was being presented to them as a place to enter and to live a 
Torah lifestyle, the people were afraid that it would be a place which was 
most conducive to physical lacking and sacrifice. Their anxiety was 
especially heightened due to Hashem’s having praised the land, for they 
mistakenly thought that everything that was pleasing and pleasant in a 
mundane manner was objectional to Torah fulfillment. 
The Egyptians Knew The Truth 
“And Moshe said to God: ‘Then Egypt will hear - he from whose midst 
You brought up this nation with Your power, and they will say about the 
inhabitants of this land, having heard that You, God, are in the midst of 
this people...Because God lacked the ability to bring this people to the 
land that He had sworn to give them, and He slaughtered them in the 
wilderness.’ ” BeMidbar 14:13-14, 16 
In Sfas HaYeriah, the marginal comments to Sefer Ohel Yaakov, we find 
that Moshe protested Hashem’s suggestion that the Jews be destroyed. Yet, 
Moshe only voiced his concern in terms of the nation of Egypt speaking 
about the “inability of God to bring His people to the land promised to 
them”. Why wasn’t Moshe also worried that other nations would also hear 
about this failure, thus causing a chillul Hashem in their eyes as well? 
Other nations were not first-hand familiar with the Jewish plight. They 
would notice what would occur, but they would assume that the Jews were 
taken out of Egypt by their God due to their merits and their loyalty to 
Him. However, once they sinned and rebelled against Him, their God had 
to punish them, and they were destroyed. This would not be a chillul 
Hashem, but rather a justified cause and effect. 
The Egyptians, however, were very familiar with the Jews. They knew the 
truth - that the Jews were not redeemed from their slavery in Egypt due to 
their righteousness and outstanding merits. After all, we know that even at 
the shores of Yam Suf, the celestial angels cried out, “These and those are 
idol worshippers!” Rather, their salvation was due to Hashem’s great 
goodness, and because of His fulfillment of the promise He made to their 
forefathers, Hashem was willing to “not see any iniquity among Yaakov”. 
(BeMidbar 23:21) 
Accordingly, the Egyptians knew that the Jews were not being taken to the 
promised land due to their own merits. If the nation were suddenly to be 
destroyed, the Egyptians would not attribute it to the Jews’ having sinned, 
for the Egyptians believed that the Jews were not wholly righteous even as 
they departed from slavery. Moshe was therefore worried that it would be 
the Egyptians who would claim, “It is due to the lack of ability on the part 
of God and due to His weakness that He killed them in the desert.” Moshe 
therefore prayed that the strength of Hashem be displayed, and that the 
Jews not be wiped out in one moment. 
Halachic Corner  
Pirkei Avos: Chapter 3 

Rosh Chodesh Tammuz will take place Wednesday and Thursday - Yom 
Revi’i v’Yom Chamishi 
Havdalah is recited in the Shemoneh Esrei and over a cup of wine. "UbTbbIj 
vTt" is the Havdalah in Shemoneh Esrei. It is added in the bracha of "ibIj 
vTt" immediately after the words "vbhC JIbtk". The reason that it is inserted 
in this bracha in particular is that it is forbidden to make supplication for 
one’s needs before Havdalah. "ibIj vTt" is the first supplication in the 
Shemoneh Esrei. Therefore, before we end the bracha by saying ",gsv ibIj 
wv vTt QUrC", we recite the Havdalah ("UbTbbIj vTt"). If one forgot to recite 
"UbTbbIj vTt" and did not remember until after saying "wv" in ",gsv ibIj wv 
vTt QUrC", he does not go back, because we rely scghsC (after the fact) on 
the Havdalah that will be said at home. However, if one remembers before 
saying " wv", he does go back. Nevertheless, it is forbidden to do any vftkn§ 
(work) until he recites Havdalah over wine or until he says "kIjk Jse ihC 
khscnv QUrC". Although the halacha is that if one mistakenly eats before 
Havdalah he may recite Havdalah afterwards, if one did not say "UbTbbIj 
vTt" and ate before reciting Havdalah on wine, he must repeat the 
Shemoneh Esrei and say "UbTbbIj vTt", then make Havdalah over the wine. 
(c"nu s"mr inhx g"ua) 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. What is the difference between "rUTk" (“to investigate”) as Hashem 
commanded in Pasuk 13:2 and to be "kdrn" (“to spy”) as was used 
regarding the spies? See Malbim 13:2 
2. In what order were the scouts listed? See Ramban and Sforno 13:4 
3. In what direction did the scouts travel from ihm rCsn to ,nj tck cjr? See 
Chizkuni 13:21 
4. What were the scouts adding by saying that the cities were "stn ,ksd 
,IrmC" (“fortified and very large”)? Doesn’t this seem redundant? See Rav 
Shamshon Raphael Hirsch 13:28 
5. Why is only Calev mentioned in Pasuk 14:24 regarding his reward for 
not being part of the scouts’ evil plan? What about Yehoshua? See Ibn 
Ezra and Ramban 14:24 
6. Rashi says that Tzitzis represent the 613 commendments, as the word 
,hmhm numerically equals 600. Add to that the 8 strings and the 5 knots and 
it equals 613. What three questions did the Ramban have on this 
interpretation? See Ramban 15:38 
Answers: 
1. "rUTk" represents spying to look for the positives to encourage Bnei 
Yisrael to capture the land. "kdrk" represents spying out all of the negatives 
and difficulties in capturing Eretz Yisrael. 
That is why in connection with Yehoshua and Calev the term "rUTk" is 
always used. 
2. Rashi says that they are listed in terms of their greatness. Sforno 
disagrees and says that they were all equally prominent. He says that they 
were listed by age. 
3. They travelled diagonally from the southeast corner of Eretz Yisrael to 
the northwest corner. The fortifications of the cities were very large. They 
were so large that each city was protected from other giants attacking as 
well. 
5. Ibn Ezra says that this is because it was only Calev who at first spoke up 
against the other scouts. Ramban says that the Torah could not reveal 
Yehoshua’s reward, as he would later lead Bnei Yisrael, replacing Moshe. 
6. The word ",hmhm" is spelled in the Torah with only one "h", so it really 
equals 590. Secondly, according to Hillel (Menuchos 41b), there were only 
three strings (doubled to six). Thirdly, from the Torah, the number of knots 
is two, not five. 
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Yeshiva Kesser Torah 
A Commentary Published by Yeshiva Kesser Torah of Queens  
Shlach 5776 - The Bad Midos Of A Few Individuals Can Bring Tragedy 
To The Entire Klal Yisrael. 

ב) –(במדבר י"ג "שלח לך אנשים ויתרו את ארץ כנען"  
“Send out men [אנשים] and let them spy out the land of Canaan” 
(Bamidbar 13:2). 
In this Parasha the Torah speaks of the spies that were sent to explore 
Eretz Yisrael to see if it can be conquered. The Torah describes how very 
extraordinary these spies were. They were all "Anashim” people, Rashi 
explains this to mean “distinguished” people. Among them were people 
even greater than Kalev and Yehoshua(1). They were the leaders and 
holiest people of the Dor Deah, “דור דעה", the greatest generation that ever 
lived. They were of the generation that was privileged to stand at Mount 
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Sinai when Hashem gave us the Torah. They were of the generation that 
was privileged to hear the voice of Hashem when He spoke the first two 
commandments. Such were the great people who were chosen to explore 
Eretz Yisrael. 
They returned from exploring the land at the end of forty days and 
delivered Dibas Haaretz "דיבת  הארץ” - an evil report - about the Holy land. 
“We will never be able to conquer it because the people in Eretz Yisrael 
are stronger "ממנו" than us. Chazal(2) interpret the word "ממנו" to means 
stronger than Him, meaning Hashem. They were saying that the 
inhabitants of Eretz Yisrael were even stronger than Hashem. To make 
such a statement, claiming that Hashem was incapable of helping them, 
means that they were "כופרים בעיקר", Kofrim Baikar, they failed to believe 
in Hashem’s Omnipotence.  
This is mystifying. How was it possible that such great and holy people, 
leaders of a "דור דעה", “knowledgeable generation,” could sink to such a 
low level, not even believing in Hashem? How was it possible that such 
great people could sink to such a low level in a mere forty days? 
The Mesilas Yesharim(3) brings from the Zohar Hakadosh that the spies 
had a tremendous temptation for "כבוד" - honor. They were afraid that the 
high positions that they had attained, being princes of Israel, was only 
temporary, enduring only while they were in the wilderness. At the time 
they would enter Eretz Yisrael - fully comprehending its holiness - they 
were afraid that they would be unable to retain their high positions 
anymore and they would be replaced by others. This pursuit of honor was 
so much a focus of their lives that anything jeopardizing this end, namely 
their entering Eretz Yisrael, had to be prevented from becoming a reality. 
This desire for honor distorted their vision. They did not want to enter 
Eretz Yisrael, nor did they even want to believe that Hashem had the 
ability to help them enter into the holy land. 
We see here the devastation caused by people motivated by the desire for 
honor. Uppermost in their minds was the thought - “we must retain our 
positions of leadership.” All other thoughts, such as that Eretz Yisrael 
could be conquered and that Hashem could bring them into the Holy Land, 
fell by the wayside. These thoughts detracted from the focus of their lives, 
which was to retain their leadership positions. This desire for honor totally 
clouded their ability to see the truth.  
Furthermore, exactly which position of leadership did these princes hold, 
which they so much wanted to retain? Simply we learn that each and every 
one of them was the leader of his entire tribe, a very high position indeed. 
According to the Baal Haturim, they were not leaders of tribes; rather each 
of the spies was actually a leader of a mere fifty people. This is derived 
from the word “Hayma” "המה", which has the numerical value of fifty. 
Even that small honor which they had garnered, and wanted so much to 
retain, distorted their vision. 
Perhaps we can see here yet another of the spies imperfections. Not only 
did they have the desire for honor, but they also had another bad trait - 
jealousy. This is implied from the words of the Zohar Hakadosh, that says, 
that they were afraid they would lose their positions of leadership and that 
Moshe would appoint others in their stead when they enter Eretz 
Yisrael. This implies that, if they would just lose their positions and not be 
replaced by others, they might have been capable of overcoming their 
desire for honor. However, for someone else to take their place, this they 
could not tolerate. Such is the evil trait of jealousy.  
In summation, we had very great and holy leaders in the “Dor De’ah,” the 
knowledgeable generation, who had only small positions of leadership - 
congregations of fifty people each. However, they were guilty of faulty 
character traits - seeking honor and being jealous. This brought them to 
give an evil report about Eretz Yisrael. It made them, "כופרים בעיקר", 
Kofrim Baikar, deniers of the very existence of Hashem. This also caused 
a rebellion in Klal Yisrael that brought about the death of these leaders as 
well as the deaths of their entire generation. 
We see from here that even such great and holy people are not immune to 
serious character flaws. They can have faults - being guilty of coveting 
honor and being jealous - which can bring about much destruction. Even 
the greatest people have to guard themselves, because they can fall into 
such a trap.  
We must work on eradicating our faulty character traits. No one is immune 
from their pull.  
May we devote time and effort to remove any bad middos- faulty character 
traits - which we may have within ourselves. May Hashem help us 
overcome any negative traits that we may possess.  
In this merit may we be capable of thinking clearly, without any 
distortions, and may we be able to worship Hashem with truth.  וטהר לבנו
 .Amen .לעבדך באמת
1. Ramban 13:4 
2. Brought in Rashi 13:31 
3. The end of Chapter 11 
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Covenant & Conversation 
Two Kinds of Fear (Shelach Lecha 5776) 
20 June 2016 
One of the most powerful addresses I ever heard was given by the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, on this week’s 
parsha: the story of the spies. For me, it was nothing less than life-
changing. 
He asked the obvious questions. How could ten of the spies have come 
back with a demoralising, defeatist report? How could they say, we cannot 
win, the people are stronger than us, their cities are well fortified, they are 
giants and we are grasshoppers? 
They had seen with their own eyes how God had sent a series of plagues 
that brought Egypt, the strongest and longest-lived of all the empires of the 
ancient world, to its knees. They had seen the Egyptian army with its 
cutting-edge military technology, the horse-drawn chariot, drown in the 
Reed Sea while the Israelites passed through it on dry land. Egypt was far 
stronger than the Canaanites, Perrizites, Jebusites and other minor 
kingdoms that they would have to confront in conquering the land. Nor 
was this an ancient memory. It had happened not much more than a year 
before. 
What is more, they already knew that, far from being giants confronting 
grasshoppers, the people of the land were terrified of the Israelites. They 
had said so themselves in the course of singing the Song at the Sea: 
The peoples have heard; they tremble; 
Pangs have seized the inhabitants of Philistia. 
Now are the chiefs of Edom dismayed; 
Trembling seizes the leaders of Moab; 
All the inhabitants of Canaan have melted away. 
Terror and dread fall upon them; 
Because of the greatness of your arm, they are still as a stone (Ex. 15:14-
16) 
The people of the land were afraid of the Israelites. Why then were the 
spies afraid of them? 
What is more, continued the Rebbe, the spies were not people plucked at 
random from among the population. The Torah states that they were “all of 
them men who were heads of the people of Israel.” They were leaders. 
They were not people given lightly to fear. 
The questions are straightforward, but the answer the Rebbe gave was 
utterly unexpected. The spies were not afraid of failure, he said. They were 
afraid of success. 
What was their situation now? They were eating manna from heaven. 
They were drinking water from a miraculous well. They were surrounded 
by Clouds of Glory. They were camped around the Sanctuary. They were 
in continuous contact with the Shekhinah. Never had a people lived so 
close to God. 
What would be their situation if they entered the land? They would have to 
fight battles, maintain an army, create an economy, farm the land, worry 
about whether there would be enough rain to produce a crop, and all the 
other thousand distractions that come from living in the world. What 
would happen to their closeness to God? They would be preoccupied with 
mundane and material pursuits. Here they could spend their entire lives 
learning Torah, lit by the radiance of the Divine. There they would be no 
more than one more nation in a world of nations, with the same kind of 
economic, social and political problems that every nation has to deal with. 
The spies were not afraid of failure. They were afraid of success. Their 
mistake was the mistake of very holy men. They wanted to spend their 
lives in the closest possible proximity to God. What they did not 
understand was that God seeks, in the Hasidic phrase, “a dwelling in the 
lower worlds”. One of the great differences between Judaism and other 
religions is that while others seek to lift people to heaven, Judaism seeks to 
bring heaven down to earth. 
Much of Torah is about things not conventionally seen as religious at all: 
labour relations, agriculture, welfare provisions, loans and debts, land 
ownership and so on. It is not difficult to have an intense religious 
experience in the desert, or in a monastic retreat, or in an ashram. Most 
religions have holy places and holy people who live far removed from the 
stresses and strains of everyday life. There was one such Jewish sect in 
Qumran, known to us through the Dead Sea Scrolls, and there were 
certainly others. About this there is nothing unusual at all. 
But that is not the Jewish project, the Jewish mission. God wanted the 
Israelites to create a model society where human beings were not treated 
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as slaves, where rulers were not worshipped as demigods, where human 
dignity was respected, where law was impartially administered to rich and 
poor alike, where no one was destitute, no one was abandoned to isolation, 
no one was above the law and no realm of life was a morality-free zone. 
That requires a society, and a society needs a land. It requires an economy, 
an army, fields and flocks, labour and enterprise. All these, in Judaism, 
become ways of bringing the Shekhinah into the shared spaces of our 
collective life. 
The spies feared success, not failure. It was the mistake of deeply religious 
men. But it was a mistake. 
That is the spiritual challenge of the greatest event in two thousand years 
of Jewish history: the return of Jews to the land and state of Israel. Perhaps 
never before and never since has there been a political movement 
accompanied by so many dreams as Zionism. For some it was the 
fulfillment of prophetic visions, for others the secular achievement of 
people who had decided to take history into their own hands. Some saw it 
as a Tolstoy-like reconnection with land and soil, others a Nietzschean 
assertion of will and power. Some saw it as a refuge from European 
antisemitism, others as the first flowering of messianic redemption. Every 
Zionist thinker had his or her version of utopia, and to a remarkable degree 
they all came to pass. 
But Israel always was something simpler and more basic. Jews have 
known virtually every fate and circumstance between tragedy and triumph 
in the almost four thousand years of their history, and they have lived in 
almost every land on earth. But in all that time there only ever was one 
place where they could do what they were called on to do from the dawn 
of their history: to build their own society in accord with their highest 
ideals, a society that would be different from their neighbours and become 
a role model of how a society, an economy, an educational system and the 
administration of welfare could become vehicles for bringing the Divine 
presence down to earth. 
It is not difficult to find God in the wilderness, if you do not eat from the 
labour of your hands and if you rely on God to fight your battles for you. 
Ten of the spies, according to the Rebbe, sought to live that way forever. 
But that, suggested the Rebbe, is not what God wants from us. He wants us 
to engage with the world. He wants us to heal the sick, feed the hungry, 
fight injustice with all the power of law, and combat ignorance with 
universal education. He wants us to show what it is to love the neighbour 
and the stranger, and say, with Rabbi Akiva, “Beloved is humanity 
because we are each created in God’s image.” 
Jewish spirituality lives in the midst of life itself, the life of society and its 
institutions. To create it we have to battle with two kinds of fear: fear of 
failure, and fear of success. Fear of failure is common; fear of success is 
rarer but no less debilitating. Both come from the reluctance to take risks. 
Faith is the courage to take risks. It is not certainty; it is the ability to live 
with uncertainty. It is the ability to hear God saying to us as He said to 
Abraham, “Walk on ahead of Me” (Gen. 17:1). 
The Rebbe lived what he taught. He sent emissaries out to virtually every 
place on earth where there were Jews. In so doing, he transformed Jewish 
life. He knew he was asking his followers to take risks, by going to places 
where the whole environment would be challenging in many ways, but he 
had faith in them and in God and in the Jewish mission whose place is in 
the public square where we share our faith with others and do so in deeply 
practical ways. 
It is challenging to leave the desert and go out into the world with all its 
trials and temptations, but that is where God wants us to be, bringing His 
spirit to the way we run an economy, a welfare system, a judiciary, a 
health service and an army, healing some of the wounds of the world and 
bringing, to places often shrouded in darkness, fragments of Divine light. 
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Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Shelach 
Sent forth men, if you please, and let them spy out the Land of Canaan. 
(13:2) 
The chapter of the meraglim, spies, follows immediately after the closing 
chapter of the previous parshah, which details the incident of Miriam 
Ha'Neviayah's criticizing Moshe Rabbeinu and the consequential 

punishment which she experienced. Despite the fact that the spying 
incident took place shortly after Miriam's debacle, the spies did not learn a 
lesson concerning the gravity of malicious gossip. They saw what 
happened to Miriam, yet they still had no compunction whatsoever about 
slandering Eretz Yisrael. The commentators question this exposition 
(Midrash Rabbah 16:6; cited by Rashi). They quote Chazal in the Talmud 
Arachin 16a, who deplore the speaking of lashon hora, applying a kal 
v'chomer, a priori logic. The spies spoke only against stone and wood 
(trees and rocks of Eretz Yisrael); they did not slander people. Yet, they 
were gravely punished. How much more so should one take extreme care 
not to spread anything negative about a fellow Jew? It is an interesting kal 
v'chomer, but, if this is the case, how could the meraglim have derived any 
lesson from Miriam? She spoke against a person of the highest caliber. 
They spoke only against inanimate wood and stone. 
Horav Yissachar Shlomo Teichtal, zl, offers an enlightening explanation 
concerning the juxtaposition of the incident of the meraglim upon the 
incident of Miriam, thereby illuminating for us a new perspective on the 
evil of lashon hora. The Talmud Arachin 15a posits that teshuvah, 
repentance, is not an option for one who has spoken lashon hora. While 
Torah study can serve as a preventive measure, once the evil has exited his 
mouth he is beyond repair. This, in and of itself, is difficult to understand. 
It is accepted that nothing stands in the way of teshuvah. Why is it that no 
option of teshuvah is available in the sin of lashon hora? 
The Shem MiShmuel explains (based upon a statement in the Talmud 
Bava Metzia 58b) that, when one publicly humiliates someone, he (the one 
who does the humiliating) receives all of the sins of the one whom he has 
humiliated. Thus, Rav Teichtal suggests that he who slanders his fellow is 
no different than the malbin pnei chaveiro, he who shames his friend. He, 
too, will receive all of the aveiros, sins, of the subject of his slander. 
Accordingly, one who speaks lashon hora against his fellow has a serious 
problem with regard to his teshuvah. One can only repent for those sins of 
which he is aware. Now that he has "taken on" new sins, which originally 
were held against the man whom he slandered, he has a new cache of sins 
of which he is unaware, and for which he cannot repent. One can only 
repent for his personal transgressions; he cannot repent for those sins, 
which are committed by others. 
Having said this, we must acknowledge a new level of stringency 
concerning the aveirah of lashon hora. One who speaks lashon hora loses 
the option of teshuvah. His sin is irreparable. The meraglim spoke lashon 
hora against the Holy Land - or wood and stone. The Talmud considers 
speaking against inanimate rock and wood to be secondary to speaking 
against a human being. Is speaking against the Holy Land, which Hashem 
praises so much, something to belittle? Imagine, Hashem praises Eretz 
Yisrael with the greatest accolades, and the meraglim blast the country, 
undermining what Hashem said about it - and this is to be considered less 
critical than speaking against a person. Why? 
Considering the above hypothesis, which delineates the harshness of 
lashon hora, we understand that, when speaking against wood and stone, 
one still retains the benefit of teshuvah as an option to repair his sin, while 
for lashon hora against people, this option does not exist. 
Since we have established the primary severity of lashon hora, we 
understand that the slanderer does not have the ability to perform 
teshuvah; thus, when one slanders a holy, virtuous man who is "sin-free," 
someone of the caliber of Moshe Rabbeinu, our quintessential Rebbe and 
leader, the option for teshuvah exists - since no sin is transferred from the 
subject to the slanderer! We now understand why the meraglim could have 
derived a lesson from Miriam who spoke against a person, when they only 
spoke against wood and stone. In this regard, both the person against 
whom Miriam spoke and the wood and stone against which the meraglim 
spoke have one thing in common: neither has sinned, allowing for the 
slander against them to be "teshuvah-receptive." 
Nonetheless, we can hardly compare lashon hora against a human being to 
its counterpart against inanimate objects. The meraglim should have 
learned their lesson. Sadly, they did not, and that is what precipitated the 
reaction of Klal Yisrael, which became the catalyst for our eventual 
national day of mourning, Tishah B'Av. It all started when the people 
ignored the lesson they could have derived from Miriam. 
We were like grasshoppers in our eyes, and so were we in their eyes. 
(13:33) 
The meraglim felt a sense of low esteem when they heard the Canaanites 
refer to them as grasshoppers. These people were giants and, to them, the 
Jewish spies appeared quite puny. Why is it necessary to inform us how 
they felt about themselves? All that is necessary for the reader to know is 
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that the Canaanite giants perceived the Jews as tiny insects. Perhaps the 
lesson is that, as long as one maintains his own self-esteem, others will 
also respect him. Once the meraglim felt like grasshoppers, they were, in 
turn, viewed as grasshoppers. One cannot be put down unless he has 
already lost his self-esteem. It begins with you and ends with you. As long 
as one maintains his self esteem and carries himself with dignity, no one 
can affect him. It is when he loses his dignity that others complete the 
damage. 
On the other hand, once the meraglim said, "We were like grasshoppers in 
our (own) eyes," why is it necessary to write that they were bothered by 
the Canaanites' opinion of them? As long as they felt inadequate, it should 
have been sufficient reason for them to be miserable. The first Bobover 
Rebbe, Horav Shlomo Halberstam, zl, distinguishes between one who has 
false humility and one who is truly humble. Some people present 
themselves as humble, but Heaven help those who do not give them the 
respect and honor, which they feel they deserve. For all intents and 
purposes they act with humility, deferring to others what they really want 
for themselves. If someone else (other than themselves) were to pass them 
over, they would be insulted and outraged.In some not so subtle manner, 
they would inform the person that they deserve better. This is false 
humility. It is all show for the purpose of attention. Indeed, no greater 
arrogance exists than false humility. 
The meraglim were distinguished men of noble pedigree and social 
standing. The mere fact that they were chosen to represent their individual 
tribes is, in and of itself, a powerful indicator of their stature in the nation. 
In public, however, they portrayed themselves as humble Jews, paragons 
of modesty, meek and submissive - until someone else put them down, 
until they heard the Canaanites referring to them as grasshoppers. Then the 
truth about their false humility came out. They were bothered by this 
negative inference to their stature. They were not so humble after all. 
But the entire assembly said to pelt them with stones. (14:10) 
Rashi comments: "Them" refers to Yehoshua and Calev. Is this a rational 
reaction? We can accept anger and even threatening bodily harm against 
those who would do us harm. We seek to avenge ourselves from those who 
have caused us pain and trouble. Yehoshua and Calev, however, had done 
nothing negative to the Jewish people. They posed no threat. Ten spies 
disputed them. What power could they hold with which to dissuade the 
people? Indeed, if the entire assembly was prepared to stone them, it 
means that everyone was against them. What threat or potential danger did 
these two harmless individuals present to the future goals of the nation? 
According to the Midrash, Aharon HaKohen and Moshe Rabbeinu were 
the intended victims of the story. Perhaps this vengeance against them 
could be rationalized as payback for liberating them from Egypt. Had they 
remained in Egypt, they would not have had to "endure" going into Eretz 
Yisrael and falling victim to the giants of the Land. Calev and Yehoshua, 
however, were essentially not the problem. Why target them? 
Horav Bentzion Firer, zl, explains that, sadly, this is the natural way of the 
world. No one wants to hear-- and certainly not to concede -- to the truth. 
People have a habit of running from the truth their entire lives. We have 
become so accustomed to living a lie that the thought of confronting the 
truth produces a greater fear than living the lie. Truth enters into one's 
heart and refuses to leave until it is acknowledged. This, for most of us, is 
a difficult weight to bear. 
Klal Yisrael knew the truth. They were acutely aware that Eretz Yisrael 
was an eretz tovah, good land. It was conquerable. If Hashem could 
liberate them from Egypt, first punishing and then destroying their 
persecutors, He could do the same to the pagans that inhabited Eretz 
Yisrael. Egypt went down in the Red Sea, Amalek was history. Why not 
the Canaanites? Why should they fare better than the other enemies who 
had challenged Hashem? The Jewish People knew all of this. In fact, the 
spies also knew this, but they would rather live a lie than confront the 
truth. It was so much easier not to rock the boat, to leave well enough 
alone. So, when the truth presented itself, it was time to shoot the 
messenger. 
No one loves the messenger who brings bad news; no one cares for the 
messenger who delivers the truth. Who wants to be told that he is living a 
lie? To be told that the foundation upon which he has built his entire 
ideology is spiritually infested with falsehood can be devastating. It is so 
much easier to kill the messenger. That is what Klal Yisrael attempted to 
do by pelting Yehoshua and Calev with stones. 
Hashem's response was swift and to the point: "To what point will this 
people anger Me, and how long will they not have faith in Me?" (Ibid. 11) 
Their sin was a deficiency of emunah, faith. Their problem was niutz, 

provocation. They knew the truth, understood who Hashem was. Yet, they 
did not care. They wanted to anger Him, to mutiny against the Almighty. 
How often do we debate an issue simply because we do not want to 
confront the truth? We express our disagreement with the position taken 
by others; do we contend, however, because we truly believe in our 
position, or is it because we are afraid to confront the truth that we are 
wrong? We must remember that acceding to the truth is the only 
alternative to living a lie. 
There are those who go along with a specific ideology because they do not 
want to "rock the boat." They know the truth, but refuse to take a stand for 
fear of reprisal, for fear of being shunned, no longer accepted as part of 
their community. The Torah writes that Calev ben Yefuneh was spared 
from the effect of the meraglim because ruach acheres haysa ito, "he had a 
different spirit." He did not follow the trend; did not abscond to external 
pressure; did not hide from the truth; stood his ground because he was 
doing what was right - even though it was an unpopular stance. The 
popular spirit of the times was to waver from the truth; people were falling 
prey to the influence of the meraglim. Not Calev: He was of a different 
spirit. He stood against the wave of change, the winds of heresy and 
malcontent. Firmly rooted in the truth of Torah, Calev truly was of a 
different spirit. 
They awoke early in the morning and ascended toward the mountain top 
saying, "We are ready, and we will ascend to the place of which Hashem 
has spoken, for we have sinned. (14:40)" 
The nation was chastened. They now realized that they had overreacted to 
the slanderous news conveyed by the meraglim, spies, and that they must 
do something to repair the rift created by their sins. Nonetheless, there is a 
time and place for everything. They had forfeited their chance to enter 
Eretz Yisrael. Without Hashem's mandate and leadership they could never 
conquer the Land. Now was not the time. Some people simply do not 
understand the meaning of "no." A group of Jews decided to prove that 
they were willing to move on, to wage war against the inhabitants of the 
Land. They had been wrong once. Now, they were going to make up for it. 
This group of Jews did not succeed, because one can never succeed 
without Hashem. Their ascending the mountain on their own was 
unsanctioned. They declared, "We have sinned." They expected 
forgiveness. Hashem did not respond favorably. Simply, the sin was too 
recent, too fresh. Thus, their declaration was insufficient to assuage 
Hashem's wrath. Furthermore, their sincerity was suspect. Were they really 
repentant, or was it all show, so that they would be allowed to enter the 
Land? 
Rarely do we find that sincere repentance is not accepted. If a problem 
exists, it is because its sincerity is questionable. In this case, however, the 
people clearly realized that they had erred egregiously. They needed to 
repent - and they did. They indicated this by risking life and limb to move 
on, ascend the mountain and take on the inhabitants of the Land. Is this not 
a "good thing"? 
Shlomo Hamelech says (Mishlei 8:33), "Listen to my instruction and be 
wise; do not disregard it." The words al tifrau, translated as, "do not 
disregard it," is related to the word piraon, payment. Eizor Eliyahu quotes 
Horav Bunim, zl, m'Peshicha who interprets this pasuk as an admonition to 
the one who repents that he should not expect (and certainly not demand) 
immediate payment (from Hashem) for his good deed. Teshuvah is 
reparation for one's transgression. It must be performed wholeheartedly 
and sincerely, and then allowed to "gel" and sink in. One repents to 
appease Hashem, to perform His will. Hashem does not owe him anything. 
Therefore, even after the nation conceded their guilt, confessed their sins, 
their teshuvah did not maintain the same efficacy as that of (the teshuvah 
performed for) the sins of the Golden Calf. Following the meraglim 
debacle, the nation thought that their teshuvah would facilitate their entry 
into the Promised Land. They thought that they had fulfilled what was 
demanded of them; they had said, "So sorry"; now let us move on. 
Sadly, it does not happen that way. Eretz Yisrael was lost to them as a 
result of their sinful reaction. The teshuvah was to repair their relationship 
with Hashem. What was done - was done. They did not think so. Teshuvah 
that is contingent upon immediate forgiveness and pardon is not much of a 
teshuvah. 
Children say they are "sorry" and expect immediately to go back to pre-
mischief status. We do the same. We err, take a spiritual plunge, and 
expect immediate reinstatement following our completion of a prescribed 
course of teshuvah. Well, it does not work that way. We should repent and 
hope that Hashem will accept it. Will "things" return to their original state? 
That depends on our level of sincerity. Only Hashem knows the truth. 
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It shall constitute Tzitzis for you, that you may see it and remember all 
the commandments of Hashem and perform them. (15:39) 
We are to wear Tzitzis, so that when we look at them, we will remember 
all of the other mitzvos in the Torah. In other words, wearing Tzitzis 
generates mitzvah observance. "Seeing" catalyzes remembering, which 
engenders positive action via religious observance. Indeed, the Rambam 
writes that one should be diligent in his observance of Tzitzis, because of 
its compelling effect vis-?-vis all other mitzvos. In his commentary to the 
Chumash, Rashi writes: "The parsha of the mekosheish eitzim-- he who 
had transgressed Shabbos by picking twigs and carrying them in a public 
place-- is juxtaposed upon the parsha of avodah zarah, idol worship, 
because Shabbos desecration is tantamount to idol worship. It is equal to 
all mitzvos. Likewise, the mitzvah of Tzitzis is compared to all mitzvos." 
We now have three mitzvos -- avodah zarah (aveirah); Shabbos; and 
Tzitzis -- which are each compared to all mitzvos. What is it about Tzitzis 
that grants it such significance? 
In his Mizmor L'David, Horav David Cohen, Shlita, explains that the root 
of all sin can be traced back to the physical body's two "brokers": the eyes 
and the heart. This is indicated by the pasuk in the parsha of Tzitzis, V'lo 
sasuru acharei levavchem v'acharei eineichem, "And do not explore after 
your heart and after your eyes after which you stray" (Ibid.). The Torah is 
teaching us that the primary motivation for sin is following the negative 
influence of the heart and eyes. Tzitzis reminds us of the mitzvos and is to 
be a preventive symbol to protect us from the influence of our roving eyes 
in consort with our straying heart. 
Having established that Tzitzis is the protective agent which guards one 
from the wandering eye and seductive heart, thus reinforcing his 
commitment to all mitzvos of the Torah, we understand its part in his 
mitzvah observance. The Rosh Yeshivah quotes the Midrash (Shir 
Hashirim 7:8), "Hashem created two yetzarim, inclinations: the evil-
inclination to worship idols; the evil inclination toward moral turpitude. 
The evil inclination/tendency towards idol worship was basically 
abolished by our sages. The inclination toward immorality sadly is still in 
force. One who is able to withstand its effect, Hashem considers it as if he 
has triumphed over both - idol worship and immorality." 
Avodah zarah/heresy/sins generated by false misconceptions and perverted 
ideologies are products of the heart. The eyes, however, play a 
determinative role in leading us astray in areas of morality. While the 
focus is on morality, it is really a catch word that includes all sin which is 
the product of overactive passion -- from morality to gluttony, to any area 
in which one defers to his base desires. Pleasure has many guises and 
definitions, all of which fall under the category of acharei einichem, "after 
your (yetzer hora of the) eyes." 
Man is confronted with two battlefields in life: avodah zarah, which 
wreaks havoc with his spiritual dimension, destroying his ability to think 
rationally and logically; z'nus, immorality, which plays on his base sensual 
desires, in all areas of his physical dimension. The antidote/ protective 
agent to preserve his dignity and strengthen his ability to succeed in this 
war is the mitzvah of Tzitzis, which serves as a reminder and a shield to 
keep him in check and maintains his commitment to Hashem. 
Sounds great, but how does it work? How does the mitzvah of Tzitzis 
achieve such lofty goals? Furthermore, what is the connection between 
Tzitzis and yetzias Mitzrayim, the Egyptian exodus? Chazal (Berachos 
12b) state that the mitzvah of Tzitzis was placed in the Krias Shema 
because it includes within it five concepts: Tzitzis/yetzias Mitzrayim; the 
yoke of mitzvos; daas minim, to guard against heretics/heretical thoughts; 
hirhur aveirah, immoral thoughts which lead to sin; idolatrous thoughts 
leading to idol worship. While four of the above are- in one way or another 
-- somehow mitzvah/religious observance related, how does remembering 
the Egyptian exodus enter into the picture? It is not a mitzvah; it is the 
remembrance of a seminal, historical event. 
The Rosh Yeshivah quotes the Rambam in Hilchos Teshuvah (3:4) 
who explains the mitzvah of Tekias Shofar, sounding of the ram's horn, 
as an awakening/wake-up call to introspect our life, mull over our 
actions and behaviors, repent and return to Hashem. We should 
remember who we are and Who created us. He concludes: (he is 
addressing) "those who forget the truth as a result of the frivolities and 
nonsense of the times." In other words, we get caught up in the 
nonsensical behavior of contemporary society, so that we forget who 
we are and what our unique mission in life is. 
The yetzer hora's function is to engender forgetfulness, to cause spiritual 
amnesia. It uses the ploys of contemporary society's mishigassen, foolish, 
inane behaviors and cultural aberrations, to tempt us away from our goals 

and objectives. We get all caught up in these nareshkeitin, preposterous 
absurdities, that occupy the minds of the weak and immoral, and we feel 
that we have to act likewise. This is because we have lost track, forgotten 
who we are! 
Tzitzis helps us to remember! It is the Jew's uniform. Tzitzis empowers us 
to remember the truth, what life is really about and our G-d-given mission 
while we are in this world, but sometimes we forget. Sforno (pasuk 39) 
comments that, by gazing upon the Tzitzis we will "remember that we are 
servants of Hashem and that we accepted all of His Torah and promised to 
perform His mitzvos. This is achieved when we look at the Tzitzis, which 
are similar to the chosam ha'melech ba'avadav, king's insignia upon his 
servants." The Tzitzis reminds us that we belong to Hashem. He is our 
king. We are His servants. When we remember to Whom we belong, we 
have just solved much of our problem in overcoming the yetzer hora. 
I am reminded of a poignant story related by Horav Yaakov Galinsky, zl. 
The Maggid was incarcerated in a Siberian prison together with prisoners 
of other nationalities. His cellmate was a Polish general who, together with 
his defeated Army, was taken prisoner of war by the Russians. Their 
treatment was, at best, miserable. Added to the long hours of hard labor of 
working in the most desolate location in the world, was the temperature. 
Siberia redefines freezing cold. While the guards wore heavy fur coats and 
multiple layers of underwear, the prisoners, most of whom were Jewish, 
were wearing nothing more than a thin shirt and a cotton jacket. Without 
food, the body has difficulty producing heat. Those who survived this 
frozen purgatory did so with incredible siyata diShmaya, Divine 
assistance. 
Let us return to Rav Galinsky's cellmate. Every night at approximately 
2:00 am, the Polish general arose from his "bed" and removed a small box 
from beneath it. He took out his original uniform, complete with medals 
and stars, donned it, faced the mirror (large metal sheet) on the wall, 
saluted once - then took everything off and placed it back in the box. 
Rav Galinsky watched this spectacle every night, assuming that defeat had 
done more to the Polish general than imprison him. This man had become 
unhinged. His irrational behavior was beginning to bother Rav Galinsky. 
Finally, he asked the man for an explanation. "My friend," the general 
began, "I want you to know that, prior to my capture, I was a distinguished 
Polish general, and I commanded thousands of troops. Alas, with the turn 
of events, I am now a prisoner of war. Lest I forget my true self, my real 
status in life, I don my uniform every night. The Russians will not succeed 
in making me a prisoner as long as I remember that I am a general!" 
So, too, do we wear our Tzitzis as chosam shel avdus, to display our 
allegiance to Hashem. We are His servants, His soldiers, His People. The 
Tzitzis remind us that we belong to no one but Him. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
Atah gibor l'olam Hashem. 
You are eternally mighty, Hashem 
Simply translated, Atah gibor l'olam, "You are strong forever." 
Hashem's strength neither wanes like that of a mortal, nor does it 
become weaker as the result of illness or injury. Hashem's strength is 
eternal, immutable and towers above anything that our minds can 
imagine. Horav Nissim Gaon interprets l'olam as a separate entity, a 
quality exclusive of gibor. In other words, Hashem is gibor, and He is 
l'olam. Horav Mordechai Leib Mann explains that these two attributes 
coalesce together in order to explain why Hashem's gevurah, strength, 
is so special, unlike any other form of strength known to man. It is 
because Hashem is eternal. True strength and power are measured by 
their eternal nature. Anything, any form of power, is limited by its 
temporal nature. Something, which is truly strong/powerful, does not 
have limitation. Its very limitations comprise its weakness. 
Furthermore, Horav Aryeh Leib Broide, adds that we find that the 
wicked assert that Hashem has become "old"; He has weakened. 
Indeed, Haman harasha, the evil Haman, contended that the destruction 
of the Bais Hamikdash was the result of Hashem's "aging." He just 
could not keep up protecting the Jews. The destruction just "got away" 
from Him. We, therefore, declare, Atah Gibor l'olam, "You never age; 
your truth is forever!" 
Sponsored by The Klahr Family (New York) In loving memory of our grandparents Phillip and 
Lillian Finger, who were long-time friends and family of the Hebrew Academy. 
li"nv R' Zalman Fishelben Chanina Halevi a"h 
Maras Ettel Leah bas R' Yeshaya Halevi a"h 
t.n.tz.v.h.  
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Rabbi Dovid Siegel 

Haftorah 
Parshas Shlach - Yehoshua 2:1 
This week's haftorah displays the power of perfect faith and its miraculous 
results. The haftorah begins with Yehoshua sending two special 
individuals on a secret mission to investigate the land of Israel. The Jewish 
people were camped directly facing the Promised Land and Yehoshua 
sought to determine the most strategic point of entry. This mission was 
extremely dangerous because the land's inhabitants natives were well 
aware of the pending Jewish invasion of their land. 
Yehoshua instructed the spies to survey all of Eretz Yisroel but devote 
special focus on Yericho. They crossed the Jordan and went directly to 
Rachav's inn, the first one inside the city's walls. The king discovered them 
immediately and sent messengers to order Rachav to release the intruders. 
Out of the goodness of her heart, Rachav engaged herself in an 
unbelievable act of heroism. She swiftly hid the spies and then persuaded 
the king's messengers that the spies fled the city. Once the messengers 
were out of sight she informed the spies that everyone was awestricken by 
the Jewish nation and its Hashem. She then proclaimed her personally 
recognition of Hashem as master of the universe and her firm belief that 
He would easily defeat all in His way. 
Chazal reflect upon this most unusual welcome and sharply contrast it with 
the disheartening experience of this week's parsha. Therein we read about 
ten men of distinction who were sent on a similar mission to survey Eretz 
Yisroel. Yet, their results were devastating and the spies ultimately 
convinced the nation to reject Eretz Yisroel. Chazal reveal the fundamental 
difference between the two groups. The spies in Yehoshua's times were 
totally devoted to their mission. They were prepared to overcome every 
obstacle in their way and therefore met unbelievable success. Conversely, 
the spies in Moshe's times were not fully committed to their mission. This 
apparently tainted their vision and created their distorted impression of the 
land and its inhabitants. (see Yalkut Shimoni 8) 
In truth, Eretz Yisroel presented extraordinary challenges to the Jewish 
people. Its inhabitants were far from friendly to its intruders and nothing 
short of an open miracle could secure the nation's safety. Moshe 
Rabbeinu's spies displayed grave concern over this. They observed the 
giant's towering stature and took note of their constant preoccupation in 
eulogies and funerals. The spies sadly succumbed to their well-grounded 
fears and forfeited their privilege of entering the land. Yehoshua's spies 
possessed perfect faith and total commitment to their mission . This inner 
strength dissuaded them from the influence of their frightening 
experiences and assisted them in their perfect fulfillment of their mission 
This stark contrast serves as a profound lesson in total faith and trust in 
Hashem. From a practical standpoint, Yehoshua's spies stood no chance 
and faced guaranteed death. The Jewish nation was camped within earshot 
of Eretz Yisroel and this secret mission was bound to be discovered. 
Although, the spies disguised themselves as traveling salesmen it is hard to 
fathom that such pious men could truly pass as Canaanites. All they had 
going for themselves was steadfast faith and trust in Hashem. They 
bravely entered the "lion's den" and lodged in Rachav's inn. Rachav was 
fondly known throughout the land and enjoyed warm personal association 
with all the authorities. The results were no different than one would 
predict and the spies were discovered the moment they entered her inn. 
However, with perfect faith in Hashem the events that followed were far 
from predictable. Chazal reveal a most startling display of Divine 
Providence and inform us that Rachav had recently embraced the Jewish 
religion. (see Yalkut Shimoni 9) Hashem had actually directed the spies to 
the only Jewish soul in the entire land of Canaan. Their faith proved 
rewarding and instead of delivering the spies to the king, Rachav extended 
herself in every way to her recently discovered Jewish brethren. She 
encouraged them with profound statements of faith and was ultimately a 
catalyst to deliver the Promised Land into Jewish hands. Hashem 
favorably rewarded her for her heroism and she subsequently merited to 
marry Yehoshua himself. Her new life was very fruitful and she became 
the mother of many Jewish prophets and priests. In retrospect, the spies' 
perfect faith resulted in securing the deliverance of the land into their 
Jewish brethren's hands. Instead of immediate death the spies re turned 
with total confidence that Eretz Yisroel would soon be theirs. 
These are some of the unbelievable results of perfect faith. Let it be the 
will of Hashem that we continue our strides in faith and commitment 
serving as a special merit for us to return to our Homeland in peace and 
harmony. 
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Rabbi Yaakov Asher Sinclair 

Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
At the insistence of Bnei Yisrael, and with G-d's permission, Moshe sends 
12 scouts, one from each tribe, to reconnoiter Canaan. Anticipating 
trouble, Moshe changes Hoshea's name to Yehoshua, expressing a prayer 
that G-d not let him fail in his mission. They return 40 days later, carrying 
unusually large fruit. When 10 of the 12 state that the people in Canaan are 
as formidable as the fruit, the men are discouraged. Calev and Yehoshua, 
the only two scouts still in favor of the invasion, try to bolster the people's 
spirit. The nation, however, decides that the Land is not worth the 
potentially fatal risks, and instead demands a return to Egypt. Moshe's 
fervent prayers save the nation from Heavenly annihilation. However, G-d 
declares that they must remain in the desert for 40 years until the men who 
wept at the scouts' false report pass away. A remorseful group rashly 
begins an invasion of the Land based on G-d's original command. Moshe 
warns them not to proceed, but they ignore this and are massacred by the 
Amalekites and Canaanites. G-d instructs Moshe concerning the offerings 
to be made when Bnei Yisrael will finally enter the Land. The people are 
commanded to remove challa, a gift for the kohanim, from their dough. 
The laws for an offering after an inadvertent sin, for an individual or a 
group, are explained. However, should someone blaspheme againstG-d 
and be unrepentant, he will be cut off spiritually from his people. One man 
is found gathering wood on public property in violation of the laws of 
Shabbat and he is executed. The laws of tzitzit are taught. We recite the 
section about the tzitzit twice a day to remind ourselves of the Exodus. 
Insights 
A Nod’s as Good as a Wink to a Blind Man 
“They returned from spying out the Land… They went and they came to 
Moshe and Aharon and to the entire assembly of the Children of 
Israel… and brought back the report to them and the entire assembly. 
They reported to him and said…” (13:25-27) 
Innuendo is the weapon of choice of the slanderer. Far more vitriol can be 
implied with a wink or a nudge than with damning words. 
“I really can’t tell you anymore…” The ellipsis that leaves a sentence 
infinitely unfinished is more condemning than mere words can ever be. 
The rising inflection that never returns downward, or the hanging pause 
that speaks volumes — “No really, I’ve said too much already!” These are 
the tools of trade of successful character assassination. 
“They returned from spying out the Land… They went and they came to 
Moshe and Aharon and to the entire assembly of the Children of Israel… 
and brought back the report to them and the entire assembly. They 
reported to him and said…” 
Notice that in the first sentences the spies addressed the “entire assembly”, 
and then the Torah says that they reported to “him” — i.e., to Moshe 
alone. 
The spies spoke openly to the assembly the praise of the Land of Israel, 
and mentioned nothing negative in public. Rather, they behaved as if there 
were other things about which they would rather not comment on openly. 
Treachery motivated their actions. They wanted the Jewish People to be 
afraid of some unmentioned fear by speaking only to Moshe, unheard by 
the masses, but in their full view. 
Source: based on M’lo HaOmer in Talelei Orot 
© 1995-2016 Ohr Somayach International - All rights reserved. Articles may be distributed to another person intact without prior permission. We also 
encourage you to include this material in other publications, such as synagogue or school newsletters. Hardcopy or electronic. However, we ask that 
you contact us beforehand for permission in advance at ohr@ohr.edu and credit for the source as Ohr Somayach Institutions www.ohr.edu  
 

Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel 

Torah MiTzion 
Shelach 
Hashem said to Moshe saying. "Speak to the Children of Israel and say to 
them that they shall make themselves tzitzis (fringes) on the corners of 
their garments, throughout their generations. And they shall place upon 
the tzitzis of each corner a thread of turquoise wool" (Bemidbar 15:37-38). 
There is an expression that, "Throughout the generations, more than the 
Jews protected the Shabbos, the Shabbos protected the Jews." This is true 
not only for Shabbos, but for other mitzvahs as well. Many people found 
that their strict observance of the Torah's commandments actually saved 
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them from tragedy. Rabbi Yitzchak Zilberstein shlita tells the following 
story in his classic book, Tuvecha Yabiu. 
A young yeshiva student in Israel became very ill, R.l., and had to undergo 
a series of chemotherapy treatments. However, despite everything, he was 
determined would not to let the situation dampen his sprits nor interfere 
with his Torah learning and observance. 
He had been told that in the hospital he would have to wear only sterile 
clothes. When he came for his treatments though, he brought along a talis 
katan (a four cornered garment with tzitizis attached to each corner) which 
he had personally washed and cleaned to meet the strict requirements of 
the hospital. However, he was confronted by a Sabra nurse who stubbornly 
insisted that he could only wear the hospital clothes. The yeshiva fellow 
decided to be just as stubborn, since she was being totally unreasonable 
about it. The debate turned into a confrontation, and the non-
compassionate nurse told him to wait outside in the waiting room until he 
comes to his senses. 
After three long hours (!), a senior doctor "happened" to pass by and asked 
the young man why he was sitting there. The suffering fellow explained 
his dilemma to the doctor who replied that there was, indeed, no reason at 
all why he could not wear his religious garment if he had washed it 
properly. The doctor went in to instruct the nurse, but came out a few 
minutes later, visibly shaken. Frightened, the boy asked the doctor what 
was the matter. The doctor assured him that everything was fine, and told 
him to go for the treatment, dressed in his religious garb, and then he 
would tell him what had happened. 
After the treatment, the doctor came to speak to the yeshiva bachur again. 
"I am not yet observant," began the doctor with tears in his eyes, "yet I 
witnessed today how Hashem watches over those who observe His 
commandments. When I went to tell the nurse that it was ok for you to 
wear your garment, I wanted to see exactly what she was about to give 
you. I was horrified to see that, unintentionally, she was about to 
administer the wrong treatment - something which would have brought 
you much closer to death. Had she gone through with it, I shudder to think 
what condition you would be in right now. But only because you insisted 
upon wearing your talis katan, I came along and discovered the terrible 
mistake and corrected it in time." 
This is what our teacher, Moshe, told us in the Torah: "To love Hashem, 
your G-d, to listen to His voice and to cleave to Him, for He is your life 
and the length of your days, to dwell upon the land that Hashem swore to 
your forefathers, to Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya'akov, to give them" 
(Devarim 30:20). 
Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.com http://www.shemayisrael.com Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Yaakov Solomon 

Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Shelach-Lecha 5776: D'var Torah 
"Your children shall roam in the wilderness for 40 years… like the 
number of days that you spied out the Land: 40 days, a day for a year, a 
day for a year… and you shall understand [the consequences of] your 
straying from Me" (14:33-34) 
The main content of the Parasha is the narrative of the Spies. The Israelites 
believed the ten spies' negative report and its implications, and they were 
on the verge of rebellion against Moses and Aaron with: "Let us appoint a 
leader so we may return to Egypt" (14:4). Following Moses' impassioned 
plea on their behalf, G-d rescinded His decree to wipe out the Israelites 
with plague, and instead ordered that they may not enter the Promised 
Land for an entire 40-year period. 
The decree, however, appears to lack the usual characteristic of G-d's 
method of punishment: mida keneged mida - measure for measure. For 
those who indeed spied out the Land died very soon afterwards: 'in a 
plague before G-d' (14:37). But the rest appeared to have had nothing to do 
with the number 40: they simply reacted to the report of the Spies. What 
direct connection did the Israelites have with the number 40 so that they 
would be punished 'a day for a year' for 40 years? 
In response, the Sforno offers the following insight. G-d had pronounced 
the sentence of 40 years in the wilderness in the framework of vee-ye-
datem et te-noo-a-ti whose standard translation is 'You shall understand 
[the consequences of] your straying from Me'. Sforno however observes 
that te-noo-a-ti is written in the singular, so it is likely to refer to G-d 
rather than to the Israelites. Thus he translates it is 'You will understand 
the consequences of My straying from you. G-d will be removing His 
guidance and protection from the Israelites, giving them 40 years of 
wandering in the wilderness. 
Indeed, following the Ramban, (to 10:35), the Israelites left Mount Sinai 
relieved to be away from the hard spiritual pressures associated with the 
Giving of the Torah; 'as a child who runs away from school'. But that does 

mean that they hurried to their ultimate destination, to the Land of Canaan. 
They traveled in compliance with G-d's will, but not in the spirit of being 
privileged to enjoy the fruits of G-d's oath to the Patriarchs. By then they 
had got used to being 'looked after' by G-d's recurrent miracles, through 
which their day-to-day needs were taken care of. It seems that they were in 
no hurry to exchange what they had for confronting the well-defended 
city-states of Canaan. 
Thus the Israelites delayed their progress in the desert as far as possible, 
and were quite pleased to do so for an extra 40 days. Their passive 
delaying tactics were negating G-d's intent to bring them into the Land. 
They did not ask Moses to pray to G-d to give the order for the pillar of 
cloud to lift and march forward to the Land, meeting the spies on their way 
back. They were quite happy to just 'hang around' until they returned, 
stalling the journey. 
So the Spies' negative report fell on willing ears. Anything to avoid 
pressing on forwards. It was for those 40 days of stalling that the Israelites 
were punished yom lashana, yom lashana: as the Sforno puts it, for the 
days of negating G-d's intent of bringing them into the Land. 
[Naturally, some of the Israelites wanted to subsequently enter the Land 
against G-d's decree (14:44) as many people only realize what they have 
when it is taken away from them.] 
Parashat Shelach-Lecha (Haftara) 5776 
Joshua the son of Nun dispatched two… spies… saying, "Go and see the 
Land, and Jericho." (Joshua 2:1) 
Guided Tour… 
The scene of the Haftara takes place just after the death of Moses, where 
the Israelites are about to cross the Jordan and defeat the first city of the 
main area of the Promised Land - Jericho. The east bank of the Jordan - the 
land allotted to the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half of Manasseh - had 
already been conquered during the days of Moses. As Moses died before 
his work was completed, it fell to his successor, Joshua, to organize the 
capture and settling of the Land of Canaan by the Israelite nation. 
Although G-d was with him, Joshua did not take victory over the walled 
city of Jericho for granted. He sent two men to enter the city gates and 
search the place out, no doubt to obtain as much useful military 
information as possible. Word reached the king of Jericho that two 
dangerous men penetrated the city from the outside, and were at large 
among his people. In the meantime one Rahab (her profession being 
variously rendered as 'innkeeper' or 'prostitute') had already secreted them 
into her own home within the actual city walls, hiding them under a pile of 
flax on the roof. When the king's men came in to search, she put the idea 
into their heads that they left the city before nightfall, causing them to run 
in great haste along the wrong trail… 
Rahab, of course, knew what the men were really up to. And she told the 
spies all they needed to know: that the people of Jericho were in dread and 
terror of the Israelites. 'They had heard' of the miracles of the Red Sea and 
Moses' victories on the east side of the Jordan 'and their hearts had melted', 
(2:11) knowing full well that G-d was at the elbow of the conquering 
Israelites. The most she could hope for was that she and her family might 
be allowed to live. The men - on oath - agreed to spare them, under two 
conditions. She would ensure their safety out of Jericho by not betraying 
them, and hang on her window a bright red thread [likely to be a symbol of 
her means of earning an income] that would accordingly be recognized by 
Joshua's invading troops. 
The men left Jericho in pitch dark: as the gates were still locked, she let 
them escape from the city though the window - going down the rope. For 
Jericho's wall was a casement wall, in common with Canaanite cities of the 
period. As in Hazor and Megiddo, they were thick enough to house as well 
as defend the local population. 
They hid in the mountains for three days until the search was called off. 
Their report to Joshua, in contrast to the earlier spies sent by Moses, was 
short and to the point: "G-d has given all the Land into our hands… all the 
inhabitants of the land have melted in the face of us." (2:24) 
The Talmud (Megillah 14b) brings a tradition that after Rahab was spared 
by the invaders (6:25), she joined the Israelite nation, married Joshua 
himself, and became the ancestress of eight prophets, including Jeremiah, 
Baruch son of Nerian, and Hulda the Prophetess. 
D'var Torah 
The expedition to spy out Jericho prior to its capture was an exemplary 
and successful one. The expedition to spy out the Promised Land thirty 
nine years previously turned out to be a disaster, culminating in G-d's 
sentence of 'Not one of you shall enter the Land in which I had sworn to 
settle you except Caleb the son of Jephuneh and Joshua the son of Nun.' 
(Num.14:30) What was the fundamental difference between the two 
operations that caused such differences in their outcome? 
A closer look at the two texts reveals some fundamental differences. For 
the two spies sent by Joshua were stated to be cheresh (Josh. 2:1). Rashi 
renders the word as literally means 'deaf': that the spies were to pretend 
they could not hear, so that the locals would not be scared to disclose vital 
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information of interest to Joshua in their presence. Other commentaries 
understand that word differently: it can mean that the spies were to be sent 
'secretly', or that the spies themselves were 'craftsmen' - specialists in their 
skills of acting for The Intelligence. In contrast, the men dispatched by 
Moses did not merely give the appearance, but acted as 'torim' first and 
foremost (Num. 14:2) - people who walk about, perhaps akin to tourists. 
Political figures they certainly were - they prevailed on the Israelites to 
plan to depose Moses and Aaron, elect a chieftain, and return to Egypt. 
(14:4) But they did not act as professional spies. Instead of passing on 
their information solely to Moses and Aaron and letting them deal with it 
as they saw fit, they presented it dramatically before the 'whole 
congregation of the Israelites.' (13:26) In contrast, the two men who 
collected information about Jericho, related 'G-d has given all the Land 
into our hands… all the inhabitants of the land have melted in the face of 
us,' to Joshua only. (2:24) 
This comparison is relevant to life in this day and age, where projects are 
more likely to be successful if undertaken quietly and unobtrusively, than 
under the public eye, with pomp and ceremony. 
In addition, the comparison between the two stories teaches an eternal 
lesson about use of time, as illustrated in the following anecdote. 
A serious and G-d-fearing young man went to see his Rabbi. He 
complained that every time he went outdoors he was tempted to stare at 
the young ladies in the street. These disturbed and distracted his thoughts 
from higher matters. 
The Rabbi went to the tap, filled up a glass of water to the brim, and 
placed into the young man's hand. 
"Carry this glass of water round the neighborhood without spilling a drop. 
Then come back here with all the water inside the glass." 
A few hours later there was a knock of the Rabbi's door. He was back, 
exhausted, with the glass of water intact. 
"You really managed to get round all those streets without spilling a single 
drop?" 
"Yes, Rabbi." 
"But how did you do it?" 
"It wasn't easy. I had to concentrate all the time - balancing the glass to 
make sure the water didn't spill." 
"And tell me about the young ladies that you saw." 
"Rabbi - how can I? I didn't get the chance. I was too busy making sure the 
water stayed in its place." 
The Rabbi smiled. "I think you now have the answer to your problem." 
Thus the men sent by Joshua spent were two days (at the most) in the city - 
with their very lives in great danger all the time. Like the young man, they 
were under great pressure to produce results. They did not have time to 
linger and 'hang out'. The larger group, described as torim, acted as people 
of leisure rather than in a manner befitting of a professional team. They 
did not focus on the task at hand - finding out military information of use 
to the conquering Israelites. (Num.13:17-20). 
This perhaps explains the words of R. Gamliel the son of R. Judah: 'An 
excellent thing is the study of Torah combined with some worldly 
occupation, for the labor demanded by them both makes sin to be 
forgotten.' (Ethics of the Fathers 2:1). Torah and purposeful occupations, 
appropriately combined, give people a range of valuable activities wide 
enough to avoid the worthless idling that breeds the ideal atmosphere for 
malicious gossip. 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Shelach 5776 - “The Sound Of Silence” 
A student of Yeshivas Shor Yashuv in Far Rockaway once missed shachris 
during two consecutive mornings. Rabbi Shlomo Freifeld zt’l, the 
venerable Rosh Yeshiva, approached the student and quipped that he 
missed him. The student proceeded to lie about his whereabouts. Rabbi 
Freifeld did not respond and the conversation ended there. 
Six months later (!) Rabbi Freifeld approached the student, “Do you 
remember the conversation we had about missing shachris six months 
ago?” The student nodded. “And do you remember that at the time you 
said something untrue?” The student nodded again. The room was silent 
for a long moment before the student asked, “Why did Rebbe wait so long 
to say anything about that?” Rabbi Freifeld brilliantly replied, “Six months 
ago you had not yet grown ears. Now you have ears.”(1)  
When the Torah commences its narrative about the debacle of the spies it 
opens with G-d’s words to Moshe, "שלח לך - send for yourself(2). Rashi 
explains that Moshe was instructed to send out the spies "for your own 

sake". In other words, G-d told Moshe that the spies were not necessary, 
and no good would come out of sending them. 
Even if the nation had aggressively demanded that spies be sent, G-d could 
have made it clear to Moshe that it was an imprudent idea. If G-d knew the 
disastrous result of the spies’ mission why did He allow Moshe to proceed 
with it? 
Rabbi Mottel Katz zt’l(3) explained that the nation was not on the spiritual 
level to hear such a response. Even if G-d would have emphatically told 
them that it was a bad idea they would not have accepted it. They would 
have countered that it is imperative for any nation to gather as much 
intelligence as possible before embarking on a mission of conquest and 
there was no reason they should be any different. G-d knew that Moshe’s 
efforts to dissuade them would be futile. 
Rabbi Katz noted that sometimes educating requires 'not educating'. In 
other words, at times a parent or teacher must NOT react. Even though the 
situation really warrants a comment or reaction, sometimes it will be 
counter-productive to react. 
The gemara expresses this idea:(4) "Just as it is a mitzvah to say something 
(rebuke) which will be heard and accepted, so too it is a mitzvah to not say 
something which will not be heard and accepted". 
Under the circumstances, there was no recourse but to concede to the 
nation’s demand, despite the fact that they were bound for disaster. They 
had to learn the lesson on their own and Moshe could not save them from 
themselves.(5) 
This concept is invaluable in education. Many parents get caught up in the 
“Parenting Paradox”. They feel that if they tell, show, and direct their 
children constantly their children will listen and improve. 
We would like our children to learn life's lessons easily, and we 
desperately want to protect our children from the challenges and 
frustrations of life. So we instruct our children to listen to our sagacious 
advice based on our experience. We hope that in doing so we will spare 
them the need to learn the lessons we were forced to learn the hard way. 
Our motives are undoubtedly noble. They reflect the very reason we 
became parents, to guide our children toward a happy and fulfilling life. 
But somewhere along this path we became stuck in the paradox – “if I 
don't help you how will you ever learn?” On so many occasions when we 
offer to help things get worse, not better. 
One of the most important ideas of education is to train ourselves to bite 
our tongue and watch and listen. It can be extremely frustrating to keep 
quiet, especially when we know our advice can save untold aggravation. 
But the challenge of education is to realize that one learns best from his 
own mistakes and we have to give our children room to learn from their 
own decisions… and mistakes. 
How much distress and disaster could have been averted if G-d would 
have told Moshe not to send the spies. But the young nation did not yet 
have the ears to hear that message. They had to make the mistake 
themselves and suffer the dire consequences of their decision. 
The Mishna(6) states סייג לחכמה שתיקה" - a fence (protection) for wisdom is 
silence”. The Kotzker Rebbe once quipped that the ‘fence’ around wisdom 
is when one has nothing to say and therefore remains silent. Wisdom itself 
is when one has something to say and remains quiet anyway! 
Education is not merely about knowing what to say. More importantly, it’s 
about knowing when and if to say. It’s about knowing when it’s best to 
remain hidden away in the background, available when approached, but 
not rushing in unsolicited. 
“A mitzvah not to say what won’t be heard” 
“Send for yourself” 
1. From the invaluable book, “Reb Shlomo” about the life and times of 
Rabbi Shlomo Freifeld zt’l 
2. Bamidbar 13:2 
3. 1894-1964, Rosh Yeshiva of Telshe 
4. Yevamos 65b 
5. Heard from Rabbi Yissochor Frand 
6. Avos 3:13 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Shelach 
Pirkei Avos perek 3 
25 Sivan 5776/ July 1, 2016 
Another great camping season has begun. Yesterday, the busses pulled into 
camp, and smiling campers lugging soda, water, and hockey sticks jumped 
off happily. The 156 lush acres of Camp Dora Golding instantly came to 
life with the convergence of campers from as far as Miami, Los Angeles, 
Las Vegas, Chicago, and neighborhoods throughout the Tristate area. For a 
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few exciting weeks they have all made East Stroudsburg, PA their new 
home. 
After a few hours unpacking, the campers gathered for orientation. The 
director, head counselor, and division heads (including yours truly) all 
began their orientations with big smiles and assurances about how this 
summer will be the best ever, with great trips and exciting events. But, 
then the smile is gone, and the speaker looks poignantly at his crowd and 
waits for absolute silence. He tells the assemblage that they must listen 
well because now they will hear the rules. When all the rules have been 
said, the smile returns and the speech concludes with another reassurance 
that this summer will be incredibly memorable and endless fun.  
Why the need for the seriousness and rules? Because nothing good can 
come out of something that is all fun and games. There has to be a balance 
of regulations to ensure that things do not become anarchic and chaotic. If 
there’s no bedtime, campers become grumpy the next day, and they will 
not enjoy any part of camp. With all the love, positive, and fun, there has 
to also be boundaries and a modicum of respect for authority in order for 
there to be a truly enjoyable experience. 
This idea helps us understand an integral idea regarding Shabbos Kodesh. 
How strange is it that towards the end of the Friday night davening (in 
‘Magen Avos’), we state “Before Him we will serve with fear and 
trepidation”. Fear and trepidation on Shabbos? That sounds more like the 
emotions of Yom Kippur? 
Shabbos is a day of incredible closeness with Hashem. We begin Shabbos 
by lauding and praising the kallah - the holy day of Shabbos, who is 
greeted by her chosson, referring to those of us who observe Shabbos 
according to halacha. If one really appreciates that during this lofty day we 
are so connected to the infinite and omnipotent Creator, he will inevitably 
feel a combination of intense joy and fear. Joy with the opportunity; fear 
of not being sufficiently respectful with the day’s due honor. 
In Lecha Dodi we sing “Shamor v’zachor b’dibbur echad”. There is an 
inextricable connection between safeguarding Shabbos and 
remembering/honoring Shabbos. Ramban explains that ‘remembering’ is 
accomplished by observing the positive mitzvos associated with the day, 
which expresses our intense love for the day. ‘Safeguarding’ is 
accomplished by adhering to all the prohibitions of the day, which 
symbolize our fear of violating its laws. 
Observing Shabbos is not just about enjoying kugel, cholent, and a 
Shabbos nap. It’s also about understanding the extreme sanctity of the day 
and realizing how serious it is to violate its prohibitions. 
The truth is that this is an idea that is vital for Judaism generally. Our 
observance should not be regulated to mere practice and performance. It 
must be passionate, emotional, and elevating. However, there must also be 
a balance wherein we recognize that mitzvos are not just something we do 
because they make us feel good. We are bound to them by virtue of an 
eternal covenant and our lives can only have meaning if we live in that 
manner.  
It’s that balance that ensures not only the best summer ever, but optimal 
living constantly. 
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, 
R’ Dani and Chani Staum  
720 Union Road • New Hempstead, NY 10977 • (845) 362-2425 
 

Rav Moshe Twersky ZT”L HY”D - OU 

Vayigdal Moshe 
Shelach 5776 
 במדבר הזה יפלו פגריכם יד:כט
Greatness of the Dor Ha’Midbar 
On the one hand, the dor ha’midbar was punished extremely harshly, to 
the extent that there is a Tanna who holds that they have no place in Olam 
Ha’Ba (Sanhedrin 110b)! On the other hand, these are the very same 
people who are the ones that stood by Har Sinai and said naaseh v’nishma. 
The very same ones about whom Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu said, “Who 
revealed this secret to my children, that the Malachei Ha’Shareis use 
(Shabbos 88a)?” The very same Yidden! 
The Gemara in Sanhedrin (73b) describes a private tour that a certain 
“nomadic Arab” gave to Rabbah bar bar Chanah. Among other things, 
Rabbah bar bar Chanah was shown those that died in the midbar. They 
were lying face up, their faces radiating contentment and happiness. 
Parenthetically, it is assur to sleep on your back (Niddah 14a, Shulchan 
Aruch Even Ha’Ezer 23:3, Mishnah Brurah 239:6); that position is 
reserved for the grave. Coming back, the faces of those that perished in the 
midbar were radiating contentment and happiness. Simchah is a function 

of shleimus ha’nefesh, so they must have had a certain spiritual wholeness 
that was infusing them with happiness. 
The significance of their faces pointing upward is that it indicates that they 
were in a constant state of receiving – forever imbibing more and more 
and more. The Gra says that in Olam Ha’Zeh a person necessarily has to 
experience a state of fluctuation. He cannot just continue uninterrupted to 
receive more and more and more ruchniyus, because he eventually reaches 
a point of saturation and satiation. At that point, some type of a break must 
occur such that the person’s spiritual appetite can return. Then, he can 
resume absorbing more spiritual attainment. It cannot flow with one 
straight continuum; it has to go in stages. With ups and downs, plateaus 
and ascents. L’asid lavo, though, it will be constant. The Dor Ha’Midbar 
existed on that type of lofty plane. 
The Gemara continues to relate that one of the deceased was lying with his 
leg bent, such that his knee was up. The “tour guide” was riding on a 
camel, while holding a spear upright. He was able to ride – atop his camel 
holding his spear pointing up – under that person’s knee and didn’t touch it 
at all. Rabbah bar bar Chanah cut off the corner of the deceased’s tallis so 
that he could show his colleagues – upon his return – how the people in the 
time of Moshe Rabbeinu tied their tzitzis, but the animals froze and he had 
no choice but to return it. 
The Maharal explains that this whole account is to convey to us the 
supreme level of the Dor Ha’Midbar – who are called by Chazal as the 
Dor Deiah (Medrash Rabbah Vayikra 9:1) – that they were on a level that 
was greater than all of the generations that would ever come after them. 
How we see this, explains the Maharal, is as follows. 
The tour guide was riding a camel, gamal, which is a derivative of the 
word gemilah, weaned. In other words, a camel represents complete 
coming into oneself; full independence and individual greatness. The “tour 
guide”, then, symbolized the greatest, inherent levels of his generation. 
The upright spear that he was holding represents the height of 
accomplishment that the greatest individual of that generation could reach 
with the best tools available to him. And yet all that did not even touch the 
knee of the deceased under which he passed. 
What is the significance of the knee? The halachah is that if a person’s leg 
got cut off above the knee, it makes him a treifah (Yevamos 121a). It’s a 
mortal wound; he will for sure die unless some type of procedure prevents 
that from happening. From this we see that a person’s primary life-energy 
extends downward only as far as the knee. The knee represents the lowest 
extremity of the person, as the external veneer reflects the internal reality. 
The symbolism of the “tour guide” not even touching the knee of the 
deceased under which he passed is that even the greatest person of that 
generation – with the greatest accomplishments possible then – did not 
even touch the lowest edge of those in the Dor Ha’Midbar. The people of 
the Dor Ha’Midbar were so great that the apex greatness of the Amoraim’s 
generation could not touch where the greatness of the Dor Ha’Midbar 
began. 
Further underscoring this total separation of the relative levels of the 
generations was the fact that the animals froze when Rabbah bar bar 
Chanah tried to take the corner of the deceased’s garment. Even the 
objects belonging to the Dor Ha’Midbar were so totally removed from the 
people living in the generation of the Amoraim that the attempt to take 
possession of them resulted in a freeze of motion. It just could not go 
together and would not function. 
Despite the negative actions that the people of the Dor Ha’Midbar did – 
and it is wholly possible that what they did was only considered so 
negative because of the supreme level that they were on – their essential, 
inherent status remained the greatest of the great. They are called the Dor 
Ha’Midbar because a midbar is the opposite of yishuv. Settlement 
indicates involvement with the material world, and midbar indicates 
disengagement from the material world. They were the Dor Deiah – the 
generation that was aloof of physicality, and was instead completely 
absorbed in the world of intellectual and spiritual endeavor. They were 
entirely unique in that they were the ones to whom Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu 
revealed himself at Har Sinai and who received the Torah. 
The point of these words of Chazal and the Maharal is not to whitewash 
what they did. The main point is to underscore the fact that, although their 
actions were not in accordance with their exalted level, that essential level 
nonetheless remained what it was. 
 ויהיו בני ישראל במדבר וימצאו איש מקשש עצים ביום השבת טו:לב
Shabbos Breishis and Shabbos Shel Ha’Yachid 
All the mefarshim grapple with the question of why the pasuk had to 
mention the fact that Bnei Yisrael were in the midbar. Why is that not 
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completely superfluous? One of the very nice explanations proffered by 
Rav Yehoshua Leib Diskin and others is based on the Gemara in Shabbos 
(6b). One Braisa says that a midbar is a reshus ha’rabim and another 
Braisa says that it is a karmelis. Abayei resolves this apparent 
contradiction by positing that one Braisa is talking about the time when 
Klal Yisrael were there in the midbar, and the other Braisa is talking about 
nowadays that it is basically empty. Rashi explains this differentiation as 
follows: inherently, a midbar is not a place of public travel, so it is not a 
reshus ha’rabim but a karmelis. That’s nowadays. When Klal Yisrael was 
there, though, their presence transformed it into a place of mass transit. 
Therefore, it was considered a reshus ha’rabim during that time. There is 
another Gemara in Shabbos (96b) that discusses which melachah it was 
that the mekosheish eitzim transgressed. According to Shmuel, it was the 
melachah of hotzaah: he carried wood 4 amos in the reshus ha’rabim. 
Now, according to this opinion of Shmuel, we can understand why the 
pasuk mentions va’yihiyu Bnei Yisrael ba’midbar. What was the 
transgression of the mekosheish eitzim? The melachah of hotzaah; he 
carried through a reshus ha’rabim. And the only reason the midbar was 
considered a reshus ha’rabim is because Klal Yisrael was currently 
occupying it. So the pasuk is telling us the reason why the mekosheish 
eitzim’s action constituted full-fledged chillul Shabbos for which he was 
chayav misah! Had he done it before Klal Yisrael got to the midbar, or 
after they left, he would have been exonerated, because then it only would 
have been a karmelis. 
Rabbeinu Bachayei gives four or five different explanations of this pasuk 
as well, and then he says that va’yihiyu Bnei Yisrael ba’midbar could be 
an allusion to the halachah of someone who is travelling in the wilderness 
and loses track of the days. The Gemara in Shabbos (69b) concludes that 
the way he must conduct himself is – as soon as he realizes he lost track – 
to immediately start counting six days, and keep Shabbos on the seventh 
from when he started counting. However, since he really does not know if 
any given day is Shabbos, he can only do however much melachah is 
necessary for him to survive; no matter what day it is, the seventh 
according to his count or otherwise. So, asks the Gemara, in what way is 
the seventh day of his count different from the rest? He is doing the same 
amount of melachah every day! The Gemara answers that his seventh day 
is different in that he recites the brachos of Kiddush and Havdalah then. 
Rashi is of the opinion that, really, he should not have been allowed to 
make these brachos. However, so that a person in such a situation should 
not come to forget that there is such a thing as Shabbos, Chazal obligated 
him to say Kiddush and Havdalah on the seventh day according to his 
count. This is similar to the Gemara that says that we make Kiddush and 
daven the teffilos shel Yomtov in the diaspora on Yomtov Sheini despite 
the fact that nowadays we have a set calendar and we know that the second 
day is really not Yomtov. For reasons explained there, Chazal enacted that 
we do keep Yomtov Sheini in the diaspora (hizaharu b’minhag avoseichem 
b’yedeichem, Beitzah 4b). However, people would not take Yomtov 
Sheini seriously if it would be without Kiddush and Yomtov davening. 
Therefore, Chazal enacted that Yomtov Sheini does have Kiddush and 
Yomtov davening. So how Rashi explains the obligation of the person lost 
in the wilderness to make Kiddush and Havdalah is a very similar idea to 
that Gemara in Beitzah. 
The Rambam (Hilchos Shabbos 2:22), though, explains it differently. Here 
is how he puts down the halachah: “Someone who is travelling in the 
wilderness, and does not know which day is the day of Shabbos, counts six 
[days] from the day that he erred, and is mekadeish the seventh, and recites 
birchas ha’yom on that day, and makes Havdalah on motzaei Shabbos.” 
Note that the Rambam says that on this individual’s seventh day, he does 
two things: a) “mekadeish the seventh”, and b) recites birchas ha’yom. 
Accordingly, the most straightforward, sensible way to understand what 
the Rambam means by this is that “mekadeish the seventh” is referring to 
Kiddush, and “birchas ha’yom” is referring to the teffilos of Shabbos. In 
addition to making Kiddush, he also davens the Shmoneh Esrei of 
Shabbos. Also noteworthy is that the Rambam starts off employing the 
word shvii in reference to this individual’s seventh day, but ends off by 
calling it motzaei Shabbos. No less significant is the fact that the Rambam 
does not give the slightest indication that this individual’s Kiddush is 
merely a mechanism of ensuring that he not come to forget that there is 
such a thing called Shabbos. The upshot of all this is that it is seems pretty 
clear from the Rambam that he holds that this lost individual’s recital of 
Kiddush, Shabbos davening, and Havdalah is not some sort of 
dispensational/no-other-choice enactment, rather it is mei’ikar ha’din – 
inherently apt. 

As such, it is most reasonable to posit that the Rambam is going like 
Rabbeinu Bachayei who writes as follows: “Anyone who is travelling in 
the distant wilderness and does not know what day it is, he is obligated to 
keep Shabbos and may not exempt himself therefrom…the reason for this 
al derech ha’emes is that every one out of seven is Shabbos…[the pasuk 
is] an allusion that anyone who is travelling and does not know which day 
is Shabbos that he is chayav misah if he does not keep Shabbos even in the 
wilderness.” Rabbeinu Bachayei’s emphasis that he is chayav misah if he 
does not keep his Shabbos in the wilderness makes it clear that he holds 
that the obligation of the lost individual to make one day out of every 
seven identifiable as Shabbos is d’Oraysa. 
What you see from here is that there are two types of Shabbos. There is 
Shabbos Breishis which is the inherent, essential day of Shabbos, but then 
there is also a new concept here – for someone who nebach doesn’t have 
Shabbos Breishis – of an individualized Shabbos; a personal and 
personalized Shabbos. Like the Rambam says, this lost individual is 
mekadeish the shvii – when he first arrives at that day it is merely the 
seventh of his count. However, by the time the day is over, he is making 
Havdalah on motzaei Shabbos. In other words, by dint of the fact that he 
observed that seventh day as Shabbos, it becomes endowed with the 
kedusha of Shabbos. He makes it into Shabbos! 
The possibility of an individual Shabbos fits very well into the text of 
Kiddush. By all the Yamim Tovim, we find the expression ha’yom – this 
day. When it comes to the Kiddush of Shabbos, though, there is no 
ha’yom. We don’t say “today is Shabbos”. We simply declare the 
eminence and kedusha of Shabbos. Furthermore, nowhere do we find that 
someone lost in the wilderness has to follow some system of keeping 
Yomtov. We do not find that if he is lost there the whole year that he 
should make some type of personal counting regarding when to eat matzah 
and recite the Haggadah. Because you can’t make such a day! It’s only 
that day and that’s it. But by Shabbos, this pasuk is alluding to the fact that 
there can be such a thing as an individualized Shabbos – that if he nebach 
doesn’t have Shabbos Breishis, he can make his own Shabbos, the one out 
of the seven. 
Quotables 
“During the melody of l’cha dodi is a very good time to think in learning.” 
Featured Story 
A bachur who was at Rav Twersky’s house one Friday night related a 
story about Rav Tzvi Meir Zilberberg: A wealthy man from Chicago 
invited Rav Tzvi Meir to come to Chicago to speak. That man owns a 
building that has six apartments in it, and Rav Tzvi Meir was to be put up 
in one of those apartments during his stay there. Rav Tzvi Meir relayed 
through his secretary that he would be happy to come if a number of 
stipulations would be kept. One of those stipulations is that there could not 
be any women in the entire building while he would be there. The wealthy 
man had no problem with that. He gladly offered hotel vouchers to all the 
families that lived in his building for the weekend that Rav Tzvi Meir 
would be coming. They were thrilled with the unexpected windfall of an 
all-expenses-paid vacation, and were more than happy to acquiesce. When 
Rav Tzvi Meir arrived, though, he refused to enter the building. “There is 
a woman inside the building,” he said. The more-than-gracious host was 
taken aback and insisted that the building was already vacant of all its 
occupants. Rav Tzvi Meir would not budge. “Listen,” Rav Tzvi Meir’s 
secretary said to the host, “if the Rav says that there is still a woman in the 
building, that means that there must be a woman inside. If it’s alright with 
you, let’s go in and check.” They went in, and, sure enough, in one of the 
rear apartments, a woman was finalizing her packing. When Rav Twersky 
heard this story, he expressed how impressed he was by Rav Tzvi Meir’s 
superlative kedusha. I wanted to elicit a bit more commentary from him 
about it, so I asked him something like, “Rebbi, what is such a level all 
about?” He responded by telling me a similar story about the Steipler 
Gaon. As is well known, the Steipler maintained a very strict level of 
kedusha for himself, and one of the things that he was particular about was 
to not read letters written by women. One time, he was handed an 
envelope that came in the mail, and he immediately dropped it. His 
secretary picked it up, opened it, and saw that it was written by a woman. 
“You see,” Rav Twersky said, “this is in fact a level that great people can 
attain!” 
Rav Twersky’s mother-in-law, Rebbetzin Berman was there, and she 
apparently wasn’t too fond of these stories. “I’ve never heard of such a 
thing in my entire life!” she said. “Where does it say anything about 
needing to avoid reading letters written by a woman? You show me a 
source anywhere that says such a thing!” 
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Just as enthusiastically, though, Rav Twersky answered, “When it comes 
to matters of kedusha, you don’t necessarily need an explicit source!”  
Obviously, Rav Twersky didn’t mean that any Chaim, Yankel, or Shmeryl 
can come along and conjure up whatever he fancies in the name of 
kedusha, but he did want to emphasize that great tzaddikim are able to 
achieve very lofty levels and it is something to admire and be impressed 
about. (Reb Daniel Brody) 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

Cause And Effect 
An article entitled: “What’s wrong with Conservative Judaism?” appeared 
in a recent issue of the Jerusalem Report magazine. This article was 
authored by Myron M. Fenster, the Rabbi Emeritus of the Shelter Rock 
Jewish Center of Roslyn, New York, a leading Conservative congregation. 
As the title of the article indicates, the movement is in trouble due to a 
dramatic decrease in its number of synagogues and also in its general 
membership. 
It is especially disturbing in light of the fact that in the middle of the last 
century the movement was supposed to be the vanguard and future of 
American Jewry and was so regarded then by all of the experts on the 
Jewish community. Orthodoxy was dead, and Reform was too 
assimilationist. Almost by default, the face of American Jewry would be 
defined by the Conservative movement. 
Like many expert opinions in life, things didn’t turn out as forecast. As the 
title of the article in the Jerusalem Report reflects, Rabbi Fenster attributes 
the troubles of the conservative movement to a lack of “conviction and 
fervor.” I wholeheartedly agree with him on this point, even though my 
interpretation of “conviction and fervor” may not be exactly what he had 
in mind. 
While making adjustments in synagogue ritual and placing the synagogue 
at the apex of Jewish life – even over Sabbath observance – the 
Conservative movement was meant to hold the line on Jewish traditions 
and observances and to create a sense of strong Jewish identity and self 
pride. Instead, it gave into becoming the lackey of Reform and devoting 
itself to general American social issues, which have Jewish roots and 
interests, but are not sufficient, by themselves, to influence and inspire 
Jewish uniqueness and loyalty. 
Conservative Judaism, which retreated from its own original tenets and 
traditions on every front – Sabbath observance, kosher food, the sanctity of 
marriage and the requirements of divorce, became engrossed in 
sloganeering and projects, none of which have resonated with the Jewish 
soul. 
What is striking to me about the current Conservative mantra is that 
apparently nowhere does God appear to be in the picture. They are so busy 
fixing the world, helping the underdog, fighting discrimination and all of 
the other notable clauses being espoused by our progressive society, that 
the Creator of the world is almost always absent from the scene. 
Judaism always espoused a connection of the individual human being to 
the eternal God. In the jumbled jigsaw puzzle of modern society, such a 
connection – or even the attempt to achieve such a connection – has been 
ignored and abandoned. All of the commandments of the Torah are meant 
to forge such a connection. 
Kosher is not a tradition or a societal norm – it is a way to connect with the 
Creator. So is Sabbath observance, thrice daily prayer, modesty of dress, 
discipline of speech and the intense study of Torah. All of this as been 
pretty much abandoned by the Conservative movement though at one time 
in the not so distant past it championed all of these causes and claimed 
philosophical adherence to them. Rabbi Fenster himself points out: “As a 
result, they look at Conservative Judaism as desultory and standing for 
nothing.” And that is why the movement needs an infusion of “conviction 
and fervor.” In short, it needs to stand for traditional Jewish life and 
values. 
The Orthodox Jewish community also suffers from the fact that even 
though it deals thoroughly with the minute details of Jewish law and ritual, 
and correctly does so, in many instances, it no longer emphasizes the 
necessary connection with God, which after all is the basic premise of 
Judaism and Jewish life. 
This has been an ongoing struggle throughout Jewish history. Many 
movements, such as the Chasidic and Mussar movements, attempted to 
redress this failing over the past few centuries with varying degrees of 
success. Conviction and fervor are necessary throughout the Jewish world 
and in the Orthodox camp as well. 

We concentrate a great deal on knowledge and scholastic achievement. 
Nevertheless, our souls yearn for this spiritual connection to the Creator. 
Without this ingredient being present in traditional Jewish life, it would 
become routine, boring and eventually unattractive. In our current society, 
which believes so much in randomness, coincidence and the omnipotence 
of human beings and technology, God is pretty much written out of the 
picture. We only experience His presence on rare occasions, usually sad 
ones, in our lifetime. But with a little conviction and fervor on our part, 
God can certainly be introduced into our life and behavior. 
Shabbat shalom, BerelWein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Shlach 
To a great extent the Jewish people have always had an easier time dealing 
with the study and observance of Torah than with the primacy of the Land 
of Israel in Jewish life and thought. For various reasons, throughout our 
history we have always had difficulty dealing with the reality of being an 
independent, self-governing national entity living within the borders of the 
country that the Lord assigned to us. 
Even before ever entering the Land of Israel, as we read in this week's 
Torah portion, the Jewish people shied away completely from entering that 
land and establishing their home there. They preferred living in a trackless 
desert to having to face the realities of nation building and a problem-
laden challenging existence. 
Centuries after Jacob and Joseph attempted to remind their descendants 
that Egypt was not their homeland and that their eventual future lay in 
their return to the Land of Israel, the Jewish people were still reluctant to 
revamp the core ideas and values of their tradition and of their ancestors. 
All later generations of Torah scholars and biblical commentators have 
attempted to understand what the driving force was that made the Jewish 
people so resist their entry into the Holy Land. 
Though there are many incisive and psychologically penetrating thoughts 
advanced on this subject, after all is said and done, the question remains a 
perplexing and disturbing one. Why is it that the generation that saw so 
many miracles – in fact lived a miraculous existence on a daily basis and 
pledged themselves and their descendants to live a unique and moral 
lifestyle, should somehow have balked at entering the Land of Israel. Like 
most questions that begin with the word “why” there are no easy or 
convincing answers to this difficult issue. 
There is a concept in Jewish thought advanced in the Talmud of “seek out 
and analyze and study the matter and receive reward for so doing” even if 
there is no practical answer or solution to the issue involved. The Talmud 
itself raises this comment regarding the number of cases that appear in the 
Torah that are so complex and technical as to render them impractical of 
any rational solution or mode of behavior. 
This opinion really teaches us that we should be able to recognize the 
possibility of such situations occurring even though we cannot attribute 
cause or practical solutions to the issues involved. Apparently it is 
sufficient for us to recognize that such a possibility exists and may still 
exist and not be dis-heartened or forlorn over that fact. 
The mere recognition that somehow these events occur is sufficient 
enough for us to learn a lesson and continue to persevere in a positive 
fashion. There are unfortunately many Jews within the Jewish world today 
who still do not recognize the Land of Israel as being a central tenet of our 
faith and our existence. It is almost irrational, certainly inexplicable, why 
after all of the events of the past two centuries of Jewish life this should be 
so. 
And, no matter what causes we will search for, the perplexing question as 
to why this is so remains. So, all we can do is recognize that this has been 
a constant problem in Jewish society since the days of Moshe and that 
basically all we can do is acknowledge the situation while continuing to 
persevere in building and populating the Land of Israel. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Parashas Shelach:  “History Repeats Itself” 
History repeats itself. I don’t know the origin of that cliché, but I do know 
that our Sages held a similar point of view. “Ma’aseh avot siman labanim.” 
What happened with ancestors is often a pattern that their descendants are 
destined to follow. 
The repetitive nature of historical processes seems to be true in the stories 
of all nations and cultures. This is why historians such as Arnold Toynbee 
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believed that history is cyclical, and they have been able to demonstrate 
that certain central issues recur repetitively in the history of the human 
race. 
I remember reading for example, in one of Toynbee’s books, of how the 
lives of many world leaders are characterized by patterns of “withdrawal 
and return.” Thus, for example, Moses went through a period of 
withdrawal in the desert of Midian and then returned to Egypt to lead his 
people out of slavery. Similarly, great figures in the history of Greece, of 
Rome, of medieval Europe, and of modern Western civilization endured 
periods of their lives when they were in prison or in other forms of 
voluntary or forced solitude, and were thus in a stage of “withdrawal.” 
They then reemerged on the stage of leadership of their people, thereby 
entering a stage of “return”. 
In this week’s Torah portion, Parashat Shelach, a pattern is laid down 
which has been, tragically, repeated all too frequently in the history of our 
people. I speak of the pattern whereby a major portion of the Jewish 
leadership is opposed to entering the Land of Israel. Only a small and 
courageous minority says, “We should go up at once, and possess it; for 
we are well able to overcome it.” (Numbers 13:30) 
This week, we read of the episodes of the spies. These men were a select 
group of talented and presumably pious individuals. They conducted their 
risky mission as it was assigned to them. They were to explore the 
Promised Land and determine the nature of its inhabitants and the nature 
of the terrain. This was, simply put, a preparation for entering the land, 
conquering it, and settling it once and for all. 
But ten of the twelve returned totally discouraged. I would say, literally 
discouraged; that is, their courage was undone. They said, “We are not 
able to go up against the people, for they are stronger than we.” 
This was only the first, but definitely not the last, time in Jewish history 
that Jewish leadership was internally torn apart by discord. The event 
described in this week’s Torah portion is but the first precedent of a 
recurring pattern in which a few heroic visionaries, Joshua and Caleb, can 
commit not only to enter the land themselves, but to inspire their followers 
to do so. But these visionaries, alas, are only part of the pattern. The other 
part are those leaders who are too cowardly, too cautious, or too blind to 
lead their people to do all that is necessary to enter and to possess the Holy 
Land. During the Babylonian Exile, only unique individuals like Ezra and 
Nehemiah were made of the same stuff as Joshua and Caleb. And only a 
small remnant of the Babylonian Exile followed them and returned to the 
land. The great majority of Jews and the great majority of the Jewish 
leaders remained behind in Babylon, ignominiously. 
So frequently over the ensuing centuries did history repeat itself. Every so 
often, a pitifully small group of Jews from Persia and Morocco, from 
France, from the bastions of Hasidism in the Ukraine or at the prodding of 
the Gaon of Vilna, follow the path advocated by Joshua and Caleb. 
Against all odds, they do return to the land. But the vast majority of their 
brethren, sometimes for practical reasons and sometimes for ideological 
ones, choose to remain behind in the Diaspora. They follow the path of the 
other ten spies. 
Every portion in the Torah has relevance to contemporary Jewish life. This 
has been the theme of these columns which I have been writing now every 
week for over seven years. But this week’s Torah portion is especially 
timely. 
We live in an age where the ideal of return to Zion, which, after all, is the 
ideal preached so inspiringly by Joshua and Caleb, is beset by challenges 
from all sides. 
We live in an age where the liberal intellectual community, composed to a 
great extent of fellow Jews, no longer accepts the ideal of a Jewish 
homeland for the Jewish people. At the very least, that community is 
willing to see the Holy Land shared by another people. And there are those 
of that community who totally delegitimize the notion of a return to Zion. 
More troubling to me however are those elements of the observant 
religious community who are antagonistic to the enterprise of the Jewish 
people living as a sovereign nation in the land promised to us by the 
Almighty himself. I know full well that there are legitimate ideological 
views for or against religious Zionism, and I am certainly cognizant of the 
faults and flaws of the government of the State of Israel. 
But I fail to see how anyone reading this week’s Torah portion cannot be 
impressed by its central messages: We left Egypt with a promise to inherit 
a specific land flowing with milk and honey. We had the opportunity to 
enter that land very soon after the Exodus. We failed to appreciate the 
opportunity and we lost it. True, we didn’t lose it entirely, and it was only 

postponed for forty years; the blink of an eye from the perspective of the 
millennia of Jewish history. 
The tragedy of Parshat Shelach transcends this one incident described 
there. Rather, the narrative of Parashat Shelach establishes a pattern which 
is repeated too often during our subsequent history: The conflict between 
foresight and fear, between courage and cowardice, between true faith and 
weaker faith, becomes an eternal theme in our history down to this very 
day. 
I have come to learn, via the communications I receive from so many of 
you, dear readers, that you all listen quite attentively to each week’s Torah 
portion. I challenge you, especially this week, to listen attentively to the 
narrative of the spies. And when it is over, I am quite confident that you 
will see the message it sends to our generation. It is the message of Joshua 
and Caleb. It is the message that says to the entire congregation of the 
children of Israel: 
“The land, which we passed through to spy it out, is an exceedingly good 
land. If the Lord delight in us, then He will bring us into this land and give 
it unto us—a land which flows with milk and honey. Only rebel not 
against the Lord, neither fear ye the people of the land; for they are bread 
for us; their defense is removed from over them, and the Lord is with us; 
fear them not.” (Numbers 14:7-9) 
 

Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
A Controversial Voice  
But the men who went up with him said, “We are unable to go up against 
the people, for they are stronger than we.” (Bamidbar 13:31) 
This is the parshah for me. When it finally comes around, I get a chill. If 
any parshah explains why we’re still in exile, it is this parshah. If any 
parshah holds the key to redemption, it is this parshah. Writing about 
Parashas Shlach for me feels like handling something extremely valuable, 
yet very fragile. 
It’s not only that I love Eretz Yisroel, which I REALLY do. I love this 
land to a degree I can’t physically explain. I did not grow up with Zionist 
teachings. As a child and young adult, I NEVER considered this to be my 
homeland. Not even my home away from home. Now I feel like soul 
mates. 
The importance of this parshah is that it holds the key to more than just 
being able to make aliyah. It holds the key to national redemption. You 
can do mitzvos in exile. You can’t really “do” Eretz Yisroel, at least not in 
the full sense of the term, in the Diaspora, and Eretz Yisroel is an 
indispensable part of redemption. 
What does this have to do with the parshah? Granted that the spies erred 
gravely and prevented the Final Redemption from occurring in their time. 
Unquestionably, there are lessons still to be learned from what they did 
wrong. What, however, does their sin have to do with us anymore? 
After all, we have our own issues to fix up today, and they are the ones 
holding back the redemption in our time. Certainly how a Jew feels about 
Eretz Yisroel today is important, but is it really central? For the Jewish 
people in the generation of the spies, the next mitzvah was aliyah, and they 
failed it. For us, it is just staying Torah observant, and we’re not doing so 
well at that either. 
The rest of this essay will be devoted, be”H, to showing how this is not 
exactly accurate. In fact, it is this inaccuracy that is actually holding back 
the redemption. It’s at the door. It wants to come in. We just won’t let it. 
To begin with, the spies did not only reject Eretz Yisroel, though that was 
bad enough. What they really rejected was redemption, as in the final one. 
They were already comfortable with the one they had, so “why fix what 
aint broken”? Why upset a status quo you can live with it? 
I’m always amazed, each week that I go to the Kosel, how much we accept 
the Arab mosques on our most cherished place in the universe. We’re more 
concerned about the physical dangers the Arabs “above us” pose than the 
spiritual dangers created by having foreign places of worship on our holy 
Temple site. We’re okay, to a large degree, with the status quo. 
The reason is obvious. I get to doven in a great minyan at the Kosel. Israeli 
guards check everyone who comes and goes. They’re on top watching the 
Temple Mount to make sure nothing dangerous is happening. A taxi brings 
me and a taxi takes me home. It’s all quite “comfortable.” 
For the moment, there is peace, thank God. We know that this can change 
in a moment, and how much the rest of the world is breathing down our 
back. We also know that many of our own people are working tirelessly to 
undermine the status quo that has given us peace of mind until now. For 
the moment, though, we’re good. 
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This, of course, is true across the Jewish world. We’re still within a very 
unique period in Jewish history that has allowed us to enjoy freedoms that 
our ancestors have not known for millennia, literally thousands of years. 
Exile, post-Holocaust, has been good to us, and still is, in spite of the 
troubles we have and the ones brewing on the horizon. 
In this respect, are we any different than the Jews of the generation of the 
spies? Clouds protected them from their deadly environment. Bread fell 
daily to feed them, water followed them around the desert, and personal 
hygiene was never an issue. If God didn’t talk to them directly then He did 
through Moshe Rabbeinu. Why change the status quo? 
It might have been different had all of this Divine blessing continued into 
the Land. Had Eretz Yisroel been only a change of scenery and not a 
change of lifestyle, it would have been easy to make aliyah. If it had not 
meant the cessation of the mann, the miraculous well, and the protective 
clouds, then moving into the land of our ancestors would have been easy 
and even natural. 
Who wants to have to work for a living, though? That hardly seems like 
redemption, not then and not today. How is forcing another people off 
their land so you can move into it, even if they are morally corrupt, 
supposed to inspire people to leave behind the “good life” even if destined 
to occur through miracles? 
This is one of the reasons why the book, “Kol HaTor,” has been such a 
source of controversy. Said to be the teachings of the Vilna Gaon to his 
students on a mission to resettle the Land of Israel, it has been quite 
controversial in the Torah world. Partly to do with how it came to 
publication, mostly to do with what it says, many in the Torah world 
refuse to believe that it is authentic GR”A (the letters of HaGaon, Rebi 
Eliyahu). 
Many years later the authenticity of the work has been verified by 
different sources. The history of how it came to be published is thoroughly 
chronicled in a new translation of the work, called “The Voice of the 
Turtledove,” by the “Mishmeres Sholom.” Undoubtedly, such crucial 
information will not change the opinion of the many who “need” it to not 
be the work of Gaon. 
The reason is human nature, and the story of the spies all over again. Kol 
HaTor focuses primarily on the concept of Moshiach Ben Yosef, a little 
known and even less understood component of the Final Redemption. 
Only the GR”A, in this ground uprooting work, seems to have understood 
the idea, translating it into a call for national proactivity in bringing about 
redemption. 
All of a sudden statements like, “I’ll make aliyah when Moshiach comes” 
do not work. Suddenly, our “to each his own” type of lifestyle is pushed 
aside for one that puts every Jew either at war against the forces blocking 
redemption, or on their side. In short, if a person is not a redemption-lover, 
someone who daily fulfills the directive of anticipating redemption, Kol 
HaTor is a proverbial brutal slap across the national face. 
That is bound to make enemies. Like Yehoshua and Caleiv in this week’s 
parshah, Kol HaTor talks to a complacent nation that, for the time being, 
loves the status quo. It was not a question of whether the two righteous 
spies were correct or delusional. It was a question of what their opinion 
meant in terms of a change of lifestyle, which became an issue of kill or be 
killed. 
Before Kol HaTor came to public light, one could have argued that there 
was a big difference between the generation of the spies and subsequent 
generations. After all, they had been taken out of Egypt specifically to go 
to Eretz Yisroel. God Himself was leading the nation, and Moshe 
Rabbeinu was His emissary on earth. Rejecting Eretz Yisroel at THAT 
time was clearly a big no-no. 
Since then, we have wandered from exile to exile. We are no longer led by 
pillars of fire but threatened by them. We have leaders but none even close 
to the level of Moshe Rabbeinu. What can we do but sit back and let 
history run its course, doing the best we can do to preserve Torah tradition 
in a world that is become increasingly hostile to God-believers. Given the 
circumstances and what we know about redemption, can God really blame 
us? 
Enter Kol HaTor. Kol HaTor says yes, God can and will blame us, at least 
since the Jewish year 5500 (1740 CE). According to the Gaon, as of that 
date national passivity was out and proactivity was in. There are things 
that we should and must do in anticipation of the Final Redemption, 
especially if we are going to speed it up and help it come mercifully. 
Ouch. Ouch, especially today. In the 1800s, most Jews were just trying to 
escape persecution and find any opportunity they could to eke out a 
meager living. Equal opportunity for Jews was still nascent, and this is 

why even secular Jews as well as religious Jews called for mass emigration 
from Europe to the Land of Israel. 
Today, however, many Jews in the Diaspora live in homes just like the 
gentile population around them. They may pray three times a day, but in 
suits that allow them to fit into the non-Jewish business world of which 
they are a part. They get to and from work in cars that the rest of society 
drives as well. They might still be visibly Orthodox, but in a way that 
allows them to still blend in with modern society. 
Redemption? That’s a term that is only comfortable to repeat when 
referring to stocks or bonds. National Redemption? That’s a phrase that is 
better left to those who have little or nothing to lose by repeating it, or in 
the private world of prayer. Proactively pursue redemption? That’s 
tantamount to committing social suicide for many. 
Perhaps. Ignoring it though, says Kol HaTor, is tantamount to redemption-, 
and even national suicide. The exile will end, of that we can be certain. 
How it will end is a question that can only be answered by the nation 
itself. As mentioned in the past, the spies had a great reason for rejecting 
Eretz Yisroel, one that they thought God would whole-heartedly accept 
and agree to. They were shocked just how wrong they were. 
What was their big and deadly mistake? They thought that they had only 
been rejecting a land, albeit one precious to God and His dear ones. They 
found out that, instead, they had rejected the whole idea of redemption, in 
effect retroactively nullifying the reason for their miraculous salvation 
from Egyptian bondage. 
Are we making the same dangerous, nation-threatening mistake today? 
According to Kol HaTor, unquestionably, which is why so many continue 
to believe that it cannot be the authentic work of the Gaon from Vilna. 
Consequently, after they answer to God for overlooking the means to an 
expedient and safer Final Redemption, they’ll have to answer to the GR”A 
as well. 
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HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated l'refuas Chava Esther bas Kreindel Chiyena, 
b'soch shaar cholei Yisroel 
Shelach 
In light of the difference between the parshios being read in Eretz Yisrael 
and in Chutz La'aretz, and in consideration of the message of last week's 
dvar Torah encouraging us to get to know ourselves, I have decided to 
digress from the regular divrei Torah and concentrate on getting to know 
ourselves. Rav Wolbe himself guides us to this end in one of the most well 
known sections in his sefer Alei Shur titled "Da'as Atzmaeinu" (vol. I p. 
141). 
As with any mussar idea, the purpose is not to merely appreciate the 
thought, but rather to understand and integrate the idea into our lives 
thereby effecting long lasting positive changes. My tefillah is that we 
succeed in achieving this objective, thus bringing ourselves closer to 
perfection and in turn increasing the glory of the Ribbono Shel Olam! 
Da'as Atzmeinu 1  
The truth is that knowledge of one's self is not a subject that can be 
learned. Even one who is cognizant of a few positive and negative middos 
that are nestled inside himself has still not achieved the goal of self 
knowledge. Rather, it is an experience that one encounters at a certain 
juncture in his life. It is the realization, on one hand, that he has unlimited 
potential for greatness, and on the other hand, it is the acknowledgment of 
the fact that his self interests dictate every single solitary action that he 
performs. As one philosopher pithily summed up this experience, "It feels 
like descending into Gehinom while still alive." 
We all like to believe that if we are not entirely righteous, we're at least 
straight and upstanding individuals. The revelation that every one of our 
actions is rooted in selfishness gives us the feeling that the rug has been 
pulled out from underneath us. This shakeup could and should be the 
impetus for one to search for a truer existence. 
In contrast, how pathetic is the fellow who lives his life "serenely" without 
any knowledge of his true self. He subconsciously refuses to pop his 
bubble of his imagined righteousness and therefore is unwilling to reveal 
all that lingers under the surface. Such a person is certainly not wicked and 
he will definitely receive great reward for his numerous good deeds, for 
Hashem does not hold back reward from anybody. However, he will not be 
a ben aliyah or a man of truth. 
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Our goal is to get to know ourselves. Acquiring this knowledge will 
automatically prompt us to invest serious effort into improving ourselves. 
Moreover, this very knowledge itself is elevating. Many years ago in 
Germany they found a man who from birth was raised in a cellar. He never 
saw the light of day nor had he ever even seen another person. Only after 
he was released did he become aware that he had spent his entire life in a 
dungeon. As long as he was inside he had no way of realizing that he was 
living a most vacuous existence in the cellar. 
Similarly, one who has not revealed his true self identifies himself with his 
desires. The revelation of who he really is, in and of itself, separates a 
person from this subjectivity. While his negative middos still must be dealt 
with, he has succeeded in coming to a realization that those middos are not 
his true lofty self. As long as one is living complacently he simply has no 
idea that he is residing in a spiritual cellar. Join us for the next few weeks 
and b'ezras Hashem we will begin living in earnest! 
In Parshas Shelach, Rashi tells us that the Torah compares the departure of 
Spies to their return. This teaches us that just as they returned with bad 
intentions, so too, when they departed, they set off with bad intentions. 
Rav Wolbe explains (Shiurei Chumash) that had there been no negativity 
when they departed there is no way such a fiasco would have occurred. He 
cites the Zohar which states that the nese'im knew that when they would 
enter Eretz Yisrael they would lose the coveted position of being nese'im - 
and they simply weren't willing to give it up. Thus, although they were 
from the greatest men who lived during the greatest era in history, 
nevertheless, they were blinded by a personal bias! When one is unaware 
of his biases he doesn't even realize how it affects everything he sees and 
does. In the above scenario, the outcome was forty years in the desert and 
the death of the entire generation. Unfortunately, they had not worked on 
"Da'as Atzmeinu!" 
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Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History #66 – War 
By Rabbi Ken Spiro  
On Erev Shabbos, 5th Iyar 5708, 14th day of May 1948, Israel became 
a state.  
And immediately it was plunged into war as five of the neighboring 
Arab states attacked. These Arab states had previously voted against 
the UN partition of Palestine and now simply refused to recognize that 
historic and democratic vote. (See Part 65 for more on this subject.) 
Little Israel, which had virtually no heavy artillery, no tanks, no 
airplanes, had to defend itself against Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan 
and Iraq! That's 600,000 Jews against 45 million Arabs, while the 
United Nations did nothing. 
And yet the Jews won. It was nothing short of a miracle. 
But the victory was bittersweet. The Old City of Jerusalem -- including 
the Jewish Quarter and access to the Kotel, the Western (Wailing) Wall 
-- fell to the Jordanians. The Jews were driven out of the Old City, and 
their homes and synagogues looted and destroyed.  
Jordanians barred Jewish access to any holy sites within the Old City, 
and the world again did not lift a finger to protest that the religious 
rights of a people were being violated. 
(For fascinating details about the War of Independence, see The Pledge 
by Leonard Slater.) 
New Borders 
The War of Independence had lasted 13 months. Some 6,000 Israelis 
died or a full 1% of the Jewish population at that time.  
(If that had happened in America, proportionally, 2.5 million people 
would have died. As upset as America was about the Vietnam War, it 
lost 52,000 soldiers in that war.) 
Mt. Herzl, the national cemetery, is full of graves without names. 
These are graves of Holocaust survivors who made it to Israel only to 
be handed a gun in order to fight for the survival of the Jewish nation. 
No one had time to get to know their names. They went down in 
history only as Yossi or Hershel or Moshe. It is a tragic thing to see all 
these graves marked "Plony" (which is the Israeli version of "John 
Doe.") 
The War of Independence was Israel's costliest war.  
The end of the war defined the borders of the new State of Israel in a 
radically new way. The borders were not the ones that the UN defined 
in their partition vote. In sum total, Israel got more land, though it lost 
the Old City of Jerusalem. 

ISRAEL As per UN vote: After the 1948 war:
Narrow strip of land 
along Mediterranean
(Tel Aviv and Haifa) 

Narrow strip of land along 
Mediterranean 
(Tel Aviv and Haifa)

JEWISH 
CONTROL 

Land surrounding 
the Sea of Galilee
Negev Desert 

Land surrounding the Sea of 
Galilee 
Negev Desert
North and Western Galilee 
(Tzefas)

ARAB CONTROL Entire West Bank of 
the River Jordan
(Judea and Samaria)
Gaza Strip
North and Western 
Galilee (Tzefas)  

Entire West Bank of the River 
Jordan 
(Judea and Samaria)
Gaza Strip 

Jerusalem Under international 
control

In Jordanian hands

Population  
Already, at the time of the UN partition vote, Arab residents of Palestine 
began fleeing in anticipation of war. The first to go were the 30,000 of the 
wealthiest. By January 1948 the Palestine Arab Higher Committee asked 
other Arab countries to bar entry of refugees because the Arab exodus 
from Palestine was so alarming. 
At the time of the declaration of the State of Israel, 472,000 Arabs fled as 
war broke out. 
At the same time, 820,000 Jews were forced to flee Arab lands such as 
Syria, Iraq, Iran etc. Most of the property of these Jews, many of whom 
were wealthy people, was confiscated, never to be returned. (Of these 
Jews, 526,000 settled in Israel.) 
Once the war was over, the population began to rise by leaps and bounds 
with Jewish immigrants coming not only from Arab countries, but also 
from other states and more recently from Ethiopia and Russia.  
• 1948: 600,000 Jews  
• 1956: 1.2 million Jews  
• 1973: 1.8 million Jews  
• 1999: 4.7 million Jews 
The population of Israel, since the founding of the state, has increased 
many-fold. This increase had presented a special challenge, because of the 
huge economic burden of absorbing such a huge number of newcomers. 
However, while it was a burden, the population growth has also been a big 
blessing. Immigration has done tremendous things for the country. The 
standard of living in Israel -- which in 1948 was forced to ration food -- 
has gone up tremendously in the last two decades.  
Was this a miracle? Clearly. But it was also a fulfillment of prophecy.  
And the Lord, your G-d, shall return you from your captivity, and have 
compassion upon you. He shall return and gather you from amongst all the 
nations. And the Lord, your G-d will bring you back into the land your 
fathers inherited. He will make you even more prosperous and numerous 
than your fathers. (Devarim 30:3-5)  
For thus says HaShem, "Shout with joy for Yaakov, exult at the head of the 
nations; proclaim your praise and say: 'O HaShem, deliver your people, 
the remnant of Israel!' Behold, I will bring them back from northern lands, 
and gather them from the ends of the world ..." (Yirmiah 31:6-7) 
But Israel has not only been able to absorb huge masses of people, it has 
not only survived living in a constant state of war, it has grown 
economically. And this despite various trade boycotts instigated by Arab 
nations. (For example, Pepsi Cola didn't sell in Israel for years because of 
the boycott. For many years, Subaru was the only Japanese car 
manufacturer to sell here.) Keeping this in mind, it is absolutely 
miraculous what Israel has been able to do.  
Not only did the "desert bloom," but in a relatively short time the once 
barren land was producing a surplus! This surplus was then exported to 
other, far more "lush" countries, like the U.S. 
Another fulfillment of prophecy: 
"As for you, O mountains of Israel, you shall shoot forth your branches 
and bear your fruit for My people Israel, for their return is close at hand. 
For behold, I am with you and I shall turn to you; then you shall be tilled 
and sown. And I will multiply men upon you, the entire family of Israel." 
(Yechezkel 36:8-11) 
In 1997 the International Monetary Fund took Israel off the list of 
developing countries, because it is now fully developed. It has the 19th 
highest standard of living in the world, just behind that of England. 
Six Day War 
The Arab countries did not easily accept their defeat in 1948. All the while 
they were plotting a comeback. 
On May 22, 1967, Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser (1918-1970) 
declared the Strait of Tiran -- that is Israel's sea access to Eilat -- was 
closed to all Israeli ships and any other ships bound for Israel. This attempt 
at economic strangulation would have been an act of war to any other 
country, but initially Israel did not react, attempting to find a political 
solution. 
Meanwhile, Nasser became more and more aggressive in his verbal attacks 
on Israel. On May 27, 1967, he declared: "Our basic objective will be the 
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destruction of Israel. On June 1, 1967, Iraq's president Abel Rahman Aref 
declared: "Our goal is clear -- to wipe Israel off the map." 
Egypt and Syria already had a pact combining their armies and now Egypt 
made a similar agreement with Jordan. It was clear that war was imminent. 
On June 5th, 1967, Israel, realizing that the entire Arab world is about to 
attack, launched a preemptive strike. 
It was one of the most brilliant preemptive strikes in history. In one fell 
swoop, Israeli planes bombed the entire Egyptian Air Force still sitting on 
the ground, and a day later did the same thing to the entire Jordanian Air 
Force.  
Why didn't the Jordanians react after the Egyptians were bombed? 
Because the Egyptians were broadcasting that they had achieved a 
tremendous victory (when they were completely crushed). Not knowing 
what was truly happening, the Jordanians believed the propaganda and 
thus were unprepared. 
In just six days, Israel captured huge chunks of territory and won what is 
generally considered to be one of the greatest military victories in history: 
• In the south, the Sinai Peninsula (from Egypt)  
• In the north, the Golan Heights (from Syria); note that Syria, 
initially part of the lands of the French Mandate after World War I, 
became part of the United Arab Republic (together with Egypt and 
Yemen) in 1958; in 1961 Syria withdrew from the union, creating its own 
borders which included the Golan Heights  
• In the east, the West Bank of the River Jordan, which Jordan 
annexed after 1948, though this land was never meant to be part of the 
country of Jordan  
• And most importantly, Israel re-captured the Old City of 
Jerusalem, which should have been "international" under the UN plan, but 
which Jordan unilaterally took over in 1948 barring all Jews 
Reunited Jerusalem  
For 19 years, Jews had not been able to enter the Old City or pray at their 
most holy of sites, the Temple Mount or the Kotel (the Western Wall) of 
the Temple Mount. 
Many of the soldiers fighting the war had not been born yet when this site 
was lost to the Jewish people. They had only seen it in photographs.  
Entering the Old City, they did not know where to go, and when they 
found it, they openly wept. 
On the radio, the paratrooper, who was leading the Old City forces, 
announced: "Har HaBayit b'yadenu -- The Temple Mount is in our hands."  
People were jubilant. They couldn't believe the miracle that had happened.  
It must be stressed that the Jewish behavior in victory was in stark contrast 
to the Arab behavior after their victory over the Old City in 1948, when 
five dozen synagogues were looted and destroyed. Jewish soldiers did not 
dynamite the Dome of the Rock or any other mosque in the Old City and 
access to these sites for Arab has continued uninterrupted. 
PLO  
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) was founded in January 
1964 by Ahmed Shukeiry as a representative organization of the Arab 
refugees of the 1948 war. It was never a peaceful organization, however. 
In fact, Shukeiry once predicted an Arab victory over Israel, saying: 
"Those [Jews] who survive will remain in Palestine. I estimate that none of 
them will survive." 
The first and consistent aim of the PLO was the elimination of the State of 
Israel and its replacement by the State of Palestine.  
(It is important to note that a State of Palestine had never existed in 
history. The Arab people living in this land during the days of the Ottoman 
Empire were simply Arabs with no national identity. After the Ottoman 
Empire collapsed, in the days of the British Mandate, both Jews and Arabs 
were considered "Palestinians" by the British.) 
Egyptian-born Yassir Arafat (1929-) was the head of Fatah, the PLO's 
terrorist group, and after the Six Day War, he took over the entire 
organization. 
One of the most infamous acts carried out under Arafat's direction in the 
early days was the kidnapping and murder of 11 Israeli athletes at the 1972 
Munich Olympics.  
It is important to remember that the world again stood silent. The Olympic 
Games went on, while the terrorists were holding the Jewish athletes. The 
Israelis wanted to intervene but the Germans refused their help. In the end, 
the Germans totally botched the rescue attempt which led to the deaths of 
all the athlete hostages. Israel later hunted down and killed many of the 
terrorists responsible for Munich.  
The PLO has since carried out literally countless numbers of terrorist 
attacks against Israelis. To list them all would take a book in itself.  
Indeed, it is beyond the scope of this Crash Course in Jewish History to 
attempt to outline the turbulent history of the State of Israel in the last 30 
years which includes at least two major wars -- 1973, the Yom Kippur 
War, and 1982, the Lebanon War -- as well as the attacks by Iraq in the 
1991 Persian Gulf War. 
As for this writing, the Palestinian Authority, headed by Yassir Arafat, is 
conducting a terrorist war which began in September 2000. It is clear that 
Arafat and many other Arab states have still not abandoned their dream of 
destroying Israel. 
Next: Conclusion 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/literacy/jewishhistory/Crash_Course_in_Jewish_History_Part_24_-_Purim_in_Persia.asp 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #34 Use Your Inner Guide 
We all want to do the right thing. Nobody wakes up in the morning and 
says, "I want to be bad." Even the criminal can justify his behavior as 
"good." 
Unfortunately, we live in a difficult and often confused generation. If 
everyone claims to be doing "good," how do we know objectively whether 
we're doing good or not? 
We can't simply look at the norm to gauge what's straight and what's not. 
We have to do the hard work and check it out for ourselves. 
Ohev es ha'mesharin literally means "love the straight path." 
You need a basic set of ethical laws to guide you. But that's not enough. 
Since circumstances constantly change, laws cannot be legislated to cover 
every possible case. So you have to cultivate an inner sense of the right 
thing to do. 
Getting In Touch With What You Know 
The following story comes from the Talmud: 
Before we're born, while in our mother's womb, the Almighty sends an 
angel to sit beside us and teach us all the wisdom we'll ever need to know 
about living. Then, just before we're born, the angel taps us under the nose 
(forming that indentation that everyone has under his nose), and we forget 
everything the angel taught us. 
What does this story teach? 
That truth and wisdom is "right under your nose!" 
We can look inside ourselves to learn what life is about. Buried within the 
subconscious mind, in the farthest corner of our memory, lies the 
knowledge of everything we need to know about living: The purpose of 
life, how to love, how to reach our potential. Our task is to bring that 
knowledge to the conscious mind -- i.e. to make the effort to remember! 
That's Judaism's view of education. Nobody can ever teach you anything 
new. They can only help you remember what you already intuitively know 
to be true. 
Getting Off Track 
We all have an inborn conscience, a natural wisdom that HaShem 
programmed into us. That's why a person's first thought -- "the gut 
reaction" -- is often the true response. 
But what happens? Amidst the confusion of life, we start applying our 
ego-driven "logic" to the situation. We rationalize and cloud our inner 
knowledge. 
When we do that, deep down we know that we are wrong. 
To avoid this trap, ask around to people who know you, "Do you think I 
tend to rationalize my way out of things?" Or, speak out your 
rationalizations, as if you were dealing with someone else's situation, not 
your own. 
Look inside yourself, pause for a moment, introspect. What's the right 
thing to do? You'll be able to hear better if you actually ask yourself aloud. 
Keep Your Record Clean 
Imagine the satisfaction of asking yourself the question, "Am I completely 
honest?" -- and being able to answer an unqualified "yes." 
Being trustworthy is an important factor in self-esteem. Very often when 
we walk away from obligations, we feel our conscience saying, "Don't do 
that!" 
Conscience is a powerful drive. It keeps us honest and walking the straight 
path. Don't squelch it. Listen to your conscience and let it help you to get 
the job done. 
After you've reached any decision, pause. If you've chosen correctly, you'll 
find yourself feeling a thrill of pleasure. There are no nagging doubts, no 
hidden agendas. You feel clean. 
Utilize the power of conscience before making a decision. Ask yourself: 
How will I feel after I do it? Pleasure or disgust? Asking this question will 
focus you on right vs. wrong. 
"Can't" Versus "Won't" 
One of the most prevalent rationalizations is the words: "I can't." How 
many times have you heard (or said) "I'd love to help, but I can't..." 
If you switch "can't" for "won't," you also switch the responsibility for 
your decisions. "I can't" implies that I am powerless to do what's right. "I 
won't" means I have the ability, but I am choosing not to do it. (In other 
words, "I don't feel like it...") 
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Watch out for the excuses (the "buts") that try to stifle your impulse to do 
what's right. Whenever you hear a "but" -- a justification for not doing the 
right thing -- instantly challenge it head-on. Demolish those "buts" and 
start taking control of your life. 
When you catch yourself saying the words "I can't," say instead "I won't." 
Don't worry whether you really can or can't do it. Just saying the words 
will emphasize that you are in control of the decision, and will expand 
your horizons to new opportunities, challenges -- and success. 
Gauging Right From Wrong 
The Talmud relates the following case: 
Mr. A. hired a repairman to fix something, and while working on it, the 
repairman broke it. According to Jewish law, the repairman has to replace 
the item. But since the repairman was poor, Mr. A. didn't insist that he pay 
for the damage. 
Next thing you know, the repairman is suing Mr. A., demanding to be paid 
for the time he worked. The judge's ruling? Mr. A. has to pay! The judge 
said that issue of hourly wages -- to which the repairman was entitled -- 
was separate from the issue of damage, which Mr. A. had forgiven. 
This example shows how Mr. A. thought he was doing the right thing -- by 
forgiving the damage -- but really he was falling short of his obligation to 
pay the wages. 
That's a rationalization! 
Let's take the example of charity. The Talmud says you can give a poor 
person charity and yet destroy him. It all depends on how you do it. If a 
poor person comes to the door and you throw a dollar in his face and slam 
the door shut, then you've technically "done your duty." But you also 
shamed and humiliated him! 
Whenever dealing with people, ask yourself: "What's proper?" Be honest 
and figure out the straight way to treat parents, friends, business 
associates, etc. 
One way to get in touch with what's right is by constantly asking yourself: 
What would HaShem say about this? 
Don't Stand On "Rights" 
Obligations are usually spelled out clearly, in the form of a contract or an 
agreement. But there are some things that are the right thing to do, even 

though they are not contractual or obligatory. That's a higher level of 
righteousness. 
For example, parents work hard to raise their children, going beyond the 
minimum. And since they do so voluntarily, there is no "legal" obligation 
to pay them back. However, if your parents get old and need care, the right 
thing to do is to be there for them. 
Never stand on your rights when you're looking for the proper thing to do. 
Avoid expressions like "It's not my turn to take out the garbage," or "I'm 
not obligated to give up my seat on the bus." Adjust your attitude, and do 
what's right -- even if it's not your stated obligation. 
The moment you hear yourself say, "It's not my job!" that's the time to 
check yourself out. Because even if you are technically justified, 
conceding your position will often achieve far greater results. 
Make a list of those to whom you have "debts with no contracts": 
--  Parents 
--  Siblings 
--  Spouse 
--  Friends 
--  Society 
--  Your People 
--  HaShem 
--  Yourself 
Why Is "Using Your Inner Guide" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• Identify your healthy, first reaction.  
• "Education" means drawing out what is already inside the 
student. Beware of educators who try to impose their position on you.  
• The right thing is not always stated as a contractual obligation. 
Learn how to give in to others -- and see how much farther it gets you.  
• Don't blindly follow society's idea of "what's right." People tend 
to take the path of least resistance, and the more difficult approach is often 
the "true" one. 
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer to 
their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 6:6), 
which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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Rabbi Yissocher Frand 

RavFrand 
Too Much Freedom Threatens Tranquility / Gossip Defies Logic  
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand’s 
Commuter Chavrusah Tapes on the weekly portion: CD #948 – The Ba’al Shacharis Who 
Forgot Maariv. Good Shabbos! 
Shuva Hashem: A Prayer For Tranquility 
There are a couple of pesukim in the parsha that are very well known to 
us: “When the Ark would journey, Moses said, ‘Arise, Hashem, and let 
Your enemies be scattered, and let those who hate You flee from before 
You.’ And when it rested, he would say ‘Reside tranquilly, Hashem, 
among the myriads and thousands of Israel’.” [Bamidbar 10:35-36] When 
the Jewish people set out on their travels and the Aron – the centerpiece of 
the Mishkan –began to travel, the people would recite a prayer that G-d 
should protect them and scatter their enemies. 
This is an extremely appropriate and logical thing to say at such a time. 
While Klal Yisrael were travelling in the desert, their enemies in fact 
sometimes attacked them. The first case, of course, was the attack of 
Amalek in Refidim [Shmos 17:8-13]. Many nations hated the Almighty 
and hated His people. Whenever they travelled it was a hostile 
environment and hence the prayer ‘Arise Hashem and let Your enemies be 
scattered’ was both a timely and appropriate prayer each time the camp of 
Israel set out on their journeys. 
When Klal Yisrael arrived at their encampment and came to a place of 
rest, Moshe Rabbeinu said another prayer: Shuva Hashem Rivevos Alfei 
Yisrael. The simple way of translating this is “Return, Hashem, among the 
myriad and multitudes of Klal Yisrael“. The first question we should ask 
is why was it even necessary to utter this prayer? They are camping. They 
have arrived at a secure place. What is the need for the prayer of Shuva 
Hashem Rivevos Alfei Yisrael? More to the point, Rashi [Bamidbar 
10:36] writes the following on the words Shuva Hashem: Menachem (ben 
Saruk) [Spain, c 920-980] rendered the word Shuva as expressing 

tranquility, as in the pasuk “b’shuva v’nachas teevashayun” [In tranquility 
and calm you shall be saved] [Yeshaya 30:15]. 
Without this Rashi, If I would ask, “What does Shuva Hashem mean?” 
chances are most people would translate “Return Hashem”. This means, 
we have been travelling, now Hashem return. This is in fact how Targum 
Onkelos interprets it (Tuv Hashem) and this is in fact how the Targum 
Yonosan ben Uziel interprets it (Tuv k’don meimre d’Hashem…). The 
simple translation is that the word Shuva comes from the word Shuv 
meaning return. Rashi, however, interprets differently. Based on the tenth 
century Spanish grammarian who Rashi quotes several times in his 
commentary, Rashi translates Shuva as having the connotation mirgo-ah, 
meaning tranquility, peace and quiet, serenity. Rashi cites a pasuk in 
Yeshaya where the word shuva has that connotation. 
I looked up two authentic English translations of Chumash and saw two 
different interpretations. The Samson Raphael Hirsch Chumash translates 
Shuva as “Come home, again Hashem”. This is in line with the Targum 
Onkelos and Targum Yonasan, which is certainly the most common 
interpretation. However, the Art Scroll Chumash follows Rashi’s 
translation, which is “Reside tranquilly, Hashem.” 
Why did Rashi take this approach to translating this expression and what 
is the real meaning of “with tranquility and calm”? 
I saw an interesting observation in the sefer Ikvei Erev: When people are 
busy and occupied with important matters, most of the time they are too 
busy to get into arguments. People are too preoccupied with what they 
need to do so there is not much time for quibbling or argumentation. 
When the Jews were travelling, the only thing they had to worry about 
was an outside enemy. Therefore, the prayer “Your enemies, Hashem, 
should be scattered” is appropriate. However, when they camped, they 
had an idyllic situation, a situation the likes of which we have otherwise 
never seen: There was no need to make a living! What was there to do? 
Their clothes did not wear out; every morning they went outside and 
collected their daily provisions (the mann); everything was taken care of. 
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There was nothing to do. It was a seemingly tranquil utopian situation. No 
taxes, no traffic, no hassle, no nothing! What could be better? 
In such a scenario – when people have absolutely nothing to do –they start 
to get restless and start carping at one another. That is why, “And when it 
(the Aron) rested, (Moshe) would invoke the prayer of ‘Shuva Hashem’ – 
based on the connotation of mirgo-ah, tranquility. 
I learned this truth several years ago and it took me a good part of my 
adult life to understand it: This idea is counter-intuitive and against the 
prevailing wind, but vacations are terrible. I do not know how many 
people notice this, but when a person has a schedule – he must get up at a 
certain time and needs to be somewhere at a certain time, when he is 
occupied with things that he needs to do most of the day so he has a 
schedule – everything is fine. However, when a person gets up in the 
morning and there is (seemingly) nothing to do, he becomes jumpy, 
uncomfortable, irritable, and argumentative. Why? It is precisely because 
he has nothing to do. It is not an idyllic situation when a person has too 
much free time on his hands. 
This applies to vacations. Kal V’Chomer ben bno shel kal v’chomer (how 
much more so) this applies to retirement. Baruch Hashem, we are a 
community that after we all retire we will have what to do. The time that 
we did not have when we were employed – to learn daf yomi, to learn 
halacha on a daily basis, to review the weekly parsha – there is plenty for 
us to do. However, the average Joe Blow working person did nothing but 
work for most of his life. When he retires, he drives his wife crazy. He has 
nothing to do. How many times can a person can read the newspaper? 
This is a common phenomenon. All sorts of periodicals write about it. 
Husbands who retire find themselves out of sorts, not knowing what to do, 
and they drive their wives crazy. 
In fact, Avos D’Rabbi Nassan mentions this very concept: ‘If a person has 
nothing to do and he sits around idly, he becomes depressed, his health 
deteriorates, and ultimately he in fact leaves this world.’ 
While they were in the Wilderness, they did not go to work. Of course, 
they had just received the Torah so they could spend their time learning, 
but I do not know if everybody could handle that full time. Therefore, 
they instituted a special prayer: When you come to your campsite, Shuva 
Hashem, Rivevos Alfei Yisrael: Grant tranquility, Hashem, to the myriads 
and thousands of Israel. 
The Flippant Gossip Concludes: Heads You’re Wicked; Tails You’re 
Wicked 
The end of the parsha contains the story of Miriam speaking Lashon 
Harah [gossip] about Moshe Rabbeinu. She complains that her brother 
was not treating his wife properly (he separated from her). Hashem 
explains to Miriam that Moshe Rabbeinu is not like every other prophet. 
As a punishment for speaking Lashon Harah, she was afflicted with 
tzaraas. Chazal say that this incident is one of the six things we need to 
remember every single day. 
I would like to share a very interesting insight on the subject of Lashon 
Harah. The credit goes to a childhood friend, Mr. Eli Genauer from 
Seattle, Washington, who e-mailed this comment to me several weeks 
ago. Mr. Genauer found an insightful commentary on a Mishna in the 
third chapter of Maseches Shekalim. In the Beis HaMikdash, they kept all 
the coins (shekalim) for purchasing the sacrifices in a vault. The halacha 
is that people could not walk into this vault wearing a garment that had 
pockets or hems. People could not even walk in with shoes or while 
wearing Tefillin. It was essential for those who entered the vault to be 
above reproach and beyond suspicion that they might smuggle out some 
coins for personal use. The halacha even required them to speak the entire 
time so it would not be possible to hide coins in their mouths! 
The concern was that if the people who managed the vault eventually 
became poor, people might attribute the change of fortune to Divine 
punishment for embezzling from the Temple treasury. Alternatively, the 
concern was that if the people would become wealthy and start to engage 
in conspicuous consumption, people might assume their wealth came from 
money stolen from the Temple treasury. The lesson is that a person needs 
to be concerned about what people with think or say just as he needs to be 
concerned about what the Almighty will think or say. We derive this 
teaching from Moshe’s instruction to the Tribes of Gad and Reuven 
regarding fulfilling their commitment to participate in the conquest of the 
Land of Canaan: “You shall be innocent from Hashem and from Israel.” 
[Bamidbar 32:22] as well as the pasuk in Proverbs: “And you will find 
favor and goodly wisdom in the eyes of G-d and man” [Mishlei 3:4]. 
That is the lesson from the Mishna in Shekalim. 

The Perush HaKosev in the Ein Yakov makes the following comment: 
The Mishna is concerned about an observer speaking out of both sided of 
his mouth! If, when the observer sees someone’s fortunes change for the 
worse – the observer assumes the Almighty is punishing him for robbing 
the Temple, then the observer should assume that if the person’s fortunes 
change for the better, the Almighty is rewarding him because he is a 
Tzadik! 
On the other hand, if the observer assumes the observer became rich 
because he is wicked and stole his wealth from the Temple treasury, then 
if he became poor, he should recognize for sure that he resisted any 
temptation to pocket silver from the Temple even though he might have 
been able to get away with it! 
This suspicious observer should not be able to have it both ways – explain 
the other person’s poverty because he was wicked and G-d is angry with 
him and explain his wealth because he was wicked and G-d is angry with 
him! Let him make up his mind! 
 

Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Beha’alosecha 5776- Face Time 
In this week's parsha we find an eclectic mix of incidents and mitzvos. 
Here they are [listed in the order they are mentioned]. (a) lighting the 
Menorah, (b) consecrating the Leviyim and (c) their apprenticeship, (d) 
offering of the Korban Pesach in the second year, (e) Pesach Shaini, (f) 
travelling procedures, (g) making of two silver trumpets, (h) Breaking 
camp, (i) Yisro’s cameo appearance, (j)The Aron, (k)The Complainers, (l) 
Mon dissatisfaction, (m) lottery for 70 elders (n) Eldad & Maidad, (o) 
Quail and the death of the meat desirers, and (p) Miriam and lashon Hora. 
Such a variety makes it extremely difficult to get a grip on the 
juxtaposition of the topics discussed. In addition, there is such a swing in 
subject matter, from spiritual highs (a,b,c,d,e,j) to lows (k,l,o,p), to 
somewhere in between (f,g,h,i,m,n). Navigating through the parsha can 
really feel like a roller-coaster ride, so how are we to approach it? What 
should be the job description of learning Beha’alosecha? 
Perhaps we can suggest that our obligation with this parsha is to gain a 
clearer understanding of Hashem, our Creator. The highs and lows and in-
betweens are all labeled as such because of their association with Him. 
Just as in a courtship the way to gain a clearer understanding of a courter 
is by finding out about their likes and dislikes, here too, we are able to 
attain clarity of Hashem.  
We all know the joke about a young man about to meet a young lady on a 
first date, and his father gives him the following advice: "If you ever run 
out of things to talk about, just remember the three F's: food, family, and 
philosophy. You can always start a conversation about one of those 
subjects." 
The boy picks up his date and they go to a hotel lounge. [Diet] sodas in 
front of them, they stare out at space and down at their own fingernails for 
a long time, as the boy's nervousness builds. He remembers his father's 
advice, and chooses the first topic. He asks the girl: "Do you like 
chicken?" She says "No," and the silence returns. 
After a few more uncomfortable minutes, the boy thinks of his father's 
suggestion and turns to the second item on the list. He asks, "Do you have 
a brother?" The girl says "No," and there is silence once again. 
The boy then plays his last card. He thinks of his father's advice and asks 
the girl: "If you had a brother, would he like chicken?" 
This is Beha’alosecha, a do-you-like-chicken-get-to-know-you type of 
parsha. An opportunity for us each year to be reminded of Hashem’s likes 
and dislikes, so we can gain a clearer picture of our Creator. 
If this is the motif of Beha’alosecha it is not by chance that we find an 
interesting phenomenon in the wording of the parsha, and that is all the 
main features of a human face, the eyes (“Umatzasi chain be’ainecha,” 
Bamidbar, 11:11), ears (“Be’aznai Hashem,”11:1,18), nose (“Vayichar 
aph Hashem,” 11:10, 12:9), and mouth ( “Al pi Hashem,” 9:18), are used 
in reference to Hashem. Even though Hashem has no face let alone facial 
features, however the Torah does consistently use facial references vis a 
vis Hashem as a parable of Him to which we can connect. And here we 
have the whole face, from top to bottom. This is because by the time we 
are finished with the parsha we should have gained a clearer 
understanding of who Hashem is and what are our responsibilities to Him.  
A police forensic artist will interview a victim of a crime, and draw a 
facial composite that will be then be plastered on the Post office walls all 
around the country in an effort to catch the perpetrator. If, however, the 
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criminal was wearing a mask, a sketch is impossible, recognition is 
unavailable, and his capture becomes way more difficult. 
Lehavdil, in our ongoing and ever evolving relationship with Hashem the 
Torah at times gives us via parable little snippets of facial recognition. But 
this parsha provides us a full unmasked view. And that is because with all 
its incidents and directives we are afforded the opportunity to really get to 
know Hashem. And hopefully with that clarity we can fine-tune and 
embrace our role as the Chosen Nation. 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg,  
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y. 
ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
 

Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
The Spiritual Summit 
Moshe Rabeinu, into his eighties, has been through a lot in the last two 
years. He’s been G-d’s messenger to bring the people out of Egypt, he 
performed miracles, he split the sea, he was the conduit for Torah 
descending from Heaven to Earth. By this point, you might think, he was 
beyond the reproach of the Jewish people. However we see that he is the 
subject of multiple complaints. The people began to complain about 
water, food, the integrity and leadership style of Moshe and even his 
loyalty. His own brother and sister spoke Lashon HaRa about him. He 
struggled through the breakaway prophecies of Eldad and Meidad, 
Korach’s rebellion and more. 
Why did Moshe have to suffer all this at this advanced stage in his life and 
his spiritual growth? 
Rav Tzadok Hakohen in an unrelated essay makes a global observation on 
the spiritual growth of every Jew. Growth, he points out work in stages - 
like climbing a mountain that seems to touch the sky. He notes that at 
critical junctures of spiritual growth people there are plateau’s. Places 
where we stop, take a deep breath while getting ready for the next big 
climb. Everyone of these plateau’s represent a new spiritual challenge; a 
challenge that we have never before encountered. Embracing this new 
challenge will move us forward. Without them we will tragically fall 
backward - possibly to the bottom of the mountain. We keep going. 
(analogy mine) 
What, however, of the person who has achieved the summit? What is the 
challenge for the person that has arrived at fantastic heights in and are at 
the zenith of their spirituality? What challenge does G-d give them? 
Their challenge, teaches Reb Tzadok, is to discover what they will do 
with their new found height. What will they do at the summit? Will they 
take all their spiritual achievement and use it for the honor of G-d, or will 
they will keep it for themselves. Reb Tzadok names three people who had 
this challenge and failed it - Adam, Yeshu the founder of Christianity, and 
Shabtai Tzvi! “Because of their high state of other wordiness their 
imagination let them think that they themselves were G-d! From the 
highest summit they fell to the deepest depth” (Machshavos Charutz 1) 
This ultimate test is not something which can be simply tried again and 
again. if it is failed, the failed spiritual giant crashes down to the abyss. 
Perhaps this was behind Moshe’s challenges. Moshe has achieved 
incredible spiritual heights, unparalleled in history. Now G-d is seeing if 
Moshe will be touched by pride. Will it become the ‘I’, or whether his 
humility will remain as great as his level in spirituality and he will remain 
entirely for G-d and His people. In fact, as we see, he remains absolutely 
humble, as the Torah itself testifies. The highest of all men must be the 
humblest of all men. The two word epitaph the end of Moshe’s life is 
Eved Hashem. He remained a servant of the Almighty. 
The lesson: The ultimate test of greatness is humility. If we see greatness 
with personal pride we are perhaps witnessing the highest point of 
greatness to the lowest point of growth. If we see humility - follow that 
greatness for he is walking in the path of Moshe Rabeinu. 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Beha'aloscha 5776 - Manna And Power 
It seems that some people cannot appreciate something special! Imagine 
the Jews were treated to a heavenly gift of manna yet they complained 
about it. The mohn was a supernatural delicacy that fell from the heavens 
and sustained the Jewish nation during their 49 year sojourn in the desert. 
It had the ability to transform itself to please the palate of the most 
advanced culinary critic. It tasted exactly the way its eaters desired it to 

taste! Whether, Belgian waffles with ice cream, steak, or hash browns, 
through mere thought, the eater was able to transform the mohn's flavor 
into the most delicious of delicacies. Yet, the Jewish nation was still not 
happy. "We remember the free fish that we ate in Egypt!" (Bamidbar 
11:5) they exclaimed. The Talmud is troubled by the words "free fish", 
"Since when, asks the Gemara, "was anything free in the land of slavery?" 
The Talmud answers the word free, means free from mitzvos. The Jews 
had no mitzvos to observe during most of their exile in Egypt. They had 
not yet received their charge at Sinai. Therefore they recalled the free fish 
that they ate during the Egyptian bondage. 
The obvious question is, however, what does food -fish or mohn - 
have to do with freedom? Why did they complain about their new 
responsibilities and intrinsically link it with the miraculous bread? Was it 
the miraculous bread that changed their status? Why did they link fish 
with freedom? 
The Story 
Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski tells a wonderful story that took place back 
in Europe.  
Little Chaim sat in the back row of his cheder classroom. One day the 
Rebbe, a stern fellow who had little patience with his young charges, 
called upon him to recite the letters of the Aleph-Bet from a small reader. 
The teacher took a long stick and pointed to the letter Aleph on the page. 
"Vos iz Das?" he shouted. Chaim looked him straight in the eye, shrugged 
his shoulders, and said nothing. 
Whack! The stick came down solidly on the boy's hand. "I said, 'Vos iz 
Das!'" screamed the teacher tapping his stick fiercely on the letter. 
Again, Chaim jutted out his lower lip and shrugged his shoulders even 
higher. He spread out his hands, palms up offering his hand as a sacrifice 
to the altar of the dreaded stick, while intoning, 'I have no idea what that 
letter is!' 
His offering was duly accepted, and once again the frustrated teacher 
brought the stick down on poor Chaim's hand. After futile attempts to 
have Chaim pronounce the Aleph, the teacher went to the next student 
who proceeded to recite the entire Aleph Bet flawlessly. 
After class, Chaim's friends surrounded him. "We don't understand." They 
stated in uniform amazement. "Everybody knows the letter Aleph! When 
the Rebbe pointed to the Aleph, why didn't you just tell him ' It's an 
Aleph'?" 
Chaim smiled. "I'm smarter than that. Of course I knew what the letter 
was! But I also I knew that the moment I say 'Aleph,' our Rabbi would 
point to the Beis and ask me what is that. Then he'd point to the Gimmel 
and Dalet. Soon I'd have to recite the entire Aleph-Beis! I'd rather take a 
few whacks at the beginning and not have to go through the whole ordeal! 
The Message 
The commentaries explain that when the Jewish people reminisced about 
free fish they remembered an era where they had no spiritual or moral 
responsibilities. The Jews understood that when one eats mohn -the fare of 
the angels - angelic responsibility accompanied their gastronomic actions. 
The Jews would have rather foregone the delicacies of miraculous mohn 
to be freed of the responsibilities it entailed. They did not want to recite 
even the Aleph in the knowledge that an obligation to recite the Beis and 
Gimmel would follow naturally. 
Often in life, we hesitate to begin the first step. Though that step may be 
simple and uncomplicated, we fear to begin treading in full awareness of 
the responsibilities that those first steps may lead us. Accepting 
responsibility is, however, the role of a people to whom the world looks to 
for guidance. 
The first bite of a new undertaking will be surely be deliciously 
challenging, though the second bite perhaps a little more difficult to 
swallow. But, at the end of the meal you have will have not bitten more 
than you can swallow. For those who have dined on the fare of leadership 
and responsibility, will realize that the food of accomplishment is as 
delicious as anyone's wildest imaginations. It may even be spiritually 
delicious - perhaps as delicious the mohn.  
Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Sanhedrin 110b) states in R’ Akiva’s name that the  
rcsnv rus lost their portion of Olam HaBa, as derived from the 
Posuk: u,unh oau un,h vzv rcsnc, where un,h refers to Olam 
HaZeh, and u,unh refers to Olam HaBa. The Gemara follows this 
with another Posuk (Tehilim 95) h,jubn kt iutuch ot hptc h,gcab 
where Hashem swore in His anger that they will not come to His 
rest place. R’ Eliezer disagrees, deriving that Hashem may have 
said as much “in His anger”, but He later recanted. The Mishna 
(Chagigah 10a) states that the ability of a Chochom to release 
someone from a vow using a “j,p” has no real Torah support. 
However, the Gemara suggests that support may come from the 
Drasha of hptc h,gcab rat – where the fact that the oath was 
sworn in anger is sufficient to permit its release. Tosafos asks, if 
this Posuk referred to the rcsnv rus, as indicated in the Gemara 
(Sanhedrin), do we not see that the rcsnv rus did not enter Eretz 
Yisroel ? Does this not imply that there was no retraction by 
Hashem after all ?  Tosafos answers that the Gemara (Sanhedrin 
ibid) uses the Posuk to promote R’ Eliezer’s position that the 
rcsnv rus retained their portion of Olam HaBa, which can be used 
to support the concept of release for oaths generally. The Oneg 
Yom Tov notes that in the Gemara (Nedarim 66a) there is a 
Machlokes between R’ Akiva and the Chachomim, where R’ 
Akiva holds that if one has a vow partially released, the entire 
vow is automatically released. As such, R’ Akiva would never 
accept the argument that Hashem had retracted because of His 
anger, for if it were so and the rcsnv rus regained their portion of 
Olam HaBa, why did they not enter Eretz Yisroel ? If the oath 
was released for Olam HaBa it should have been released for 
Eretz Yisroel as well ! R’ Eliezer on the other hand, sided with the 
Chachomim who would allow an oath or vow to be partially 
released. As such, the release based on Hashem’s anger could 
easily have applied only to Olam Haba but not to entry into Eretz 
Yisroel.    

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If a light was turned off in a room on Shabbos ruxhtc, may one 
sleep in that room during Shabbos ?   

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Which of the 24 Sifrei Tanach may one recite entirely by heart ?)  
The Shulchan Aruch (j”ut 49:1) states that c,fca vru, generally 
may not be said by heart, except for those pieces that everyone is 
fluent in. The Chavos Yair allowed Tehilim to be recited entirely 
by heart because it was deemed Tefilah. The Chasam Sofer (s”uh 
191) adds that it was originally intended to be said by heart. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
One may not schedule elective surgery on Wednesday thru Friday 
if there is a good chance that Chilul Shabbos will result from 
post-operation medical needs, unless the expert doctor only works 
on those days. Still, if one did undergo such an “illegal” 
operation, any potential vbfx permits all necessary care, including 
Chilul Shabbos. (Shemiras Shabbos K’Hilchaso 32:33) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Pesachim 46b) records a Machlokes regarding one 
who bakes on Yom Tov, intending to use the food after Yom Tov. 
R’ Chisda says he is to be punished with Malkus while Rabbah 
disagrees. Rabbah utilizes the concept of khtuv – “since” it is 
quite possible that guests may arrive before Yom Tov concludes, 
and the baked food would be served to them, it would render that 
food as having been for Yom Tov use after all. As such, there 
should be no transgression for such potential preparation. Tosafos 
asks, if we accept such a concept, then could we not apply it as 
well to Shabbos, and excuse any Melachah as being potentially 
for the benefit of a dangerously ill person ? Tosafos answers that 
we consider such a situation to be uncommon.  However, the 
Shaagas Aryeh points out that a Bris Milah occurs quite regularly 
on Shabbos. According to R’ Eliezer (Shabbos 130a), not only are 
the restrictions of Shabbos “pushed aside” to permit the act of 
Milah itself, but all preparatory necessities to facilitate the Bris 
Milah are also permitted on Shabbos, such as the forging of a 
Milah knife, and even chopping down trees with which to make 
charcoal that will be used to forge the knife. If so, that chopping 
trees for such a purpose would be permitted on Shabbos, the 
question arises, why was the aauen executed for gathering wood 
on Shabbos, or as the Gemara (ibid 96b) suggests, even chopping 
down trees on Shabbos, if the trees could be used to produce 
charcoal necessary to forge a knife for a Bris Milah ? The 
Shaagas Aryeh suggests that the answer lies in the words of the 
Posuk: ohmg aaen aht utmnhu rcsnc ktrah hbc uhvhu. Why was it 
necessary for the Posuk to tell us that Bnei Yisroel were in the 
Midbar ? Where else could they be ? However, as the Gemara 
(Yevamos  71b) states, the Bnei Yisroel did not circumcise their 
children during the 40 years that they were in the Midbar, for 
various safety reasons. As such, there would be no Bris Milah on 
the Shabbos that the aauen collected his wood. For this reason, 
because they were in the Midbar, the aauen had to be executed.   

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A poor family man in Eastern Europe had not had a good week, and it 
was already Thursday. Without having earned enough money for wine 
and Challos, he was ready to take on any odd job. But Friday came with 
no help in sight. His wife told him that a Rabbi in town was in need of a 
Shidduch for his child, and he reputedly gave 3 rubles to anyone who 
offered a decent suggestion. The poor man thought for a while and then 
hurried over to the Rabbi’s house, to offer the suggestion. The Rabbi 
listened and said to him: “Your suggestion sounds very good. Come to 
me after Shabbos when we will discuss it further”. The poor man was 
embarrassed but he asked: “Do I not get 3 rubles ?” The Rabbi replied: “I 
give 3 rubles to resolve a contradiction in the Gemara, which says on 
the one hand that every Shidduch is foretold 40 days before conception, 
while also characterizing a Shidduch as difficult, like Krias Yam Suf. The 
difficulty is that when the Malochim seek to arrange the Shidduch in 
Shomayim, some of them are disabled, created by prayers without 
concentration and mitzvos without intention. Still, they are Malochim 
and I reward those who present their recommendations with 3 rubles. 
Your suggestion however, sounds like the right one. We will discuss 
how to proceed and you will earn much much more”.    
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family. 


